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SAC, Savanrxah

Y ^ John Edgar Eoovor -
r r?-

PAR0LBRSPQRT3

f

.*>. cc-Hr. Rosen
i&r• Caver:

January 7, 1946

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Reference is nado. to your letter of Docoabor 20, 1945, in the captioned
natter nhoroin youroquost to be advised whether or not Parole Reports should be
forwarded to the Bureau-, as enclosures to Investigative Reports.

Parole- Reports are separate communications and they -should, not, therefore
bo forwarded to the Bureau 'da enclosures to Investigative Reports, it is also
necessary that abstracts be prepared to accompany Parole Reports as. bn other
comunicatlbns but the abstraots need only reflect that the communication is a
Parole Report.

.
In this connection it nay be said that the Bureau desires, that Parole

Reports be prepared, for submission to tho Bureau,at the same tine as the Investiga-
tive Report reflecting prosecution and the synopsis of the investigative Report
should 'reflect that a Parole Roporb is being submitted.
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to i - director, FBI

nw
SAC) Savannah

0
SUBJECT! ^PAROLE JEPORTS
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Please advise whether parole reports should be forwarded to

the Bureau as>ehclosures to investigative' reports.
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CO — AfT*. 'noneir
' Mr.. Caver
^05^^ '/35~Jty£Yf

Bixainghaa ^ December 13, 1945
jfciX ^ *

J. Edgar Hoover ~ Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

P/ROSE REPC&TS

Reference is made to your letter of November 30, 1945, in which you re-
quested advice os to whether or not the Bureau had any objection to your Division
iUrniching the interested United states Attorney with a copy of Parole Reports.

As you know, Parole Reports ,are prepared at the request of tha II. g*
Board, of ,parole and arc* intended only to assist the Board in deciding x&cther*,or-

hot.pared© should h° granted toPectoral prisoners cohvictcd cox tho basis cf an
offence within the primary dpteUtigativo juricdiction of the Bureau* It is believed,

’

therefore, that the procedure of furnishing copies of those reports to United States
Attorneys should not be adopted, due to the fact that it would involve extra work
for the Bureau which is not believed to bo justified* There is,, however, no ob-
jection to an interested U. S." Attorney perusing a Parole Report prepared by the »

Bureau in those instances where a specific request is. made at a Bureau Division*
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STANDARD FORM NO. 6<

HH «

ice Memorandum. • UNITED -STATES GOVERNMENT

J TOy : Director, FBI - date: November 30, 1945

Wnm^ SAC, Birmingham

SUBJECT: PAROLS REPORTS
^

' *

J ,

, . y* With reference to Bureau Bulletin No. 59, Series 1945, it will be
.

—
^appreciated if the Bureau will advise whether it has. any objection to furbishing

jMjthe interested United States Attorney with a copy of parole reports. It is.

/ ' possible that there is some variance in.the offices 1 practice on this, and it
.

is believed' that on occasions the United States Attorney may benefit by receiving

such a copy, especially should his office receive an inquiry from the u. S.

Probation office,
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Office Memorhkdum • united staOs government

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

Mr. A. Tlofeen

Mr. G. Q.^GaLlan

date: January 16, 1946

-Report ^^Tn]GJDLJIEGA.TIVE~IfiyESTIGA.TIONS OF
'

NMVTA AND"THEFT OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTT CASES

I

In-Service Class Mo# 1 raised the question during ray lecture
on January 14 as to why it was necessary to -write a report in a NMVTA
or Theft of Government Property case when the information developed was
negative and the whole case could be opened and closed with one report.

Mr. Tolson
Mr. E. a. Tacrs
Mr. Cless

'

Mr. Coffey
Mr. 0lavin
Mr. Ladd _

Mr. Nichols
"

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy

~

Mr. Mohr
"" ~

Mr. Carson
~

Mr. Hendon
Mr. MnTord
Mr. Jones
Mr. Quinn Tam
Tele. Rooa
Mr. Nease

~ ~

Miss Beahm
Miss Gandy

-
Two examples were given.V*£th regard to the Theft of Government

Property cases, -fih'e members of the class stated that they frequently received/!

reports from another Government agency that certain property has been stolen. \£(

They conduct a preliminary investigation, and the property turns up not stolen

/ N6ut merely misplaced. They stated that there are certain types of cases covered ''Dr.
f

\ in Part I, page 25 of the FBI Handbook which can be closed -by the use of a
'V' memorandum under such circumstances but that Theft of Government property is'

1 \ Z
^ not one of them* They had the same problem with NMVTA cases, in other words, ^ ij

a car is recovered with another state license on it. Information is< received *

that the car was stolen. They investigate it and find out that it was not in
fact stolen and that the person who left the car at the place where it was ^

Recovered had a legal right -to possession of the automobile. For example, a
boy who usually has the right to drive his father’s car does so,. The father,

not knowing his son has the car, reports it stolen* It was found across the

state line in front of a night club* Members of the class seem to think that

such a case should be closed by memorandum rather than by a report.

X
\

Personally, I can’t see why it is so much more complicated to writeJ
/

a report then it is to write a memorandum. It has always been ny theory /
xv. ' that whenever agents of the Bureau conduct an investigation, their investigative

activity should be reflected in a report. That theory, of course, does not
hold good with regard to the types of cases mentioned on page 25 of/ttie- ^£7 q

\ Handbook,
_

^cO®0®1’ ’

O'?
Recommendation

Vp
It is recommended that this memorandum be"“routed to

Theft of Government Property supervisors in order that they
-class of the reasons why reports are necessary :m tfihse two

if no such reason exists, it is recommended thatfjwzs memorc

to the Training and Inspection Division becaus^ttferlfandbook may be appropriately
changed to include these two categories among the cases which may be closed by
a memorandum or letter to the United States Attorney*

OTA and
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W • IMTED- STATES GOVERKM
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DATE: 1/27X46
. 7/ *

.SUBJECT:

rr. wisoi

ft'AMt
JfiumV:

Judge, ArthurM of the $. & ftfole> Board child §1S
^ me’ this morning, Ee, inquired about parole

•_

reporip,, pointing:

**
'Out that he had suggested' they be revived several months ago >• MiSfeSS

'

1 told ilia! I felt sure the director had inaugurated this
_

practice based upon, his suggestion
s

5ut T mould chest intoJtf
rr~“

4 Er, Eosen informs me that tmb copies of each parole repor

0 dk designated for the' 'EUr'eau of Pri'&nsr^
' '

t . V - fl!!l!00?S' J .
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'^'FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1946
TO: T

•Director Mr./ Mumford
-Mr ?_ Tolson Mr . Carson
_Mr . E . A . Tamm j Mr. Fitch
•Mr . Clegg Mr . Newby
-Mr . Ladd Mr. Strickland
-Hr . Coffey Mr . Harbo
—Mr. Glavin Mr* Jones
•Mr. Nichols Mr . McGuire
-Mr. Rosen Records Section
-Mr . Tracy —— Personnel Files
-Mr . Q . Tamm

*

-Miss Gandy
-Mr . Nease •o
Uxy. Callan

Aulenbache'r
achman

Batts
r. Finley

Hr. Foltz

^H. H. Hair
Lawson
Hugh<

Scott

Hrs. Crockett
Hrs. Bates
Hiss Miner
Hiss O'Donnell

See me
Call me
Send file
Bring up-to-date
Appropriate action,

Note and return
Place on record -

Place on record-*

and return
.Initial

Acctg. & Fraud Section
Rm. .1736
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STANDARD FORM NO. G4

Memorandum • ^UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

_ i

TO THE DIRECTOR DATE: February 26, 19

FROM : THE JOINT CC8IMITTEE

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #9B - -X
EMPLOYEE t MR* H. H.YpLEGG.

MEMBERS PRESENT? H. H. Clegg • E. E. Conroy
R* C. Hendon E. Soheidfc

O '

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS?That parole reports be eliminated*

ADVANTAGES ?

1.
2*

3*

4*.

5i

6*

A tremendous saving in clerical and Agents* time*

Probation officers have been appointed to colleot the

contained in such reports and to furnish suoh information
to the Parole‘Board for recommendation*
U. S. Attorneys submit a parole report and recommendation

prepared substantially upon the facts contained in Bureau

Agents*' investigative reports*

The Probation offioers, the U* S. Attorneys and the Parole Board

have access to the information in FBI investigative reports, sinoej

copies of such reports are furnished to the Department Records v/

Division and the U. S. Attorneys*
Unless work not absolutely necessary for the completion of the NJj
investigation from the FBI standpoint is conducted, information

not always available for a domplete and adequate parole report*

The Bureau reoeives no benefit from the parole report*

DISADVANTAGES?

4

It would deprive the Parole Board of these reports whioh they

have in the past claimed to be helpful and valuable* However,

the submitting of paroie reports was suspended during the war
with no indication of improvement or ill effects on the system^

of paroles and, further, since the reports are available to the^
Parole Board in^bhe Department’s files* ,

x

V)

r*

V3
NS

This is merely doing clerical work and Agents* work for the Parole Board ^
whioh the Bureau gets no compensation or special appropriation for, and in view of ^
the reduction in .appropriation and clerical staff, this is a burden, the continuation §
of which is not'justified. ,

'

RECOMMENDATION? Unanimously appro|e&^fc

The mafjfr o,

Tol
'• th

Pd

>«.
CdOo

EXECUTIVES 1 CONFERENCE ACTION J

Mumfordj Ladd and Rosen disagree,
mendati]bn and believe that thg/parole re\

Terence consisting

„ i// M n > TraCy >
,

1H °h °1S *

e&fral Conn i ttee s reoom-
:tsKskould be continued •

§
§Oo

:
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% S'? APR 3 - 1946
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It was their belief thaifthe Bureau had an obligation to provide the
Parole Board with information bearing upon the advisability of parol-
ing subjects in Bureau cases. It was also pointed out by these members
of the Conference that most law enforcement agencies submit reports

of a similar nature, upon which institutional or parole action is

based and further that if the Bureau at any time takes a definite
stand against improper parole practices we would be subject to

criticism if we refused to furnish parole reports to the Federal
Parole Board

,

Messrs, Harbo3 Hendon and Clegg supported the Committee's
recommendation for the reasons stated above under advantages , They

definitely feel that while it is very nice to submit parole reports

the Bureau obtains no benefit from them and because of the saving in

Agents and clerical time they should be discontinued.

Respectfully }
For the Conference

/
Clyde Tolson

E,
f
A, Tamm

RCH:DW
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standard form NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government
.

TO S TIE director

FROM : THE joint cohiittee

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION 9-J
EMPLOYEE: H. H. CIEGG

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

MEMBERS PRESENTS Messrs. H. H. Clegg
R. C. Hendon

DATE: 2/22/46

E. E. Conroy
E. Scheldt

Mr/ Toison
_ E. A. Ta=

Clegg 5
X^Mr. Olavln .

Mr. Rosea ^
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Carson
Mr. Egan
Mr. Curses
Mr. Karoo
Mr. Hendon

_ Mr. Pennington

A
VX Quinn Tar»
Tele. Rooa
1H Nease

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS: The elimination oiYsummary reports

ADVANTAGES:

DISADVANTAGES:

IK

RECOMMENDATION :

Saves Agents' time in preparation.
Saves stenographic and clerical time in preparation and
filing.
It is a service to Ihited States Attorneys Tie could
dispense with -which is not absolutely necessary as it is

a trial brief of facts -which they themselves should prepare

1. It is a reporting function -which the Bureau should
perform.

2. It provides an automatic self-supervision of the

case by the Agent to whom the case is assigned
since the summary report -will show up any missing or
-weak links of evidence.

3. It enables field and Seat of Government supervisors -

to do a better job of supervision.
,4. It is inviting to the Ihited States Attorneys to at

least read the summary report thus increasing their
proficiencies in the trial of individual cases and
the possibilities of increased prosecutions and con-

"victions and therefore is an aid in the administration
of justice.

*

1. Unanimously recommended that summary reports be
retained.

RCH:pj

EXECUTIVES ' CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION : On February 25, 1946 with Messrs. Toison,
Glavin-, Tracy, Harbo, Hendon, Ladd, Rosen

and Clegg being present it was unanimously recamended that summary reports be

retained.

*
Respectfully,
For .the Conference ,

cc - Mr. Hendon A
Mr. Clegg 0

HHC:pj erriMfU

Clyde Toison

50 MAR" 2 8 1946

MAR 21 194U;
' E. A. Tamm X,

1/ * ** r*V\ MAR 23 io;i ,



IHcheral iSitVeatt tff Jnucattgatimt

United States department of Zfuatice

202. U. S. Court, House ;

El Paso, Texas
,

.

February 18, 1946 '

>

* *

Director, FBI

Dear Sir;

Re: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

v In compliance with instructions contained in SAC
Letter #16, Series 1946, dated February 7, 1946,, the following suggestions
are submitted with reference to Administrative Procedures followed by Bureau
field offices: N £<'

*\
, Vn. t

1- It is- my opinion that considerable Agents* and- stenographic time and tinro^-X-^C
in the
to the

X

'A

Q
111

r
Chief Clerks Office could be saved if the Bureau* s rule with .reference* XX
preparation o^Prosecutive . Summaries were modified. The present rule ^

requirfe^that~PF^culive“Suiimari'es must-be’*prepared in all cases wherein
there will be probable prosecution. In the average *.criminal case, and ,

par- ^
*

ticularly in cases involving the -National Motor Vehicle Theft Act, it is my ^ O'N
opinion the Prosecutive Summary could be eliminated without materially affect^

^
ing the investigation or prosecution of the case. It, will be noted that duri-hg^
the pressure of'"work during the war period, the.Bureau rule concerning prose-. x
cutive summaries was riot rigidly adhered’ to, but the successful prosecutions
had far exceeded in number the.prosecutions resulting at the time Then such
Prosecutive .Summaries were prepared in .all cases of probable -prosecution. It
would appear, as a final analysis, that, Prosecutive Summaries do .not increase
successful prosecutions. It is recommended that the rule of the Bureau he/
amended to provide, that Prosecutive Summaries are 'necessary only when y
Agents are directed to prepare them<ta$the Bureau- or, thd Special Asent in
Charge; ,

'

2- It is recommended that the pro^gCon pro3^ingIffbr th"S maintenance of a
stop card or wanted notice file b^nodified’. yLfs aig investigative case is

appropriately indexed, it would appear that
1,

maintenance^ the additional
index card file; for stop notices serves no iism^bpurposd^ for example,, the

Paso Office maintains approximately 900 st^^g|?dsSm its file. To keep
this file in an absolutely current status-requires considerable time oh the
part of the. Chief Clerk. It is only possible for th'e

v
Special Agent in Charge

to make spot checks of this file1 because shqplcL all ofstne stop'^cards be
checked intermittently* it would be necessity to, withdraw 900 files from the
cabinets and disrupt work in the Chief Clerks. Office. It is my recommendation
that stop cards be prepared only where a wanted notice or stop card is pr&r
pared on a case which wili be placed in an RUC status., This proyision

r
.would

provide a follow-up for removal of stop notices in such casesl ThiS would

Si.

ci-
UJQ
tc

§
oc

k .

'
{ Wj

4> --V .
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Director, FBI 2-18-46~2~

occur whena particular field, office is requested to place a stop notice

and there is no further action to be taken, by the auxiliary 'office. When
a. case remains in a pending status, it. is possible.' to "follow up" the stop

notice to determine when it should be removed. The modification„of this

rule 'would eliminate the preparation of numerous stop cards.

3-

It is recommended that* the- rule requiring that an asterisk be placed on
an index card indicating the file, number of a principal subject be modified.

In order to efficiently handle the' investigation of any matter, it would ,be

necessary for the Agent to withdraw all cross referenced files and review

*.j\them before taking any action. It does not appear to me that the asterisk

/ 'serves a useful purpose, with the possible exception that in some of the

larger field offices many cross references are contained in the files on such
matters as investigations of members of the Communist Party. It is my opinion
that in such instances the use of the asterisk should, be left to the discretion
of the Special Agent in Charge of a particular office.

4-

In order to facilitate the filing of index cards and the location of files,

it is recommended that a uniform procedure be adopted in the filing of index
cards relating to automobile motor numbers. This suggestion is based upon the

experience in the Chief Clerks Office in. the EL Paso Office. It is noted in
i the El Paso indices that in filing cards pertaining to motor numbers, the

breakdown in the indices provided for the filing of the cards under the name

of the car and by utilizing the entire motor number* Motor numbers pertaining
P to the various makes of cars,, therefore, were .distributed throughout the in—

* 1 dices under the name of the car. An- inspection of these files revealed numerous

V errors because of the difficulty in appropriately filing the cards by motor
ft ^number, utilizing the entire number. In quite a number of instances, the

I ^ clerks failed to make an identification. To remedy this, situation, one sec-

tion of the indices cabinets was utilized and labeled "Automobile Motor Numbers"

The first breakdown in this section of the cabinets was alphabetical according

to the names of the cars
^

The motor numbers under each car section were then
broken down, utilizing only, the last three numbers of the motor number. This
facilitates the filing arid searching, and eliminates the errors previously
prevalent. It is possible that a number of field offices utilize this system,

but to my knowledge, there have been no instructions issued to the field with
reference to a uniform system of filing motor numbers.

5-. A number of instances have occurred of recent date in unknown- subject cases

involving interstate transportation of stolen automobiles wherein the office

of origin furnishes to the auxiliary office the license number of the stolen
car. A file is opened, and an index card is made under the license number.

u 'U -



Director, FBI -3- 2-18-46

The car is later recovered in another - district with the stolen license plate
and a file is opened up under the motor number of the car. Subsequently, it

has been- determined that two files were opened on the /same car. This is

brought about by the fact that the second file could not be identified by the
license number previously furnished. It appears that if the office of origin
is in possession of the license number that an inquiry could easily be made
to determine the motor number. It is suggested that definite instructions
be issued to 'the field concerning this problem.

Very truly yours.

R. C. SURAN .

SAC
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Office Memorandum
J

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO *• Director, FBI date: February 16, 1946

r

X

N

from : SAC, Atlanta

SUBJECT: AJDtII&XSTHATXVB PBOCEDUBBS
-f
i 1 vX

Deference is node to SAC Letter Bunber 16, Series 1946, dated February 7,

1946, entitled as shore.

Zn connection with the Bureau's request, I wish to adrlse that considera-

tion given to the streaalining of the Bureau* s present administrative procedures
has indicated the possible desirability of extending the provisions In connection
with the adnlnlstratlre closing of cases. It is felt that the existing prorlslons
in this regard could rery well be extended to Include such eases as Theft of
Gorernaent Property, which at the present tine constitute a large roluste of the

eases under investigation in. nost offices. For the nost part. Theft of Oovernaent
Property cases presently being investigated entail thefts from military and naval
reserrations and successful prosecution is, alnoet without exception, difficult
because of the inability of nllitary and naval officials to identify the property
as stolen property, Zn view of this situation, nany U. 8. Attorneys refuse to
prosecute these cases, which are being closed out In the early stages of the in*
restigatlorn sad considerable work could be arolded if a prorleloa were made for
the administrative closing of these cases.

Zt is further felt that the existing requirements for the stamping of
"IIL1* on particular classifications could be simplified by either ellalaating
the practice entirely or by extending it so ae to include reports in a& case* *

other than those reflecting statistical accomplishments, . * x '

Zt is further felt that consideration night be given to the uSe of fsrns
in connection with eases which are secured in a large volune from a single source.
A specific example of what X have in aind would be the use of foras in regard to
reports received by the Atlanta Office in connection with Vatlonal Rotor Vehicle
Theft Act eases referred to this office by the Automobile Underwriters Detective
Bureau. Under the present procedure, reports are prepared on the basis of these
foras, nost of which are placed in an BUG status and the office of origin desig-
nated on the basis of lnfomation received, Zt is felt that a fora could very
well be used, indicating the description of the car, the place of theft, and the

place of recovery, which constitutes all of the information received in connec-
tion with these cases and thereafter a copy of such letter could be directed to

the interested offloe and a copy placed in the 26-0 file of this office. This
procedure could very well be adopted in other localities where similar conditions
exist and would obviate the necessity of opening and closing cases on the basis

of the information received,

Zt is likewise felt that consideration night be given to the destruction
of srikft old case files Maintained in field offices, which become a problen when
the necessity for nevlng offices and changing office space arise*, Zn view of

Ktk
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Director, FBI February 15, 1946

the fact that duplicate files are maintained at the Bureau's headquarters, it
is felt that it might he advisable to provide for the destruction of old case
files after a given period of years in order to guard against the wholesale
accumulation of those files which are no longer of any great value to present
field office functions.

Further consideration will he given to this matter r~d the ^nrottu will
he- gtvsn to this matter and the Bureau will he advised from tine to time as to
any suggestions which may come up in the course of handling the routine busi-
ness in this field office district.

JFT:SL



FEDERAL BUREAU OF liJVESTIGATIOU

BIJITED STATES DHFAKTffi35T OF JUSTICE

. 633 Federal Building
. Louisville, Kentucky

' February"lj?, l?Ii6

DIRECTOR, FEE Suggestion Letter #18

EE: ADEHJISTTITIVE FEXEDUP.BS

*Doar Sirs = -
,

In compliance with Bureau letter dated February 19h6 entitled ,SA<3

Letter ITc, 16, SopiUS I9I16* ± desire* to call to the Eurcau fs attention

the following reoosraondations lor changes -in adbdhlstrative procedure.

ft large percentage of space of .all field offiees is utilised for- tho stor-
age of closed files. The rental of such space' in, most instances is a 5

high factor in the coat of operation .of the Bureau Fiold division as
well "as the Seat of Government itself. I .am- cognizant -wfthe vAliie wtoLqh;

is pbtaineji from reference* to nlospd files Arid the. necessity of- preserving-

them. ifowever, in the yast madority of instances, those' filesare-mde
up 6£ numerous, copies of the sane material,. which is in effect, a cortr

Sidprable waste of space. .

I a& therefore recommending that Bureau Field divisions, upon the closing
of official files, pfenpve Cron those; files all copies of all serials in
excess of one copy .of .each, serial'*, I believe, that suoh;:.a- procedure will,

Tedpc.o thA spaoe'htili^edirby oipspd files at, ioaht tworthi-rds* - -

A po^Sidprablo amount pf time is .expended by tho clerical staff of field
officqs in chocking thb indices oh incoming communications* It is be-
lieved that by an Amendment of ' Section ilk ,(2) of the tfahual of Rules end
Regulations to indicate -that the office from whioh communications emanate

directed to the Bureau or field offices^ set forth- either in tho refefence,
•rsr-at tha plaoe for designation of copies, th^l'-known file numbers pf offices

receiving eppies of that communication. As a rule that information: is
readily available to tho dictating employee, at tho time of dicatatiop. I



f

tj*

f

pireotori M

It is further rooo±endod that the use of the search stamp which Is

presently being utilized by .all field offices be discontinued# At present

it is necessary that each incoming oosnunioation bear the searching stamp

impression* X can readily see, thh value obtained by suoh a procedure in

'extrenel/- large field' offices,! hdrrbverj in the majority of field offices,

the designation of the duties of clerical employees are so defined that
•

it is unnecessary to have the, information appearing' on the searching stamp

'in order to ascertain just what employee
1

handled suoh Incoming oossunioation

It is also desired, that the Bureau gfta consideration to- permitting all

•investigative matters- bo dosed administratively by the Special Agent* ih

Charge except those oases in whioh the Bureau specifically has requested

the investigation «pr other Goveriimontai agencies are interested,; and, those

cases where closing reports are necessary td report statistical information.

I know that' tho Bureau has adopted such a procedure in many -of the Bureauia

, investigative olassifieations,. ho?ravor, X beliovo that the Adoption of such

a procedure could be oxt,ended to almost all classifications *

Very truly yours,

J&ferlto .

$AC~
,
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cc:, Ur,* Rosen

iy ; \Mr. 3oyi£

*

SAG,, IndianapcCLis March 522/ 2!940

ISy - . ^ f, <
^ «wBdgar Hoover — Director Federal .Bureau of Investigation

IMPERSONATION
ILLEGAL TiEA.HniG\OF THE DNIPOE£;
REPORTS INCOEREGTLT MARKED ‘IfILEH

It has-been noted that Trithin the past threenohths seventeen reports
in Impersonation arid Illegal tfeaiihg .cases have enanated.-froo. your- office marked
“file,” contrary to! Bureau instructions*

.

* ^

Tod, are reg^ested ’to Ingoedi^t^ly take stops toinsure "that the-super^
!M/w 4n ’ — '* 1 •-* . A r « .

,
J

‘
* A a ' ' ta .

1 *

Bureau.

Bulletin.
No, 11, Series 1945/ dated February 7>. 1945*
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ii% ToIson .

Ur. Bi:A\ :7e^
Kr.Clegg
Uc. 01av*n -

IX. Ladd- -

Ur.Nlchois^

^rs VAr* lift

|U # t

ii

Kr.diosen:-
vr. .'Tr^cy *

Mr. Carson.
It. E5f*rt_“
Mr. Oiarnea
l*. Karoo
I2r, Hendon" .

IX. 'Pen.tngwn
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'
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^i,r. 'ysn.ioaton > * v

MX. Quinn taaa-^
t

I
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0 0 cc: Mr. Rosen
Mr. Boyle

$

SAG, Dallas'
]

- March 22, 194^

^
J. Edgar

-

Hoover — Director, Federal Bureau ,of Investigation
I

IMPERSONATION *
ILLEGAL HEARING OF THE UNIFORM
EEPdRPS INCORRECTLY MARKED “FILE”

*

a

It has been noted that within the past three months twenty—two,
reports in.Impersonation and. Illegal Wearing cases have emanated Iron ycur
office narked Hf^e, n contraiy to Bureau instructions.

rl , j

- "
_

i

You are. requested to iismediateiy tako steps to iiisure that thesuper-^
visoiy personnel handling ^illegal wearing and impersonation cases follow Bureau ih-
.striictions, with' regard to marking reports “file,” as set oat .in Bureau Bulletin
Ho. llj, Series, jL945,

;
dated February ?, 1945*

/

t

>

V >>
\

'i

-

*

. \

c|.
.
<\

Ur^Tolsoa
Mr. E.

,
A...TEST

Mr. -eieEi!* * * >1

wv Giav*n - ? ^ '

Mr. Ladd- ^ *

*13*. Nichols * * * a ‘t

w*. Rosen "
*

"

Mr. .Tracy
"'

«

Mr. Carson- < * * •

ir. Eeaa •
""

Mr* Oirnea *»

IX. tiarto - .

ix. Hencon* * •

lx*. Remington -4

13*. Quir.i' Tar.* »
ir.-Kease •"

» =T*
mss;oangv

* v * - %
,

•

1 \ i

?8BS*



Occj Mr. Rosen
Mr* Boyle

SAG, Boston March. 22, 1946

J* -Edgar Hoover — Director, Federal Bureau of Xnvestigatioii ,

C 1 '

BIEERSOHAaiON
ILLEGAL WEAKEHG OF THE LHIFOEM
EEPORTS DIC03ESCTLI MARKED ,‘FILE,,

It has been noted that. uitMn the past three maths twenty-three
reports in .Impersonation and Illegal Wearing cases have emanated froa Boston
narked, ’‘file, n contrary to Bureau instructions*

You are requested to inmediately take steps to insure that the'
supervisorypersonnel handling illegal -wearing and impersonation cases fallow

v, f
Bureau instructions with regard to. narking' reports* «£ileM as set out in Bureau

\ Bulletin !To* 11, Series 1945, dated February 7, 1945*

RECORD
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h b

i
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o *
March 21, ,1946

~¥fi¥ ^

Voto Edgar -Hoover, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
L

suGGSsnoir

Reference is made to your letter dated, March 14, 1946 submitting the

suggestion of Assistant SAC Herbert K. Moss -with reference to -the title of

reports. This entire matter has recently been reviewed and recommendations

have been made and are now being given consideration, which if finally approved

will considerably alter the instructions presently appearing in

and handbook. Rending, the outcome of these, studies action will be deferred

on the suggestion of Agent Moss. ,

i

I do desire to express my appreciation for your thoughtfulness in

submitting this suggestion.

t

%
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SWJDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum
o $'4)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

: DIRECTOR, FBI

: SAC, SAINT LOUIS

.TO

1

F

SUBJECT;

DATE: MARCH 14, 1946

It is the suggestion of ASAC HERBERT XXttOSS that the
Training Division of the Bureau, in connection with
the In-Service Training, stress provisions of Section
46, Part One of the FBI ’Handbook, to the effect tfyat
the complete title of a report shall be set forth when-
ever a report is sent to an office which has not re-
ceived a previous report setting forth the complete
title.

It is observed at the present time that reports are
received occasionally by this office which fail to
comply with the above- provisions of the FBI Handbook.

HKMimw



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

FROM

SUBJECT:

THE DIRECTOR

The Executive Conference

DATE: 3-21 -4l

Ur. TaLson*^
A. i<Ui*W, Clegg

“

Ur. Coffev
Ur. Glarln
it. **<*<*

!/. Nichols
Cr. Rosen C
fir, Tracy
11*. Carson
Ibp. Egan
Ur. Curnea
Ur. Hendon
UP. Pennington
Ur. Quinn "ass'
Tele. Rooa
Ur. Nease
fitss Beaia
Ulss.GandJl_"The Executive Conference on March 21, 1946, atte

by Messrs , Tolson, Glavin, Tracy, Harbo , Ladd arid Rosen9 TZ
considered the following suggestion of The~ron L, Caudle , Jyssijttqrtt^
Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division .

f

In a memorandum dated March ll s 2946, Mr, Caudle states
that in many prosecutions involving violations of Federal criminal
statutes, the initial determination to prosecute or refrain from
prosecuting hinges on the questf&ns of whether orl not the^e^tised
is a juueniQe^ or a person of^MMM^JilDA* He, therefore, rec om-

'merufs tnat tne Bureau require that there be included a statement
as topkether or^not the accused is a juvenile and whether or not
theJ/tic c uscjj^i&me ntal 1 y unstable in the Synopsis of reports covering
interviews with the accused and in Summary reports.

The Conference unanimously recommended' that ^wherever the
information is available, the data concerning the mental condition
of the subject, obtained at the time of the interview with him or
developed during the course of th'e investigation, should be included
in the report. No statement should be made as to whether the
individual is mentally sound or notJ The facts should speak for
themselves. This information will be included in the report, A.

Bureau Bulletin in this regard is attached hereto.

With reference to whether the accused is a juvenile , this
information is already included and is clearly set out in reports,

*

Respectfully,
FOR THE CONFERENCE

Clyde ToIs on. Chairman

Attachment

E,\ A,y Tamm
' : \ .

*' ^

cc-Mr,Hendon ^
Mr., Clegg £

52 APR 5' 1946
'
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Aiialot-nt Attorr.8^ <te»a£ T* U C^<&®

A

es»ir* Hendon
~ "

C )ir. Clegg
•&* IV A« &I53
Ur* £dscn
L'r. HcCaba ,

Hr* O’Qrady
£$&£U 324$

$

<?<- £lrdaicr* lateral IsmU.-oj' l^stij^Oeii

c?a#j 0#
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STAKDA.1D FORM MO.M

Memomndum • UNITED STATES

FROM

SUBJECT:

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Theron L. Caudle, Assistant Attorney General,

c . _ Criminal Division Aa
Reports on Investigation /fj\

DATE:

f

My^ToVon

TLC

I Mr. Garnea

I Mr. liarbo ...»

I Mr. Hendon

In many prosecutions involving violations of Federal
P<snDln?U>n ''

criminal statutes the initial determination to prosecute or
Mr" ^uinnTa2m

j

refrain from prosecuting hinges on the questions of whether or
Nea*e"""”i

|

not the accused is a juvenile or a person of unsound mind. .While” T
the*Teports_ of investigation submitted by the Federal BureaJ^f™!^
Investigation usually include the answers to these questions, it
is felt that general efficiency would be improved if greater
prominence were given to them.

The determination of the^nvenile etatue of a subject
is readily available and needs no comment. The question of mental
instability is not always as evident. Some of the signposts which
may indicatej&ental instability, axe the fact that at some time during
his life the accused was treated for a mental disorder in an insti~
tutlon, either public or private, or that a diagnosis of a mental
disorder was made on him by a reputable physician; that the accused
received a discharge from the armed forces based on his mental
condition (not necessarily insanity); that there is a history of
numerous cases of insanity in the immediate family of the accused;
and finally, irrational acts or courses of conduct at the present
time. It is, of course, not intended that the foregoing list be
exclusive. Other symptoms will suggest themselves to the Special
Agent and will be recognized by him.

t

0

Because of the importance of these matters, it is \

recommended that the Bureau require that there be included a \statement as to whether or not the accused is a juvenile and whether \or hot the accused is mentally unstable, in the^Synopsis of reports \

covering interviews with the accused and i^^umm&ry reports . It is 1

suggested that this be a permanent part of the Bureau*
s
''investigative 1

procedure. 1



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

0
Office Memorandum • united states gotor^m^t

*>o

>

\3
v$>

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

THE DIRECTOR DATE: :CH 8,

A* i<THE JOINT OOMMITIEE ^ ^ ^
SAC ET^CHEIDT (J

^

CHARLOTTE FIELD DIVISION . % iST

SUGGESTION #77-
EMFLOIEE: ET^C]

OXavl
. L&<M

Mr. NIclw'S"J_
Mr. ROS4I5
Mr. Tracy.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS:

H. H. Clegg
R. C. Hendon

E. E. Conroy
E. Scheldt

That Section 113 (1) (a) of the Manual of Rules and
Regulations he changed to permit field offices to submi'
reports in cases where the office receiving initial information
regarding a case completes the investigation in its territory.
At present, this manual provision, is to the effect that where
a field office receives initial information concerning a case
which requires no investigation whatever in its -own division,
such information may he transmitted hy letter or report to the
appropriate office with a reoupst' that it initiate investiga-
tion and consider itself th^ijyffice of Origin.

ADVANTAGES:

. )

'•x

3

1. Unnecessary correspondence requesting changes in the. Office of Origin will
h'e eliminated in the frequent situations where th^fefflee receiving the
initial complaint completed the investigation., in its territory and where
another office "would logically become, the Office of Origin.

2. The field is already following this practice to some extent which would
now he legalized,

DISADVANTAGES:

It might he regarded that this would leave too much discrimination in the
hands of the, individual field office in deciding the Office of Origin which
has always been the responsibility of the Bureau.

RECOMMENDATION: Unanimously favorable.
ES :ELW
EXECUTIVES 1 CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION:

/

Messrs . Ladd 3 Mumford and Rosen are opposed to the suggestion
upon the basis that no difficulty is presently being experienced and in
the belief that the rule would permit offices to arbitrarily designate
some other field division as the Office of Origin 3 thus getting rid of
unpleasant cases . ^ -/T.- r-y

KECO £ 0/

R -&

IF’
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0

The remainder of the 'Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson3

Plavin3 ,
Tracy3 Harbo 3 Hendon and Clegg are in favor of the recommenda-

tion3 pointing out that in effect it merely legalises the present -

practice.

CC - Mr. Clegg

Respectfully}
For the Ponference

E. A. Tamm

RCH:DI

f

V

- 2 -
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STANOARD FORM NO.W

iODNITED STAVES GOVERNMENT
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DATE : 3/6/46
Mr. Tolsoa

Mr. E. A. 7a~
Mr. Cits'

*

1ST. Coffey

Mr. Olivia”""
Mr. Lane

Mr. MefcoE

—

Mr. Rosen"”
Mr.,Tr«y
Mr. Car»r”“
Mr. E?an

\ —

\

\sV

V

Pursuant to your Instructions in connection with the survey

which is presently being conducted- in the Records Division,Mr* Carlson

checked 318 paiding reports received at the Bureau exclusive of Inter-

nal Security and Security Matter reports* Of these 318 pending reports

received it was concluded that 162 were in 1the nature of nstatus M reports

and served ho useful purpose* This represents substantially 50# of the

pending reports exclusive of Internal Security matters* These 162 reports

are attached*

Mr. curnea

Mr. Kenton

Mr. PenslnfEir
Mr. Quinn fas:

Tele, Rooa
*

It. Mease

Miss Bealsj””
Miss C«a4y"“

50 #117

wecorded

p I
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(o) GASES WHEREIN THE SUBJECT IS OF UNSOUND MIND. — In the future whenever data

is available concerning the mental condition of a subject in a Bureau case, such

information having been obtained at the time' of interview or developed during the

course of the investigation, it must be included in the synopsis as well as the

details of thefanvestigative report and in any summary report. In line with the

established Bureau^olicyj^he reporting agent should not" express his opinion as

to the subject's mental condition and no statement should be made by the Agent as

to whether or not the individual is mentally- sound. The opinions of persons

supplying the information may be set forth in the synopsis * In a properly phrased

report the facts speak for themselves.

/



<f~ /' ^
£5) * .' .

(D) LISTING COIPLETS TITLE IN INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS — (I) In the future it will
not b® ©ecessary that the complete title of a case be set forth in' closing- reports
(2) Hereafter, the complete title will not be required 'fa .instances where 1 the
titje of a report is CHANGED* Care should be, exercised to see that actual
modifications are explained in the firs o paragraph of the details of "reports*
(3) la- the .future when copies of a report containing undeveloped leads- are ,sent

‘

to a field office which has not previously received a report fa which the full
title is set forth it will not be necessary to set forth the complete title in
such' report unless the complete title is necessary or useful in the investigation*
being requested^

’

"V
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y
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(0) REQUIREMENT FOR CONFERENCE BETWEEN AGENT AND FIELD SUPERVISORY OFFICIAL ^ORS,
DICTATING REPORT EXCEEDING TEN PAGES — In the future the requirement in Section

11-P (7) of the Manual of Rules and Regulations which requires a conference between
the Special Agent and a field supervisor. Assistant Special Agent in Charge or
Special Agent in Charge before dictating a report which will be ten or more pages

in length' is discontinued. o.tJ's-}-* <1^ f *• <T\.

U' ^
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a^j>_3, t ‘t¥6

(D) DIVISION OF ORIGIN CHANGES UNNECESSARY CORRESPONDENCE. — Effectiveatejr the Division relieved of the responsibility of being' the Division o
need no longer, submit an RUG report, or a letter, advising that its files
been reviewed, and copies of all pertinent serials have been furnished to
Division of Origin.

These instructions, of course, do not relieve that Division of
responsibility for connoting such a file review or submitting pertinent
which action shoula be taken immediately upon the receipt of the Bureau's

\
authorizing the change.

Veiy truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

i

'At



tSTANDARD FORM NO.= G*

6^

Office Memorandum • united states government
.

^ Ji

TO : THE i^SCmOR

.'FROM THEfJOINT, COMMITTEE

r '

.SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #77-D
EMPLOYEE: SAC E.

DATE: MARCH 11, 1946

£:

SCHEIDT
CHARLOTTE FIELD DIVISION

MEIffiERS PRESENT: H.

R.
H.

C.

Clegg
Hendon

E.

E.

E. Conroy
Scheldt

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS: 1. That Section 11G (1) of the Manual of Rules and
' Regulations "be changed so that the complete title will\\not he

" required in closing reports.

2. That this Section he changed so that theftcomplete title
will not he required in "Changed11 title reporter! *

8. That this Section which now requires that the complete
title he set forth in a report sent to an office which has
not received a previous report setting forth a complete title
he changed to provide that the complete title shall he
required in .a report sent to an office which has not received
a previous report setting forth the complete title where this
information is necessary or useful to the investigation,

ADVANTAGES:

A great deal of clerical and stenographic time will he saved in connection
with the preparation of reports, particularly those where the title is
extremely lengthy.

No particular necessity exists for showing the complete title in the
situations listed above inasmuch as a previous report showing the complete
title has already been submitted, and since any changes made in the title
are clearly explained in the first paragraph of the details of the report
it is obvious what the correct title of the case is.

3. It will not affect complete indexing at the Seat of Government,

4. A great deal of time will he saved in unnecessary indexing in auxiliair—

^

offices which do not .have and will never have any interest, in the names
of the subjects.

5. The dictating agent and the reporting office are qualified to judge when
it is necessary, to furnish the complete title to an auxiliary office in
an initial report and if the full title is found to he necessary, the
auxiliary office can easily obtain it through request of the reporting
office.

P ^—2 f-^
6APR191946

record®15
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR

DISADVANTAGES

:

1. It would create a lack of uniformity in the maimer of setting forth titles.

2.. Possibility that error will creep in in connection with titles that are
not brought up-to-date currently when there is a change.

#

*

3. Too much discretion is placed in the reporting office in deciding what
subjects shall or shall not be indexed in the auxiliary offices.

4. It might require considerable research and review of files to determine
the correct name and serials of all subjects, particularly in voluminous
cases.

RECOMMENDATION : UriahimfiuSiy favorable.
ES:ELW
EXECUTIVES 1 CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: 3/14/46 - Unanimously approved by

•the Executive Conference consisting
of Messrs . Tolson, Tracy, Harbo, Hendon, Clegg . Mumford. Rosen, Nichols
and Ladd .

-

CC - Hr. Clegg

RCH:DW

. Respectfully

,

For the Conference

]/
Clyde Tols0n-&

f

E. A. Tamm

- 2 -
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Office Memorandum • united states government

6J

TO

PROM

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

DATE: MARCH 8, 19

SUBJECT: - SUGGESTION #77-A
'

EMPLOYES: SAC E^sbEEIDT

Tol
E
C

Mr. Co
Mr. Olavln
Mr. La<l<s

Mr. Nichols^
Mr. Rosen.
Mr. Tracy

MEMBERS PRESENT:

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS:

CHARLOTTE FIELD DIVISION

H.

R.

H. Clegg
C. Rendon

E.

E.

E. Conroy
Scheldt

Mr. Carson.
Mr. Egan_
Mr. Curnea
Mr. Hendon
Mr. Pennington
Mr. Qulm Tassf
Tele. Rooa
Mr. Kease
1,*S Beaha
SS G‘<w*—

Section 11A (l) Paragraphs c and d of the; Manual of
Rules and Regulations^makes provision- that in certainNrilassi-
fications of cases no-'investigative report should he submitted,
hut instead a brief memorandum for the appropriate file should
he prepared when all of the following circumstances exist:
1. When the investigation would have been included- in an
initial opening and closing investigative report; 2. Where
no process was issued. 3. Where the inquiry did not originate
on the basis of a request from the Bureau or from another
governmental agency in the field direct to the field office.
4. Where the information developed was negative .and no special
reason 'exists for advising the Bureau.- It is suggested that
this rule he extended to kail classifications of cases.

ADVANTAGES:

1. Uniformity will he achieved and confusion avoided as between cases which
can and cannot he closed by memorandum.

-2 .

3.

4.

Where information is negative and no special reason exists for advising
the Bureau, there appears to he no particular necessity for submitting
an investigative report regardless of the classification of the case.

Economy will he achieved inasmuch as useless investigative reports will;

be eliminated. ib
The exceptions are so general that they will fully protect the Bureau
in providing that reports of interest wjlll he submitted.

DISADVANTAGES: .3®

1. Discretionris placed on field supervisory-^e^sonriel tq£decidjej;in what

formation of value
instances material will not he brought to the BureauAs^,-.*,.

slight chance that an error in judgment may lead tcPxnforma
not being incorporated in. a report.

RECOMMENDATION: Unanimously, favorable.

"

ES:ELW
EXECUTIVES* CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: 3/14/46 - The CoAfj§yence &msi sting

of Messrs. Tolsoh/ 'Tracy , Bkrbo, Hendon,

Mumford, .Rosen, Nichols and Ladd unanimously approved the

St*

EXEOUT IV.

^legg

,



o

suggestion with the provision that cases could be closed adminis
tratively except that the rule does not authorise closing admini
tratively any case whi'ch has background information of possible
intelligence value.

(Js

Respectfully

j

For the Conference

CC - Mr. Hendon
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JS^OnAOTJTO itSCRSi B. A . T|fiCl

B. H. IABD
a. r.osra

Instructions are being issued "to 'the field bo disoontinuo the

submission. qf status reports arid other interim reports which contribute

nothing of subsbanpo to* the bltloatc ouicor.e of the case. In order to na^d,

those instructions effective end, further, for the purpose of instructing

the field as to typos .of reports which should not bo submitted* the following

instructions are iscucdi

Beginning; with the Week of toy 13, 1SU6, and continuing for a total
j

of two* month# two supervisors to bo designated by £*r« fasax shall iaakd a wee.-cly

chock of a total of 500 investigative reports received at tho, Bureau in, Order

tb solcct, reports which should not have been transmitted ip koopitig with the

abovc-nentioried instructions. issued- to .the field;

Xn thosd instances whore it is agreed that tho report should riot'

have boon transmitted a fom letter should bo used to advise tho field offico

submitting tho unnecessary report that its preparation, and submission is in.

Violation of thesi instructions,., and that such reports of that type should not

pc submitted in tho future* „

Xt is hoped that by use of this fora letter'the 1 field will ho

instructed withiri the period' of those tost checks so as to offqct uriiforsAty

in conplianco with the Bureaus. dopircs to^linirwt

submission of status, reports ari^uhnocoseary ititoriEi_rgpor^ew The roporta

examined should^ol cour{je,'lncludofsamples of reports received, including;

r both those marked "file" arid those that do not. bear suph. notation*
t

t

Very truly your3^
*

” 11 ^ ^

Vr. toison
IX. E. 'A. IsSa
IX. Clegg
IX. CUvln
IX. Ladd
ix.

v Jphn.Bdgar Hoover
^

. Bircctor

^ * "O

I*
- • l

- A3 ^Jn3
^ KjJ

r ---* s *-

: j
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NO. 64 3

Office Memorandum

it)

*. CO
• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

SUGGESTION #123 . .

EJPLOIEES: JAMES ^pARLSON AND JOINT COMMITTEE

date: HarCh 22, 1946

MEMBERS PRESENT! H. H. Clegg
R. C. Hendon

E. E. Conroy
E. Scheldt

EMPLOYEES SUGGEST: '/Thi^geduction to a minimum of^unnecessayy reports-
vreceived at the Bureau*

FINDINGS OF FACT TO DATE:

Ur. Hendon
nnlngton

Quinn 1
ele. Room

Nease

“

Miss Reah3"

a.
t

>o

>

NS

\

% '

\

P

a-

V

Jo

M

COPIES- DESTROYED

In one test check made of reports received in the
Records Section, 313 pending reports, exclusive of
Internal Security Matters, were examined; Of these
,the conclusion was reached, by those conducting' the
survey that 162 or 50*9$ were unnecessary reports
in that they reflected namely the continuing status
of a case or for other reasons were unnecessary.
An examination of a number of these reports by the
Committee developed that there v/as some room for
arguing the question as to whether the report was
or was not necessary in about 25$ of these cases
and eliminating them from the survey there would
remain approximately -33$ of the reports from the
sample check made which could be eliminated. ;It

was reasoned that perhaps some of these reports were
being made in order to prevent the case from becoming
delinquent under the presently existing standards
for measuring delinquencies in field offices. ,In
other instances it probably was found more convenient
in the field office for the Agent to dictate a report
of his inquiries up to that date due to 'the fact that
he was about to be transferred or to attend training
school or to be changed in assignment. Nevertheless,
these reports were being received at the Bureau and
each of them had to be processed through the various,
procedures in the file room before they were placed
in the file.

Mr. Cartwright advised that there were regularly\
received in the file room, according to fairly reSent
checks, made, 1,123 investigative reports daily. {J
451 or 4055 of these reports were stamped "file”'
meaning that the supervisor was not first examining
this rej^rtGRSfSPe it was filed.

. iwSasJ ££££!£
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From the study of the reports of the analysis
of the situation the following propositions
were discussed:

(

I*A.That the present requirement that thefoonthlaL^dministrative report, show as.

« delinquent those cases in which an investigative report has not been
submitted during the, past 45 days be eliminated and that hereafter such a
delinquency be obtained but once per year for appropriation purposes or at
such special times as the Bureau might request to meet particular problems*

*

B. Further, that instructions be issued that the reports presently described
as “status“ reports and interim reports which contribute nothing of .substance to
the* ultimate .outcome of the case no longer be prepared*

C. Further, that two supervisors be designated one day each week for the
next two months to examine 500 reports received that day at the Bureau and to

prepare a xoxm letter to the field office pointing out violations of this
rule so that there could soon be established a guide to the field offices as to
what is undesirable and also this, would provide some enforcement of the rule which
is being proposed*

0* Further, that field offices be encouraged to send -out undeveloped leads

to other offices by letter Then the leads are simple and the so called “single-

shot" leads and the background information in the more voluminous reports are

not necessary for handling such leads*'

ADVANTAGES.

1. It would materially reduce the number of reports which are of no
value to the Seat of Government or to the -field*

2* It would remove the automatic pressure which now exists in

submitting delinquency statistics which causes the submission of reports by Agents

in, order that their cases might not be put in a delinquent status*

3* It would place emphasis upon substantive supervision in the field

and substantive investigative activity to bring cases to- their logical

conclusion rather than hit and miss efforts in stressing the phase of, a large

number of cases to keep the delinquency figure down*

4* It would, encourage investigation instead of report writing*

5* United States Attorneys would be very favorable since it would

eliminate unnecessary filing and clerical work in their offices and better

attention would .be given by them to such reports as- they would receive*

6* It would save a great -deal, of, time ,in the field as. well as at

the Seat of Government by eliminating unnecessary reports*

- 2 -



7» It would mean a saving as to preparation of. abstract slips,

filing, typing, routing and dication.

8* To record inquiries which develop the fact that a case is

continuing in the same status, appropriate notations or if necessary a
memorandum may be- placed in the file- by the field office thus reducing to

a minimum the amount of dictation and typing and saving the .submission of

reports, in such instances* -

9* At the, present reports are being submitted in these instances

solely to prevent delinquency*

10* It would’ reduce the number of routing slips which today are

being sent to Agents by SACs for the purpose- of "having them submit reports

solely to remove delinquencies 'thus permitting the SAC to concentrate

on supervising investigations instead of urging the preparation of reports*

11* leads in a great number of cases would be furnished Auxiliary

Offices more expeditiously and at a lesser cost in typing and handling*

12* The present delinquency figure actually means ‘but little since

a case which from the substantive standpoint may be many months delinquent

is not considered a delinquent case merely because some kind of .a report has

been submitted* It does not show ,a true, picture of the, amount of work

existing in a field office which requires attention at. the present or in the

future* This figure is of little value in. the assignment of personnel or

,

for other purposes*

DISADVANTAGE:

1* The appropriations committee has become interested in the

overrall case delinquency of the Bureau and in the event inquiries are made

as to this delinquency at a time- other than during the regular hearings

it would be necessary to wire, the field offices to include this figure

in the-next monthly report in- order that it. might be current*

,2* The establishment of ^delinquency system **’ provides an

automatic pressure of a type and pressure of~the* right type is usually

desirable*- It is pointed out,- however -

f that it is the. opinion, of the

committee that this pressure is not being prqductive of proper results at

this time*

3* It delays the receipt, of information at the Seat of Government

which might conceivably be of’ value during the interim when it is merely-

included in a memorandum in a field office file waiting incorporation in

A report*

4* For what value it may be the delinquency figure would be

unavailable from month to month in determining the assignment of Agent

personnel*

3 **
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5. It lessens the opportunity for complete Bureau supervision
over the progress of investigative activity*

6* Opinions sometimes differ as to whether a report is merely a
status report and the adoption of the suggestion might possibly result in
a field office failing to report information of value which should have been
reported to the Bureau at the time*

RBGCMMENDATICN : Unanimously favorable* .

it.EXECUTIVES' CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: - Those present were Messrs.
Tolson, Glavin, Tracy, Harbo, Hendon,

A Nichols, Ladd, Mumford, Rosen and Clegg.

Messrs* Tolson, Glavin, Tracy, Ladd and Rosen favored continuing the
monthly delinquency report as at present*
Mr*\Harbo wanted the delinquencies reported quarterly*
Mr. Nichols wanted the delinquencies reported once each 4 months.
Messrs. Hendon, Mumford and Clegg favored the suggestion that'-delinquencies

be reported annually and* oh special occasions as required* \

^•/unanimously .favorable tha-ffigtatus reports and&nterim reports which
contribute nothing of substance to the ultimate outcome of the case

no longer be prepared and. instructions to the field issued accordingly*.

Unanimously favorable that one month after the above instructions to dis-
continue status reports and unnecessary interim reports are issued two

supervisors make a weekly check of 500 'investigative reports in order to

establish .a guide to field offices and- to enforce the instructions issued*

Unanimously favorable that field .offices be encouraged tq send out simple

/ leads,not requiring background' information to support them, in letter form*

. / All agreed that the instructions issued should stress that this should

V apply to the simple leads and in no instance to situations wherein a

fugitive is to be located who may be dangerous and -background data of
» course in such instances should be furnished to the field office covering

the lead*

II. .That all reports presently sent to the Bureau which have been stamped

"File" by the field not be submitted to the Bureau at any time} and further

that the same instructions to the field as above not to prepare unnecessary

status reports and other unnecessary reports be issued* *

ADVANTAGES:

1* .^saving of approximately 40$ of the time now spent in processing

investigative reports in the Records-Secti-on*

*
\ *

b

t
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2. The elimination of the typing of unnecessary copies of reports

for transmittal to the Bureau by field offices*

3 . The same results as above stated which would reduce the

unnecessary .preparation of reports would also apply in this instance,

U. Since these reports are not .routed to supervisors now and are
but infrequently heeded by them to ^review cases it would transfer to a
substantial degree the supervision of routine investigations from the Seat of
Government to the field offices.

DISADVANTAGES

:

l - f

1.

It would make impossible the supervision of a case file in its
entirety at the Seat of Government at,, any time that special interest in the

t
case mighty justify a review of the file by any Seat of Government employee.

2.

In no. instance could the
.
Bureau be. assured that a case file

was complete for the purpose of supervision or furnishing information to •

the Department or outside agencies.

3.

It would, in fact, mean that the Bureau no longer was a central
repository of information elicited in field investigations, and' information
of possible future value such as unnamed facts or information on reference
investigations would not. be available.

U. Present authority from the National Archives permits the
destruction of reports in. the field, the originals of whic^ are .on file at
the Seat of Government. Based upon this recent ruling, the '.field is to be
authorized to destroy old files after they have, reached a certain age”.. If-

'

.originals of certain reports in these files have not been submitted to the
Bureau a. segregation of .the. material, to be destroyed would have to be made
in the future..

) f
,

« '
,

>. Reports, copies of which have been sent to' United States
Attorneys, can under the present rule be marked ••File.* 1* In such instances, •

however, the Bureau is required: to furnish copies to the Department.' "If
the instant suggestion were- adopted exceptions' would have, to be made because
of the lack of uniformity in this: category of reports.-

rtf'

6. Information contained in a report which today may be marked.
“File” may as a result of subsequent developments .in the case become extremely
pertinent and important, but it would not be1

, available,, to the. Seat of
Government.

......
^

’RECOMMENDATION: Unanimously opposed.

EXECUTIVES*" CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: 3/26/46 - All members of the Conference
unanimously opposed the suggestion as

made for the reasons shown under disadvantages.

—S>-
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HX« That the original copy of a report in eachcase be forwarded to the

Bureau- for indexing and that subsequent thereto the only reports in

criminal cases to be. forwarded to. the Bureau as prepared would be those

containing statistical data, summary reports and closing reports and that

with the submission, of the closing report by the Office of Origin there

be simultaneously submitted stapled together in chronologic^sequenceall

intervening reports by the Office of Origin and all other offices which have

not been previously submitted to the Bureau.

ADVANTAGESi

1» This would reduce the constant flow of reports to the. Bureau

but would permit in one operation the filing of the closing reports and- the

interim reports not previously furnished with a corresponding saying in time

for processing, indexing, searching, supervising and filing. This saving,

Mr. Cartwright advises, would be substantial although he is unable to furnish

any accurate estimate as to the actual amount of saving.

2. It would place further responsibility for the. supervision of

a case on field offices with a corresponding reduction of supervision of

the case as far as interim reports are concerned at the Seat of Government.

3. It would reduce- the receipt of unnecessary reports for

filing at the “Seat of Government.

DISADVANTAGES:.-.

1. It would not permit the indexing, of additional names included

in the case at approximately the time the names- were added, to the case file

in the field thus prohibiting the. Bureau from occasionally aiding in the-

identification of subjects by cross references.

2 . it would preclude the supervision of development of cases by

the supervisory staff in Washington.

3. It would add to the burdens of the Office of Origin in receiv-

ing and maintaining reports which would subsequently have to be withdrawn

Som the fide and forwarded to the Bureau after they are arranged in chronological

sequence.

4* The Bureau would not have knowledge of subjects involved

|
subsequent to the,transmission of the initial report which might prove

j

embarrassing and inefficient#

5* Since a review of the file would be necessary at the Office

of Oricin at the time the closing of the report was submitted in order to

.determine which.

6
reports had not ?re^ousiy been furnished to the Bureau

it would be a source of possible errors in the field in failing to fum

through oversight to the Bureau reports which the Bureau should have re-

ceived at the time.

- 6 -
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6* It would prevent the Bureau keeping the Department advised in
developments of interest in which perhaps broad policy matters were involved.

7» It would cause a lack of uniformity in the number of copies of
reports furnished to the Bureau in a given, case. Thus, the Bureau would
presumably receive 3 copies of the opening report as well asx 3 copies of the
closing report but only one copy each of interim reports.

8. It would in many instances make it necessary for the Bureau
to request an additional copy of the report from the field for transmittal
to the Department.

9. It would prevent, the consolidation of- related cases by the
Seat of Government which is being handled in different field divisions.

10.

For longer, periods- of time information of current interest
and value would not be available to the Bureau.

11.

A great many exceptions* to the# rule would- have to be made in
order* that the Bureau could meet its responsibilities in its contacts with
other governmental agencies and officials..

12 i It would increase communications exnenses as a result of the
numerous phone calls which would1 have to be made to the field to obtain
a status and developments, in the cases about which inquiries have been mado
of the Bureau by outside- individuals.

13. The suggestion* provides that the initial report shall be
- furnished to the Bureau. However, the interim reports not being furnished

to the Bureau until toe end of the case may contain information which is
‘ much' more important or valuable to, the Bureau. This would particularly be
true in* unknown subject cases where the* subject is identified in the interim
report.

f
RECOMJffiNDATICN : Unanimously opposed*

|\y
EXECUTIVES* CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION:,

* to the suggestion*

3/26/46 - All members of the Con-
ference unanimously were .opposed

*

1r
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IV* That -where an investigation, except, a few incidental leads, is being

handled in one field division such incidental leads be developed by

letters sent to auxiliary offices and wherever possible the only report to

be submitted by the field division prior to prosecutive action would be

the summary or prosecutive report in which all substantive information and

evidence developed would appear*

ADVANTAGES:

1* A saving in filing processes in the field and at the Seat

of Government occasioned by the^limination of interim reports*

2* Focusing attention- upon the real objective of the in-

vestigation will thereby encourage the investigation of a case to a

conclusion with the least possible interuption.

3* It would make the if. S. Attorneys very happy.

DISADVANTAGES:

1* Agents would be retaining their notes for such an extended

period in many instances that they would grow stale and the dictation would not

be as accurate and real as at present.- (This could be remedied to some

extent by the preparation of inserts or memorandum)

2. The inability of /the Special Agent in Charge and the Seat

of Government to supervise the development of the investigation of a case.

3., The elimination of status reports and other unnecessary

reports as recommended elsewhere does away with the need of this

suggestion.

RECOMMENDATION:. Messrs. Clegg/an&^heidt - Opposed

Mr. Hendon - In favor of.

SXB3UTIVES* CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION : 3/26/46 - Mr. Hendon is in °f the

suggestion for the reasons listed under

ivantages.

All other members of the conference were opposed for the reasons

isted uniter disadvantages.

l-giV
b>'
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V.- That in all cases except major investigations "where the substantive
investigation has been completed and the subject has been reported a

fugitive - thatno further reports covering the^investigative activity looking,

toward the location of the fugitive be submitted to the Bureau or to the
United States Attorney until the fugitive is apprehended, this to include

Deserter and Selective Service fugitives*

ADVANTAGES

j

Is Uhtil the fugitive is located there is really nothing of value

to report except investigative steps which would be subject to' review
by Seat of Government, supervisors*

2* There would be a great savings in filing at the Seat of

Government of numerous reports which have the effect of stating ’’We haven’t'

found the fugitive yet* 1 ’ It should be pointed out that in major cases
the exception has been made to this suggestion*

DISADVANTAGES:

1* It would not permit the Bureau- to give supervision to the

steps being taken in the field' to locate a fugitive with an attendant

relaxation in the pressure .put on such cases*

.2* It would not permit the Bureau on its own initiative taking

necessary steps for the issuance of an identification order but dependence

would have- to be placed on the field* to •suggest such an order if and when

it saw fit.

RECOMMENDATION : Messrs* Hendon and Scheldt - Opposed
~ Messrs. Clegg and Conroy - In favor of*

"Tf/ EXECUTIVES’ CONFERENCE' CONSIDERATION : 5/26/46 - (the attitude of the
“* Conference toward such reports in deserter

cases, is being reported under the next suggestion marked VI.)

Messrs. Tolson, Hendon, Ladd, Mumford and Rosen were opposed to the ’

juggestion.
*

Messrs. Tracy; Glavin', Nichols, Harbo and :Clegg’ were in favor' of the

suggestion*

Those opposing the suggestion -pointed out that it would be extremely

difficult -unless these interim reports were received in fugitive cases to de-

termine:- in what instances identification orders should be issued that it ./would

be. impossible at the Seat of Government to make a determination as to when

what .otherwise might be a routine case might reach a status of major importance;

and" in the preparation of identification orders there would not be complete

information in the Bureau’s files as to various investigating steps which had

been taken to locate the, fugitive thus in addition prevent proper supervision

at the- Seat of Government of fugitive cases.
"

-s-
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EXECUTIVES* CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION (Con't.)

Those favoring the suggestion point out that “major investigations”

were excepted and that whenever in the opinion of the field offices a case

reached a status of such importance automatically the reports would be sent

to the Bureau in such cases which would be in the vast minority of instances*

H is necessary to make a drastic reduction in the amount of work in the

Records Section and this would result in a' substantial saving in filing and

processing reports containing negative information* It is also pointed out

that the suggestion does not in any way apply to any report which contains any

evidence, but merely the reportffshowing entire/negative information

in the efforts to locate fugitive s*' I

t

4
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VI* That? ho investigative reports be submitted to the Bureau itrDeserter Cases

•

ADVANTAC&S:

1* The information showing the Deserter status and upon which
the investigation is initiated is received direct from the Aimed Services and
properly indexed prior to referral to the field* This includes the
placing by the Bureau of appropriate wanted notices in the Identification.
Division*

2« The sole object of these investigations is to locate the
deserter* steps taken to do so are of. no permanent value and of little
current interest*

3* At the present all sucff^reports are marked “File*1, and do -not

receive substantive supervision at the’ seat of Government . —
4* Statistical information covering the apprehension of the deserter

is recorded from the teletype reporting same and not from the investigative
report so that even a closing report serves no purpose*

DISADVANTAGES :

1* There would be original reports in the field office files which
could not be destroyed at a subsequent date since the originals would not
be on file at the Seat of Government*

2* Information of some possible use contained in these reports
would not be available at the Seat of Government which should be the central
repository for all information reported in investigations*

3* A deserter from Military Service in time of war is an in-
dividual whose lack of loyalty would stamp him as a person whose record
should be available to all official parties of interest at any subsequent
date*

4* It is very probable that a number of these individuals would
subsequently be involved in criminal activities in field divisions other than

those who have been interested in him as a deserter*

RECOMMENDATION : Unanimously in favor of*

EXECUTIVES* CONFERENCE CONSIDERATIONS 3/26/46 - Those favoring the suggestion
were Messrs* Glavin, Tracy, Harbo,

j^Nichols,/Hendon and Clegg.

Those opposed Messrs* Tolson, Ladd, Uumford and Rosen*

Respectfully,
For the Conference

Mr. Clegg Clyde/rolson

V
- 10 -
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TO--

FROM

SUBJECT:

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

• UNITED SPATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: MARCH 27,

SUGGESTION #19-F
EMPLOYEE: SAC H. B. FLETCHER

PHILADELPHIA FIELD DIVISION

MEMBERS -PRESENT:

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS:

Mr,

Mr.

H.

R.

H.

c#

Clegg
Hendon

L

E. Conroy
Scheldt

That field offices be authorized toV&tamp all reports
HfileJL-when three copies of suofr

Bureau except In instances -where s£ch reports contain statistical
information or wnen tne field supervisor believes that the
matter should come to the attention of the supervisory staff
at~the seat or Government! Apparently there is an intention
here to indicate that ‘where three copies of a report are
furnished to the Bureau the cases do not include intelligence
or security matters and relate for the most part to routine
criminal matters.

ADVANTAGES:

i

cc:

HHGi
O

1. Uniformity in- Bureau* s rule "with correspondingly less difficulty in
administering the rule in the field.

2. Reduction in the number of reports necessary for supervisors to examine
at the Seat of Government.

*

DISADVANTAGES :

1. It would be delegating to the field supervisors a decision as to what the
Bureau might be interested in on each and every occasion.

2. The present rule prohibits the stamping of reports ’’file'* in certain -

classifications for the reason that the Bureau has a definite interest
in all reports submitted in these classifications. If reports in all
classifications could be stamped "file 11 it would be entirely up to the
discretion of the field as to what the Seat of Government would see.

This would include a modification of existing rules relative to stampingC3^»v_
the -reports “file** so as to include, the following types of cases: Deserter -
Harboringj Extortion; Illegal Wearing of Uniform; Impersonation; Kidnaping;
National and Federal Firearms Act; Bribery of Selective Service Officials;
Counselling, Aiding and Abetting Evasion of Selective Service; Conscientious
Objectors, Selective Service; Conspiracy to Evade Selective Service "Act;

Recalcitrant Industry, Selective Service Act. It would also permit the
stamping of a report^Sfile” when the title of a fugitive subject is changed,
fugitive reportspnccounting reports, a report .containing value to the
Department and-^oth&r^sjgfencies, a report] made; ajs> suit of a request from

.a

w
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Clegg
Hendon
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the Bureau \ a report involving nrings tt of violators, a report- involving
matters of national importance and wide public interest and summary
reports , unless at the discretion of a field supervisor this was believed
undesirable*

IffiCOMHENDATlON: Unanimously unfavorable*

-EXECUTIVES* CONFEBENCE CONSIDEBATION:

The Executives 1 Conference, Messrs* Tols9n, Glavin, Tracy, Haxbo, E. A. Tamm,
Hendon, Nichols, Ladd, McCabe and Clegg being present, on April 9, 1946, considered
the above suggestion and were unanimously unfavorable*

/

Eespectfully,
Por the Conference

HHC/wl



Kay 7, 1946SAC, SAN DIEGO

•DIRECTOR, FBI

LISTING COUPLETS TITLE IN
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS

Tom* letter of April 22, 1946,. referred to Buroau Bulletin No; '19
(D), April 4, 1946, relative; to change of .title? in invostigativo reports*

In the futureit is not necessary to sot forth tho coaplot© title -

Then the. title of the. report is narked wCharisod*n As you indicated in your
letter, it Trill ority bo noc^ooary to show tho nane of tho first subjoat or
principal .subject as shorn on the last report stbaittod together with ttot
al.M Tho Coapleto inforrntion concerning the change in titlo ohould bo set
forth in tho first paragraph* It is appreciated that no single report Trill
nocoacarily sot forth the cociploto title* It is not boliovodnocossary in tho
average cash* It is approelated instances trill occur" in vfolch it Trill bo
nocossary" to review thovshole file for tho purpose of seeding a conploto
title* It is bolioyod, however, tho tine that trill bo shvod bytho now rule
till lroprooont an ovor-aH saving oven though lt nay bo necessary in isolated
instances to cor^uet.file reviews*

1
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'STANDARD FORM NO. «

Office Memorandum • UNITED- STATES GOVERNMENT
*

to : Director, FBI DATE: April 22, 1946

*

Reference is made .to Bureau Bulletin No* 19, April 4,. 1946, Paragraph
(D)*

/ - •

Tfhere a title is marked "CHANGEDl*, the Bureau is requested to advise
specifically what should be set forth in the title*. The question has
arisen whether or not it is necessary to set forth in the title the
names of the new aliases, or the new subjects, -which are being added
to the title, or should, merely the name, of the first subject carried
oh the last report submitted be shown, together with "ETAL" and the

.
modificatiwniffta^set rortn in the first paragraph of the details#
In the event this latter practice is the desired procedure, the Bureau
can well imagihe the general confusion which will be causeld in a
major case in which fifteen or twenty subjects are involved, wherein
the full title will not appear actually in any investigative report
submitted. -In the event the full title is desired, at any one particular
time, it will necessitate a complete file review. It may well be that
the full title may not be- significant, but it is the -writer’s general
reaction at the present time that it is important that the titles of
the cases be carried specifically*

This particular streamlining procedure may lead to the carelessness
on the part of Agent personnel that will result in indexing matters
in the Chief Clerk’s Office being less efficient#

TTAMjjec
66-00
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC t1 E C LAS £ I F I CAT IOH GUIDE
DATE 03-22-2012

OFFICE OF THE LEGAL ATTACH^
Bio de Janeiro, Brazil

March 22 ,

Director, FBI

Be* Beport Writing,
Administrative

•

Dear Sir*

During the Quarterly Clerioal Conference held March 18 , I9I1.6

at Bio de Janeiro, the suggestion was made by Joseph E. Gauzens, Jr*,
Stenographer, with respect to report writing that, where space permits
in the preparation of reports, the>fffadeyeloped_Leads

"

page and. the
"Identification of Sources" page be* consolidated; similarly, that the
"Administrative Details", .where brevity allows, be placed on 'the cover
sheet of the report. It was pointed out that these devices would save
ah appreciable amount of clerical time as well as material.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

0
Office Memorandum • united sVates government&
TO

J

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAG, Kansas City

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

DATErlSarcll 14, 1946

^Yr -— 7T/’ i >7
,
It

r
/U , ! I u

112 114

Attention is invited to SAG letter No. 16, Series 1946, "under

date of February 7, 1946, with respect to administrative procedures*

I beg to advise you that I am transmitting herewith suggested
changes made by ASAG R. L. KURPH3T, SA CHARLES J. MAULE, Stenographer I0NNIE
YJEGE and Chief Clerk JOHN H. HINDS.

1



Kansas City, Missouri

March 14, 1946

MEMORANDUM:

RE: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

mth reference to the elimination and streamlining of

Bureau administrative procedures, it is noted that in many

instances field offices submit copies of reports in major /

cases to each office in the Continental United States and

•many times these reports are quite voluminous and in many

instances two or three copies of each report are submitted

to each field office, and in these instances the leads set out

for respective field offices require but one interview.

I realize the necessity of submitting investigative reports.

However, I feel that at such time as the case in question is

referred upon completion by an auxiliary office that the SAC

should be permitted to authorize the destruction of all- but

one copy of these voluminous reports. This authorization

could be made by a form memorandum submitted by the Chief -

Clerk for the approval of the SAC.

I believe that it would save a great deal of file space if

permission were granted to dispose of\feurplus copies of

voluminous investigative reports which are unnecessary to
the needs of auxiliary field offices.

JOffif H. HINDS
Chief Clerk

JHH:JF

^<5
ENCLOSURE



-SmtetJ States Mepatiment of Hwsiira

3te2ierat 23u«au of inuEsfxgatiott

333aslj!ngtnn 25, SB. <&.

m ?yy

IN REPLY, PLEASE REFER TO

April 17, 1946
BUREAU BULLETIN NO. 22

Series 1946

(A) UNNTE3SAHY INTERIM REPO RPp — An examination of 3 considerable number of
pending investigative reports received at the Bureau recently, some of which
were marked ' ,file >' and some of which were, not so marked, disclosed that 50,95?
of the reports examined were considered by a special group making the survey
as unnecessary reports in that they reflected no information which contributed
anything_of substance toJ&g_»MdSg^
reports w 6 re, in fact , sub,] set to some discussion^But^^B^wois generally concluded
that approximately 38% of the reports could be classified as "status reports”
which should not have been prepared and which, in the future, should not be
prepared as investigative reports. There was some indication tr the effect that
some' of- the reports we re probably ‘made in order to prevent a case from becoming
delinquent# In other instances tSe report could serve no purpose other than
tb^restate^cme undeveloped lead which^a^!^ to
another office# fHere“ wererother instances where a check was made of court
records, and it was found that the case was continuing in the same status as
previously reported*

To^cord inquiries which develop the fact that a case is continuing
may ~be^ end^so3 bn the top

oithe file or a brief memorandum for the fi&ld office file misht be prepared,
when necessary# The Bureau desires to eliminate completely so called* "status
reports** and other interim reports which contribute nothing of substance to the
ultimate outcome of the case, and such reports should no longer be preoared by
field offices# It should be clearly apparent that preparation of investigative \
reports of this type with abstract slips attached involves considerable un*-*

,

necessary work at the reporting office, at the Seat of Government, and at all/W^
other offices which receive copies of such reports# In the first place. Agents
should avoid dictating such reports, and it is incumbent upon the field super-
visors, the Assistant SACs, and the Special Agent in Charge to give adequate
supervision to the preparation and submission of reports in order to avoid the'
subsequent preparation and transmission of such reports# The Bureau intends /
to make examinations of reports received at the Bureau on frequent occasions in
order’ to determine whether there is compliance with these instructions# / -

j
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St. Louis (l), Missouri
February 18, 19^6

Diiactor., FBX
f :

t- Jfet
. m&mSTrlATIVS PROCEDURES-

Dean Sir:

f
\
> \

\

-+%V

Reference- is. made to Bureau letter dated February Tj. 19h6, requesting
advice by February 18,, I9|«6, regarding recommendations for changes,/modifications.

t \
additions or eliminations in present requirements.^ policies and prpce- " l>
dures- in the Bireau. -

~
' J'

Jf it is not contrary to existing Federal legislation or Departmental \ - f
regulations, it. is. respectfully suggested that the workipg hours in the field
be readjusted to .include the assignment of the full personnel of the Field
Offices for ;at least a part of the day oh Saturdayi- This recommendation is.
made by me in. view of the activity- of law .enforcement, agencies on the -week-end
when many arrests are made and; there are usually a number of jail cases re-
ferred to. the field Office for appropriate, attention./ Under the. present system,
the cases are being handled* however, it is, believed that --^his .could"be done.

‘

more, efficiently and promptly if the entire personnel of the office was avail-
able for at least a part of the day on each Saturday. »

A%

V;

,

Assistaht SAC H. K* MOSS bf this, office has made the following
''-suggestion:; . . .

t

“It is suggested that Section $1? part 1, of the,FBI Handbook be
amended to provide that whenever an. office preparing an. investigate report '

has readily available the file number-of the office to whom copies are to. be
pent, then this file number should be set forth in parenthesis when listing
Copies of this report* ort Page l of a reports A similar method should pe"
followed in letters also. No apparent disadvantage exists except that a very
limited amount of time will be required by the Agent when preparing for dicta- J

tion. The advantages are obvious as the number pf indices searched will be
materially reduced >and clerical persbnnel time conserved.- JThe above method is

- a epical business practice,. It fs my understanding that several years, ago
the Bureau issued a regulation making the abpve; permis.sivb) however,, the .prac-
tice is not followed now.“ ,

I

U '

3

s
0c

It o

Very truly yours,
I. *» teBjAjei WS5X. >l *'

CRNthml

G, B. NORRIS- ,,

Special Agent in Change

?•> Mt 8 1946
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JJIe&eral SUirattt of Ittueatigatiort

United Statra department of Ifnatter

San Franoisoo 4, California
February 19, 1946

Director, FBI

AIR MAIL
SPECIAL DELIVERY

Re t ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

Dear Sirs 0Tt * (f‘ »*

Refer to SAC Letter No. 16, February 7, 1946*

Clerk ELLIOTT. N, PAULSEN submitted the following suggestion
based upon experience he is having in connection with the project of con-
solidation of indices:

CL When a case is first opened, it is seldom that there is sufficient

[

identifying information to complete properly the index card. For example,

C a complaint may be reoeived about a JOHN JONES, with no particular identi-
,

fying personal data* The oase may involve theft of Government properly,
i

The agent goes out and conducts the neoessary investigation, which, in all
likelihood, results .in an interview with JONES. At that time he obtains a

:

oomplete description, such as birth date,'eto.

It is PAULSFN’s suggestion that at the time the agent dictates

I

the report containing this desired information, he dictate it to the steno-
i grapher, so that she may place it on an index card. The original index
card would then be destroyed and would be replaced by the latter one, which

I

would contain complete identifying data which necessarily distinguish the
! subject from any other JOHN HONES.

|

It is also PAULSEN’ s suggestion that it might be a good idea to
have the following information stenciled on a 3n x 5” card, which the agent

/could take with him on each case and add the data to it as he accumulates
i

them. Of course, in every instance he would not be able to supply all of
the desired information, such as the subject' s FBI number or Selective

;

Service board numbers

Birth Date
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Occupation
Address

3

everyone

y

This suggestion was discussed at
believes it to be practical*

our Supervisors' Conference;

1

*



Selective Service Supervisor A. P. CLARK suggests that oases
not he considered delinquent until sixty days have elapsed after their
receipt, rather than the" present forty-five days*

J . {.y CLARK also suggests that consideration be given to the elimina-

^ Jj/tion of the sixty-day efficiency report which must be submitted on an
agent sixty days after he arrives in an office under transfer, unless the

|

Bureau specifically requests one*

i

A
'

I

He also suggests that in the ©vent the Bureau does not agree
^j^with this suggestion, it consider the desirability of eliminating sixty-

!

day efficiency reports under similar circumstances when the agent has been
in the Bureau for two years or more*

a l so suggests that in the event the above suggestions are
-|(nwt agreeable to the Bureau, sixty-day efficiency reports which fall due

f |

within two months prior to the submission of the annual efficiency report
|

be eliminated, because of duplication*

Selective Service Assistant Supervisor B* C. LBSFRECHT suggests
Rishat the Bureau authorize field offices to discontinue the sending of tele*

;\Ajn types to the Bureau when agents proceed from a field division to Washington,
in-service training* He believes ample notice is presently

|

available to the Bureau in the movement section by the act of constructing

j

IMts of designated agents to report for in-service on specified dates*

a^ so suggests that personal status reports, which/ are now sub-
ir

mitted yearly, be submitted yearly only by employees who have suffered some
'

|

change in status*

t!A Assistant Supervisor THOMAS P. DOWD, JR. of the Accounting Squad
Ijsuggests that the Bureau abolish the present rule of requiring agents in

>'l
headquarters oities to re-charge serials every fifteen days, and to lengthen

i the period to forty-five days, like the resident agents. His reason for
this change is that the change will save much time and effort on the part

tl*® clerics and the agents to whom the serials are charged*

, , ,

H
?

al
f°

suggests that consideration be given to the possibilityof lengthening the frequency of submission of reports on Communist matters.
' Hi

f
contention 18 th8t ^ reports in the usual types of Communist cases are

i

submitted semi-annually, the report would make better reading and would
!

8BVeJ sood deal °f time and 9ffor* the part of the agents writing such
j

reports, especially when many of the reported data are based upon infoma-

|

tion obtained through various types of surveillances*

i

General Supervisor HARRY F. CLIFFORD suggests that sometimes

- 3 -



•UBureau instructions regarding the handling of certain types of cases are
sent out in the form of an SAC Letter, a copy of which is then filed in
the 00 file on that particular violation. He suggests that hereafter such
matters be set forth in Bureau Bulletins or preferably in manual revisions.

Accounting Supervisor A. V. TRICHAK (a) submits the following
suggestions:

"IDENTIFICATION AND APPREHENSION ORDERS

[X "Quite frequently the Bureau issues an identification order and
a wanted flier on the same individual, particularly escaped war prisoners.
This seems to be a duplication, and it is believed that either the 1.0. or
the wanted flier could be dispensed with. Also, when the Bureau first
started the issuance of wanted fliers, it was my understanding that they
were being issued only on dangerous a/nd badly wanted fugitives. Inasmuch as
war prisoners do not seem to be in this category, it is suggested that the
Bureau be requested to discontinue issuing wanted fliers on this type of
fugitive. The promiscuous issuance of wanted fliers minimizes their value,
and it is believed that police departments and other law enforcement
officials will treat them lightly if too many of them are issued.

'X "It is suggested that the Bureau be requested to Issue an up-to-
v date list of outstanding identification orders and wanted fliers. None
has been issued for over a year and the last one issued is very much out
of date.

"SUMMARY REPORTS
i

———————————

!

"At the present time the manual requires that a summary report be
prepared in every case involving probable prosecution. There are a great
many cases which could be prosecuted; that is, cases in which a violation
exists, but the facts are such that the United States Attorney does not

|

always authorize prosecution. Summary reports in such eases appear to be
/
dnnecessary. It is suggested, therefore, that the rule be changed to re-

I/ quire preparation of summary reports only after an indictment has been
f
returned or an information filed and the subject enters a plea of not guilty
Should he plead guilty upon arraignment, a summary report would be of no
value to the United States Attorney. However, if the subject pleads not
guilty, a summary report will be helpful to the United States Attorney in

i
the trial of the case. There is usually sufficient time between the date
of the not guilty plea and the trial date to prepare a summary report
and have it in the hands of the United States Attorney in ample time for
the issuance of subpoenas. Ordinarily, summary reports are not needed for

J

presentation of the case to a federal grand jury unless it is a long and
involved case.

I

!

"BUREAU BULLETINS AND MANUAL CHANGES

"it is suggested that the Bureau discontinue the issuance of



0

I i..

^ bureau Bulletins except those of an infontetive nature whicharenever
•iF /incorporated into the Bureau manuals, suchasBureau^ ftp* ?0 # ,

'dated December 12, 1945, which contains a list of the addresses of State
Motor Vehicle Registration and Autoiiwbile l<lb«ise i^reaus. Agents could,
be permitted to keep these bulletins permanently Cor, until such time as':

,

they are revised. J V
1

;
v

•

"M
"It appears to be the present of the Bureau to issue

;
.

a bulletin on ourrent manual changes and thereafterincorporate those
changes into the manuals. Oftentimes there is, a considerable delay between
the, issuance of the. Bureau Bulletin and the manual chhnge.and, accordingly,
the manuals are alsrtys out of date. It would seemJttitt the Bureau could :

just as quickly get out a manual ohaage asaBureauBulletin,*^ the f'
:

.

" Bureau Bulletin unnecessary.
'

"It will be recalled that when theBureaufirst started the; '

present practice of , issuing manual changes; it was Intended that they he
\
issued on a weekly basis and at that time the Bureau Indicated that the !

j
manual changes would supersede the issuance ofbulletinsoa matters which

: may be found in the manual. ,-V .

V
4

’

\

'V ’

:

'SUPPLIES : . .
i

"Under existing regulations, employees are permitted to keep
only one week’s supply in their desks, and if s» unusual amount of
supplies is found in desks upon inspection^ the desks are subject to
criticism. It is rather difficult to estimate the amount of supplies that

j
an employee will use up in one week. It is, accordingly, suggested that
the rule be changed to permit employees to keep at least one week’s supply
in their desks, but in no instance more than a month’s supply,

"RATIONAL STOLBH PROPERTY FILE !'
'

!
'

'

"It is suggested that the Bureau provide a form for placing
atops in the Rational Stolen Property Pile ana for searching property
through the National Stolen Properly Pile similar to the form presently
being used for requesting criminal records. Such a form would be particular*

if ly helpful in placing stops on stolen guns and in searching guns thorough the
National Stolen Property Pile. The form could be sent to the Bureau in
duplicate in the same manner as letters requesting stops and searches in
the Rational Stolen Property File, are now being prepared. It would be
unnecessary to dictate letters , and the duplicate form sent to the Bureau
could be stamped *no : record’ in the case of negative searches in the
same manner as copies of letters are now being stamped and returned to
the field offices.

"CHARGB-OUT SLIPS '

"PD Form Ho. 6 provides a space for the ’location.’ This appears

« 4 •



to serve no purpose and it does take the time of a clerk to insert the

j

location and also to determine from a review of the serial what should
be inserted in this space*

t

I "RE-CHARGING SERIALS
l

nIt is suggested that the rule on re-oharging serials be
eliminated* This rule requires considerable time on the part of the

i
elerioal employees in pulling files and inserting new charge-out slips*
It also results in a considerable increase of pulling files on tickler,

it almost makes it necessary for each agent to keep administrative
ticklers of his own to show what dates he receives serials and what dates
it will be necessary for him to re-charge them*

"If the Bureau is not receptive to the elimination of the re-
ctarge rule, it is suggested that the rule be changed as follows; Agents
should not hold serials unnecessarily. 'They should be returned to the
Chief Clerk's Office promptly when they are no longer needed for reference
purposes in conducting investigations or other purposes.' This rule would
plaoe the responsibility on the agents to return serials when they
are no longer needed and the agents would be required to satisfactorily
explain the necessity of retaining serials in their possession when they
are found in their file drawers or file boxes on inspections. The rule
could be changed to require the return or re-charging of all serials
within 46 days, as an agent ordinarily should have no reason to hold
serials longer than that period.

"COPIES OF COMMUNICATIONS TO FIELD OFFICES

"When necessary to send copies of communications to other offices,
it is suggested that the rule be changed to require two copies in all in-
stances. If the communication requires any action on the part of the
receiving office, one copy thereof is routed to the agent to whom the
case is assigned or is to take the necessary action, and if only one copy
is received, it is either necessary for a clerical employee to prepare

|

another copy or strip the file. Oftentimes copies of reports are designated
!

for other offices for information contingent upon the receiving office being
|

requested at some future date to conduct some investigation in the case,
i If such request is subsequently directed to that office and a case is
I

opened, it will be necessary to route the report previously received for

j

information purposes to the agent handling the case, thereby leaving no
i
«°Py *n “the file. Under the present system, when the last copy of a

j

serial is charged out, a notation is placed on the charge-out describing
i
the serial. This description is sufficient to identify the serial. How-
ever, should some Batter come up which makes it necessary for the Special
Agent in Charge or Assistant Special Agent in Charge or Supervisor to
make reference to that serial for information contained therein and the
agent who has the serial charged out to him is on a road trip, the des-
cription on the charge-out slip would be inadequate.

- 5 -
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"TELEGRAMS AND TELETYPES '$,

"In the Interests of economy messages arefopht % tellgram or
j

:'

teletype-^whiohever
:

is cheaper® .This is
after the message is typed and routed to, the? supewispr s.: A6Sistant SACi, 1

or SAC for approval®. If the message^me ^prepared pn.the'teSetype, f*orvn

and the supervising official decides that it shouid“he sent as a teleo
|

gram* it is necessary to retype the?/msssa^, -a-]-

typist or .stenographer, as well as the time of ...a .olerioal^empl^se/lA-i':
taking the original message back to the typist or stenographei* for re“l !

;

typing® It is suggested that an aU»purpose form be proyided in lieu of
‘

the present blue teletype form and telegram blaiaks for ^se in offiees^
;

that have Western Union tie lines in their offioesoi Spaoes cduld be I

provided on this form for ehecking tha man^ themessage is to
j

be sent, similar to the spaces in the upper left-hahd cornerof telegran
l

blanks® The supervising official could tlteh oheek th© ^
whether it should be sent as a telegram, night letterV orteletypeiOr J

other type of message® An additional space opuld bSproyidedto send :

i

the message as a teletype along with other teletypeswhich the Communieai
tions Section is holding for the sameoffiee, or 0 i| noae^ then send as i

a telegram or night letter®”
'

In deserter oases the Bureau frequently sets out a copy of the V
report to a field office which contain*

. no otherlhfoimation
’

'

.

[I

fact that the subject was born in its area® ^Communications directed tb E

other offices at the same time c learly indicate the name and addrese of
the deserter*

a

parents, wives, previous places of employment, etdo Tet if

the first field office is supposed tp conduct an investigation based upori
birth records, which in 99?? of eases is purely ^productive®

t

^

I

suggested that field offices •

i eases hereafter which contain only suggestions-.as tb :a» - 'iaveHi^tioh'pf-’r4
,

|

the place of subject's birth be authorised to disregard tham
1

tinA it
:

j

duct only suoh investigation when the office of ^origin^rp^piests -it®
latter will request it usually when,all other available^sources hf-in^-4 1,

^
formation have been exhausted® ' r/.}

,

:V-Y;;
;V -

^

Another suggestion is to hold' nonfirenaaV
'jft.;

]*•

year® These conferences were originated' as .a pre-war' sad wbvq̂ m^
^ to acquaint the police officers with the emergencies obnfrontihg this ^

;

!

X1

j

country® Their purpose was to educate them as to tbe federai violations'

^ I

involved and to solicit their cooperation in our worko An emergency has
,

j

now passed® The most important subversive movement in the country, R
i namely. Communism, which now confronts the Amerioeui 'pdblio ft ofinnot be I

1

made the matter of discussion® / V .

‘i.-.

s.
many field offices police schools, are going on practically i

the year round® Through tho mediums of those schools the police officers'

i

. are acquainted with our jurisdiction® Through those same mediums the - M

6
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police departments become acquainted with the agents of the FBI*

At the present time agents are being called in for in-service
training who have been back there within the last twelve months . In-
service itself takes the agent away from the office for about fourteen
days* Traveling from the West Coast to Washington , D. C. and back con-
sumes about six days* Usually the agent requests several weeks of annual
leave in addition* The expense involved in going to and from in-servioe
is considerable* It is suggested agents not be called in for in-servioe
until at least sixteen months have elapsed subsequent to their prior
attendance*

Attached hereto in duplicate are additional suggestions made
by Assistant Special Agent in Charge H. C. VAN PELT*

Very truly yours.

CWSjemb
Enclosures - 6

i
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Dtefcrral SUirarn of SntteBtigtrtfnn

Hmte!) Statea B«{mrtntmt of Btsstiro

Seattle, Washington
February 20, 1946

rector, FBI

Dear Sir:

#i*V

BE: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

a
\ j

Reference is made to Bureau letter dated February 7, 1946, SAC Letter
No. 36, Series 1946, as above captioned. Suggestions concerning possible changes
iiji administrative procedures are set forth below:

1. MAINTENANCE OF STATISTICS
It is recommended that the Bureau issue to all Field Divisions explicit

instructions on the maintenance of statistics by Field Divisions; that each Field
Division submit to the Bureau a monthly report reflecting the statistics accumu-
lated in each Field Division during the preceding month; that based on the data
received from the Field Divisions, the Bureau can compile data desired relative
to statistics, arid in conformity with the present practice, advise the Field
Di|visions concerning their relative standings. The maintenance of statistics
iii Field Divisions would be comparatively easy and could be handled by the mail
clerk to be taken from outgoing reports and maintained in the office of the

/ Chief Clerk during the course of the month. This would obviate the necessity
/ for the maintenance by the Bureau of the statistics for the field.

The reason for my recommendation is that the field would have a
much more comprehensive appreciation of its statistical accomplishments were
such statistics maintained in the field. The Field Office could be more
acutely conscious of the sources of its statistics, i.e., the amount of
statistics being received in the various Resident Agent areas as well as the
amjount of statistics being attained by squads or individual Agents. It is
felt that by placing the burden upon the Field Office, after having received
specific uniform instructions from the Bureau relative to the maintenance
thereof, each Agent in Charge would tend to have a better ability to detect
any weak spots that might be present in the field of statistical accomplish-
ments.

2. CQNFIDMTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE AND GEKERAL INVESTIGATIVE INFORMANTS

J
Our regulations provide when the services of an informant are dis-

continued the name and symbol cards be marked cancelled and that the cards re-
_

flfect the file and serial number There information is available reflecting the
reason for discontinuance. The name card is then filed alphabetically and the

&ckj

3W
a
.

.
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irector, FBI

j ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

SAC, Seattle
^"20^46

symbol card refiled in numerical order. This procedure requires duplicate
handling of the cards and so far as the name cards are concerned, results in

1

the maintenance of a duplicate index of cancelled informants. When a letter !

is prepared advising the Bureau of the discontinuance of an informant under the
practice »nt.i th-i h file room for serializing
d then returned in order thai the cards can be pulled ^3*=

^^opriately
noted. :

!

With respect to the maintenance of an alphabetical index of cancelled
iifoimants, this appears to be a duplication which could be satisfactorily
accomplished with the maintenance of only the symbol file. On individuals not
identified by symbol whose services are discontinued, sufficient data is avail-
able in the regular files through search of the indexes. It is to be noted '

tpat should a question arise concerning an informant the indexes would undoubt-
edly be searched and the -files-jaulled in any event.

j
|

- .

" ” ^
r -

s

*

Further provisions governing the utilization of the confidential li

informant file requires, that there shall be noted on the reverse side of the i

card the dates of recontact and that informants shall not be recontacted with-
oi .t authority or more frequently than evexy thirty days. In many instances i|

informants are very active and are contacted regularly, many times weekly and
sometimes oftener. I can see no purpose in noting the dates of such contacts

i

on the backs of the cards. The only apparent purpose that such notation would
serve is to provide a ready check to determine if the informant is still active.
•It is suggested that a notation at six-months intervals reflecting that the i

irformant is active would suffice and would eliminate the aforementioned posting.

3. AGENT CONFERENCES - TECHNICAL*3W
I It is recommended that the. next program prepared for technical

, ii

conference training in the field be prepared in Such a manner that during
the course of a specified period of time each Agent be required to individually
wojrk out a practical problem requiring the use of a specified piece of techni-*
oajl equipment. For example, 1 feel that the best way for an Agent to learn how
to| develop latent fingerprints at the scene of the crime is to be given a

;

m

practical problem in the field requiring the development of latent fingerprints
along the lines utilized at the seat of government in the training schools.
Presently the Agents assigned to a Field Division meet oh a specified date or*

2-



Director, FBI

R$: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

SAC , Seattle
2-20-46

dates and each Agent is then required to develop latents and photograph them
in accordance with the instructions set forth in the program for that parti-
cular quarter, i.e., the instructions being "Latent Fingerprints, dusting,
lifting, and photographing latents." There is a tendency on the part of the
Agents to avail themselves of the easiest method of quickly developing a
latent and photographing it without necessarily appreciating all of the
problems involved in latents. Some Agents of course make a conscientious
effort to improve their technical ability and others slide by as easily as
they can or else feel that they have not had proper opportunity to practice
the development of latents. Were each Agent required during the course of
a specified period of time, for example, a two month period, to check at the
scene of a fictitious bank robbery for latent fingerprints, it is felt he
would have a much more complete understanding of the proper procedures
involved. Then, too, each Agent would be giving concentrated attention to
one specific problem at a time instead of trying to learn something about
several items of equipment during the course of the technical conference.
Concentrated attention being devoted to a specific problem should enable
the Agent to become more familiar with the proper use of the equipment.
It| is realized that it would probably take more time for the Agents to
have received specific problems on all items of the technical equipment,
buji it is nevertheless felt that despite the increased time required for
the suggested program that they would get more out of it.

|

4. MATNAP

j

An examination of the files in the Seattle Office concerning the
Mattson case reflect that there never has been at any time a consolidated and
complete statement regarding the rules as to the preparation of .reports in
connection with. this case. I feel that it would be to some advantage if the
Bureau forwarded a communication to all of the Field Offices setting forth
a consolidated summary of what is expected in a latnap report. To aid the
Bureau in this connection I am setting forth what is reflected in the Seattle
Office concerning the'’' current Bureau instructions.

i

I

U A. TITLE — In this connection I believe the instructions as set
in Bureau letter dated March 11, 1940, to all SACS, is still, pertinent

anji it is not necessary to make any changes at this time.

; B. SYNOPSIS — The Bureau’s suggestions and instructions in this
correction are set out in Bureau letter to all SACS dated March 11, 1940, and
I do not feel that this should be changed at this time.

I



SAC, Seattle
2-20-46

Director, FBI

RSl: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

C. REFERENCE — In this connection, I believe that the instructions

set forth in the Bureau letter dated March 11, 1940, should remain as they are.
!

D. DETAILS — In this connection, the Bureau in letter to ail SACS
dated March 11, 1940, pointed out under the captioned reference that the first
paragraph of the details should clearly indicate the reference report or reports

on which the investigation currently performed was predicated. In addition

it should set out a preliminary statement as to how and where the suspect was

first reported. I feel that the field should be instructed to set. out

specifically in the first paragraph of the details how and when the suspect

was first reported in this case} in addition, the steps that have been taken

to eliminate him as a suspect, that is, there should be set out whether his

employment during the pertinent period has been verified, whether his photo- ^

graph has been obtained and if it has been displayed to the witnesses. Also,

there should be set out whether his fingerprints and palm prints have been

obtained and if they have been compared with the unidentified latents in this

caSe. This will go a long way toward aiding the Seattle Office in the adminis-

tration of this case. When a lead is covered, unless this information is set

forth, it is necessary for the Seattle Office to review extensive files to

determine the status of each suspect. I believe that if each office would

cooperate and set forth this information that it would serve to aid the Seattle

Office in supervising this case.
I

In addition to the above, I believe that it would be wise if the

Field Offices would set forth in this preliminary paragraph what the object ^
of the investigation is at that time, that is, whether it is looking toward y

locating the suspect to interview him or whether it is to verify his where-

abouts during the pertinent period.

|

E. COPIES — At the present time the practice has been established

that three copies are designated for the Bureau, three copies for the Seattle

Office, and one copy to the office There the suspect was first reported. I

believe that at the present time two copies are sufficient for the_Seattle

Field Division. In this connection the Bureau’s instructions that three

copies should l?e designated for the Seattle Office will be found in Bureau

letter to all SACS dated April 14, 1939. The Bureau in its letter of

September 13, 1938, to all SACS, advised that there should be ona-fiopy

designated^ for the office where the suspect. was first reported . I recommend

that this practice be discontinued. There are only"624 suspects, according

-4-
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Director, FBI

Bis ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

to the indexes of the Seattle Office, that have not been eliminated 0 I feel
that the Seattle Office can properly supervise this number of suspects and in

:

this way avoid the necessary filing of reports in the auxiliary offices when ;

there are no leads set out for that office*, In tide manner, I believe that
it mil cut down somewhat the clericalJgr»*V in- these In
this connection, however, I would recommend that the practice continue of
designating in the title the office in which the suspect was first reported
sb that it is possible to identify the suspect in the voluminous indexes in
tpe Seattle Office o

•

I
-

'

Fo UNDEVELOPED LEADS — The Bureau in its letter to all SACS dated
Ntyrch 11, 1940, indicated that the undeveloped leads should be captioned with
the name of the suspect to which they pertain*, I believe this practice should
be followed. In addition to this I would recommend that the offices in
submitting reports concerning any one suspect always restate the outstanding
leads in connection with that particular suspect that may remain outstanding
in their Field Division*, This will enable the Seattle Office to maintain
a constant chack on the status of any leads within a particular Field Division
an to any individual suspect <>

Go GENERAL — In the Bureau’s letter of April 14, 1939, to all SACS,
the Bureau points out that Mien a suspect is located the Seattle Office should^
be notified by telegram*, I believe this practice should be continued D

In addition to the above, I think the offices Should again be
reminded that Mien the photograph of a suspect is obtained, efforts should
be made to obtain one that was taken as close to 1936 as possible

o

Very truly yours.

ISLAND V. BOARDMM
s SAC

L^BsMfg

SAC, Seattle
2-20-46

*=5“



standard form NO. 64

Office ISAgmovundum • united states government

^4em

to : THE director

FROM : THE joint committee

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #47-A
EMPLOYEE: SAC R. C. SURAN

EL PASO BIEID DIVISION

DATE: April 26,

BERS PRESENT:

OYEB SUGGESTS:

R. O. Hendon
R. T. Harbo

E* E. Conroy
E. .Scheldt

.-.%-iyv

Ur, 1

}

^ iittss'.v-'-:- {

cy

Mr. Carbon

Mr. Egan

Mr. Gurnctt. .,

Mr. Harbo

Mr. Hcndoo i=«=s»!t

Mr. Pennington

Mr. QulnnT«mm.».,

That the present rule with reference to therPfcepara:

\Vj ^ of' prosecutive summaries be modified so th&t"they wotfid \

\_be required only when the"Agents are directed to prepare them by the Bureau or'*the \
SAC* At present the rule requires that they be prepared in cases wherein there will
jbe probable prosecution unless the case file is extremely brief.

- ' ADVANTAGES: 1* Savings of Agents* time and stenographers* time in
preparation of reports* *

*
r> j
'0,'S

and in the field*

• ^
^types of cases.

^DISADVANTAGES:

43*rosecution of the case*

2* Savings of time of supervisors .at the Seat of Govern-

a.

*

3*. Prosecutive summaries may not be necessary in simple

Prosecutive summaries are unquestionably of-assistance
to prosecuting attorneys in obtaining a successful

2* Prosecutive sunmaries undoubtedly result in an
increased number of decisions on the part of the U.S* Attorney to proceed with
>rosecutive action*

3* They are extremely helpful to the investigating
Agent in that they provide a check as* to whether all necessary evidentiary
items have been secured. In. other yrords in preparing the prosecutive’ sumnary

he must of necessity review the file to see that the investigation is complete.

a

4* The proper and reasonable .conclusion of the present

require that prosecutive summary report^-j^'efftitten in cases where

rve a useful purpose/£5 simple cases NSfiierg,. chly short / —
Jpc*'U

'

rule does not
they do not serve
investigative reports have been submitted* .

EX -13 v* ^
5* The prosecutive summaries provi^e^exc

ing to Agents not .thinking, in terms of the evidence*

feed of Messrs.
RECOMMENDATION : Unanimously unfavorable*
EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: On 5/2/46 Executive Confe:

Tolson,E.A.Tamm,Glavin,Q.Tamm,Hendon,Clegg^Ladd,Rosen,Harbo wa|^an3mo\:sly unfavorable.

RFH:PJ

cc-Mr. Clegg
Mr. gendon

-CL* ^
i ~

A 4,.

_a
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 02-28-2012

V 9AJ-
-

.

Hegal. Attache
Dtwnos/’Airea, Argentina

May z> 1946.

aih cotmm

SBOU's ' John Sdgor Hoover - director, Federal Dureau, of Investigation ,

SUBJECT: CHAEGB OF FpEM OF SIS RSPOSTS

I

T£r. ToXson
V&mm *

hr. Clftgg rfTlap^01avirT2S
X*. Ladd '"""l
IT. ?ilchoIT U
XT. Koson- »

kr. Tracy »

WT. Carson

•l . .
Several changes in the .foraof SIS reports have been approved for

israeainte use by onr SIS Offices... You vill shortly receive the necessary uauctal
changes incorporating those new regulations *

Av - .

briefly* it ie desired that -effective immediately you begin,placing
the Synopsio'! on the first, page of the “InvestigntivePsiails Memorandum,# after
first sotting forth the name, placo and date of the report,-as is the present
£**..?* .

Inneclintely after the nSynopsis 15 on this same, page the ^Xnvea&gaGive
Details should he set forth. Tou will appreciate that since this permit tag
various officeeani the Bureau to furnish a synopsis of the report* asjw£& ag
the investigative details to outside ngonoios, It will he Accessary to he^feswS

careful in the preparation of the synopsis, restricting It teJa resume
important facts. Henceforth, information, of a Statistical nature .nlSft-i-rg.

not he Included in the “Synopsis# hut instead. ahtfLl he set forth under
J
«A^Slhiy

strativo Details.# -3 3,
”

•*** O
< 1

„
-

<*» 53

the report coyer fora in place of the ^Synopsis* you viir^iow set
forth; “Administrative Dotails# and immediately thereafter “Identification of
Sources.# If* either of these items is unusually long, it will he permissible
to use a second page attached to the report cover form,, vhicb. should not he
numbered. This will eliminate the Use of a. separate page for “Administrative
EGtallftv”

The “Undeveloped Deeds# and the list of “Sncl'ocures# should he set
forth at the end of the “Investigative Details Memorandum# on the same page, as
is presently the practice..

It vill not he necessary to have new report coyer f^ras printed* @fc
yoUmay utiUze thosep*%ently at hand, striking but the word “Synopsia£anS
s^titutihg- tho-words “Acifninisirative Details.#

~ - -

'S&if *

Attach©^, -• AIR FOOOK)3 1

zDa, %
trl Gurrlea'^'^fEiegal Attache, - ATS IfcUOB)

'iar. Pe^ii^rrz: * *** ^ ivJEr^ ^
V* Ifv X

- AIH 13U3H)
/<jv y '

<
ru-* , i o' y



GO -Legal Attach® (CCKFEXmAL - AIR jjTCUOH)
S«atlagoj Chile

cc -> legal Attach* (CCS7IE3MIAL ^ AIR
Bogota* Coloabl*

Cd - Legal Attache (COHttDZS?W£ • AIR 5Ct?3)
SaaJoe®, ^oeta Rica

' ‘ "

'

C8 - Legal Attache (CGSFITSSflil, AIR 70003)
£maa, Cs&&

C.C - Legal Attach* (COmiSSSfXU- AIR 7CBCE)
CludaR Srttfillo, roalaicaa. Republic

'

ca legal Attache (cgffXE&rcxAl • AIR KS3H)
Qalto, Ecuador

CC - legal Attache (mimmsifSt - AIR KNOB)
lou&oa, Eagloa^

QC - Attache - AIR TCOOB)
?&ri$, Ywcte*

" f

«# - legal Attafcho (CC|Snp2E?IAL - AIR 70058)
Ctlatc^hla City, Cu&tcscla,

- Civil Attach® (fiomSRJTOi - AIR KOT)
lVt^<ti*R^iaco* jCaltjL

dd - legal Attach* (0DEFILhS!Pl4 AtR ISOOH)
f'egaeigalja, Kotsdurae'

00 - Tic* Coaaal (CCKFfesjSfl^ - air ic*j3H)

C*

CO

(YXA* SAKS HAE3 jCCpXSR)

(TIA SAKE jam CC0R)®2)

0C - Civil Attach® (COSHESSSLII, - AIR 701*03)
Mexico, 1. 7*

Od - legal Attach® (cokhpessiaL ~ air ktjsb)
KaBegaa, Slcategca

co - legal Att^cho CcosncssjiAL - air hjcch)
Twa&s® City, Panaaa

00 - legal Attach® (CORto^fIn air
Aa^sicn* ?r.r®gBqr

.- R *



m - legal Attache (CCS?UjS55?IAJirAia, PGU3H)
Lina, Pern.

CC - legal Attache. (SEOfcSS ~ AIR CCURIER)'

,

lichee* Portugal

CO - legal Attache (eOSHDSHfXAl - Al&
Saa- Ealva&pjf, £1 Salvador*

CO' -Legal Attache (SSCftgR - AIR CC32X2S)
S(adri4? Au&lit

CO - legal Attache (SRCKST -t AX2. ££UEXER)
Montevideo, Uruguay.

t

CC - legal Attache (CONFIDENTIAL -• AIR POUCH)
Caracas,. Venezuela



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government •

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

D. H.

C. H.

DATE: April 22, ,1946
L'jr.^jTQlsot

CHANGE OF FORM
OSftSIS REPORTS

IT. Penningion
i fesf

At the present timay^Bureau regulations require that the
Synopsis of Facts of the SliHreports appear on the Report. Cover Form
and that the Investigative Details of the report 'be prepared in the
form of a blind memorandum attached to the Report Cover .Form. This
is similar to the requirement in effect in the -domestic field. Mast
of the SIS reports, unlike domestic field reports, are distributed to
other governmental agencies. In making this distribution, the investi-
gative memorandum is forwarded after the Report Cover Form has been
detached. Thus, no synopsis is available to the recipients of these
reports. To take care of this situation, the SIS Section has adopted
a practice of forwarding these reports under cover letters in which
a brief synopsis of the report is set forth.

In view of the acute stenographic shortage, it is now
planned to use^ayfoim letter in place of the above-mentioned cover r

letter to distribute these reports. It is realized that, under the '

present arrangement, no synopsis will be available to the agencies
receiving these reports; therefore, it is believed advisable at the
present time to change our report form and place the synopsis at the
beginning of the Investigative Details Memorandum, instead of on the
Report Cover Form, ^he Report Cover Form instead can be used to set
forth Administrative Details and Identification :of Sources;

RECOMMENDATION:

If this recommendation is approved, several changes in the
SIS Manual are necessaxy. Suggested changes -are attached, and, if
approved, should be sent to the Mechanical Section for mimeographing.

Attachments

*
~ TeT °ir

. APPROVED BY EXECUTIVES’ CONFERENCE 39 MAY 19
"

MESSRS. TAMM, GLAVIN, HARBO, CLEGG, TRACY ^ K

AND HUMFOHD ATTENDING 4-24-46. '¥
,^6* /

rj

\

.

vv
\\

i

>

Ns

YH

- JKM

% ^7 v
if/ //v

3
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%
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This Case .Originated at File I.'o

Report Made at Date when
Kade

Period for
which 1'ade

Report Kade by

Title Character of Case

SWMpisiratitfB - Details

:



b7D

Pile 11b , lr!3X37

;

Report.Kudo at

Santiago, Chile
Date whin Periid f©? R§: &§d§ .hv

or
ereoverY_____ T : :

~
i

>.! * VV V*T —
Title «changed'»

CARL AUSUST SGHISCDT (VOGEL),, was.,

CARLOS AQU3T0- SCHMJDTj CARLOS V0GS1

0h§?S8fe§i* §J? 6as§
**

.
* Chile - Espionage - G

Title of this’ case is being changed to reflect
the correct nano of Subject to be Carl August
Schmidt (Vogel) as disclosed-

, by records of
Investlgaciohes- in Santiago.'

This is , 'a joint report of the yrritSr and
| |

I ~~l As pointed out in the report memo-
randum. I I a contact of Schmidt, is described
as being anti-Nazi by- Source D and it is stated
that

| [might possibly be of assistance in
this investigation* 4 lead is therefore being
set put to the Buenos Aires office to .consider-

the advisability of developing ! las an inform-
ant in. this.- case. 4s all known contacts. of Schmidt
in Chile have since departed from the country, no
further inquiry is being made in Santiago.

Identification of Sources: Source A

Source B -

Report of lima, Beru
Confidential Informant
Confidential Informant i

| and who is reported

reliable.

KUO
Reference:

b7D

b7D

Bureau Bile R6. 65-1^0013
Bureau letter May 1, 19w* Report of

,

Lina, Beru> January .22i 19bU/ Radiogram April 2$} 194&3
•

.

' * ^ .
~ '

‘

'

-JTjprpyAd ahd - legal t
' ‘

forwarded - ^ _ - Attache^ DO Not Write in These- Spaces

Made Available to / Copies of This
Report:-— >

t
^ ! ^

* # 1

' Embassy
Ai

-2- K. A.

Others

6 - Bureau (End* ) ,

2 - Santiago
2 - Lima* (Enel.)
2 - Buenos Aires !

(Enel.)' ,

J *

% -

J •

-•+'r ’ * £ * *' '

HYDD

- oau to**

* /
//( '

WC108T‘.
f
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May 10
j
1944

Re: Carl August Schmidt .(Vogel), was
Carlos Agusto Schmidt, Carlos Vogel
Santiago, Chile

Synopsis of Facts :

Records of Investigaciones at Santiago reflect Schmidt arrived
in Chile from Germany via Rio de Janeiro, arid Buenos Aires on June 4,
3.941. Carried passport issued' Berlin, Germany, April 14, 1941^ reflect-
ing birth January 6, 1909, Hamburg.' Resided in- Santiago until December. 13,
1941, when he departed' for Arequipa, Peru via SS "Campo”. Schmidt * s
activities in Chile described as suspicious, known to .Have' frequently
contacted1 Axis Embassies and to have associated with Nazi, sympathizers.

*

Schmidt- endeavored to: .arrange mail drop in, Santiago through!
who, is new in Buenos Aires. Photographs of Schmidt and I I obtained"

Investigative Details :

Information .was received from reliable Source A that Schmidt,
who is presently residing in Lima, Peru, is reported to be- engaged in
obtaining information of an espionage nature which he is transmitting to
unknown parties in Buenos Aires, Argentina. It. was stated that Schmidt
formerly resided in Santiago^ Chile’.

Source B, whose, reliability is unquestioned, advised that it had
been ascertained from the records of the*-Investigaciones, in Santiago, Chile,
that Schmidt arrived in Chile on June 4, 1941’. The records disclosed Schmidt
to have reported his date of'birth, as January 6, 1909, at Hamburg, Germany,
and that he had received a preliminary education, consisting of eight years
schooling. His occupation was given as an export merchant who traveled from
Germany to Chile via the .Spanish ship s. S. Cabo de Cabo which stopped at
Rio de Janeiro, and that. he. (disembarked at Buenos, Aires, from Buenos Aires
Schmidt traveled via, overland, railroad to,.Santiago. The local -address given
by Schmidt was Calle Ossa 294y, Santiago . *

Source ,C advisedi that the- records of the Chilean Maritime Company
rejected Schmidt ‘to have departed,from Valparaiso, Chile aboard .the S. ,S.

•Campo on December 13> 1941,, en route to Arequipa, Peru.
i

,Informa,tiori was receiyedjfrom Source Dj. whose reliability has been
established^ that Schmidt did not -engage in any occupation while- in Santiago
but that he was frequently in'- contact with Axis Embassies and associated with
known Nazi sympathizers. Source. D stated he was 'in a -position to observe

» \

t

' COPIES DESTROYED

i 270 JAN 19 1965L = !*_:

Li- A </36"- fp./
(Form 9)^0$^'

b7D
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Schmidt's activities and- that he, ‘knew he contacted persons in the German
Embassy .at least once .a week and was on five different occasions observed1

entering the’ Japanese Embassy. The nature of these contacts was not known
nor was the identity of persons visited available to this Source. It was
also reported that, Schmidt associated with Hans, Reefer, leader of the
German Nazi Party, -and Joseph Maimer, who has. been estabiisheci to be the
German propaganda 'chief in Chi-le. -

. On one.- occasion when Reefer, Mahner and Schmidt were 'together at
the Mountain Bar they appeared to be discussing certain letters which Schmidt
had in his possession. After much discussion. Reefer and Mahner departed,
leaving Schmidt by himself. I

I l Schmidt andl Iwho advised
that

| 1 1 Lwas
later known to have stated that I I

| |
This source stated-

was believed to -possess anti-Nazi .sympathies .and he did not believe that

The following is a description of Carl August Schmidt (Vogel)
as furnished b’y Source B:-

CD

Name:

Nationality:

Age:
Height:.

Weight:
.Hair:

JByes:
Passport:'
Photograph available-
- * **

*-
4

Carl, August Schmidt (Vogel),, was
Carlos Agusto Schmidt, Carlos Vogel

.German

35, born. 1/6/09, Berlin, Germany
•6 » 1"

178 pounds
Blond
Blue” _
German,. #14761, issued -Berlin

. 4/14/41

'Source- -B made available the following description of'

Name:
Nationality:
Age:
Height:
Weight:
-Hair;

.Eyes:’

Passport:

.Photograph available

Chilean
I Santiago, Chile

Dark
Dark 1 1

Chilean: j issued Santiago
12/15/43

b7D

(Form 9)
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SAC, Philadelphia

Director, FBI

UNNEC2SSAFX SUBMISSION OF INVESTIGATIVE
REPORTS TO UHlTED. STATES ATTORNEYS

*cc - Mr. Rosen,

Q
Mr. McCabe

“r- h m '

f
//

\

\

, •«./ 'Evans
f /-/ v-v
-

i

April 25, 1946

Reference is made to your letter of March 5* 1946. concerning the cap-
tioned natter, arid to the Bureau* s reply of March 20.

o
The Suggestion contained in your letter that the Bureau night desibe

to circularize the field divisions’>y a bulletin concerning the submission of
investigative reports to the United States Attorneys has been considered in

*3otaiIVT It is not believed that such a circularization is warranted at the

present tine. lour attention is called to Bureau Bulletin #22, Series 1946,
dated April 17, 1946 concerning the unnecessary submission of Interim reports
and the submitting of, simple loads to other offices. It is believed that if

the instructions in this- Bureau, Bulletin Are carried "out there Trill be, .fear

instances therein a report Trill bo designated for- the United States Attorney
unnecessarily. ~ ^ ?o

TZhilo your suggestion is dot boing carried out,

appreciates your thoughtful .consideration in staking it.

the

-ss» ? t*% CO O
jDuroa^greg^ly^

;-ri
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standard FORM NO- 64

Office Memorandum • united stages government

FROM

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

date: April >25, 1946

SUBJECT: SUGGESTIONS #45~c
EMPLOYEE:

MEMBERS PRESENT:

SAC N. H. McCabe
KNOXVILLE EIEID DIVESTCN

R* C* Hendon
R* T* Harbo

E* ,E* Conroy
E* Schedit

MrJ ToIson
Mr/ E. A. Tama
yf. Clegg 2
JtrSciavin
Mr. Ladd _
'Mr. NIchoU
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy _
Mr. Carson
Mr. Egan
Mr. Gumea
Mr. Harbo
Mr. Hendon -

Mr. Pennington

t
, Quinn TasaT
le. Rooa x

SUGGESTION :
‘

, That Section ll-L-14 in thejmanual of /Rules-andJRegnlations
which states that t,th^crlm.inal record of all subjects shall'

be set forth in the details as soon as it is available1' be changed and instructions

issued that no ^criminal record shall' be incorporated in an investigat

i

ve-report—
until all dispositions haveHSeen obtained*

ADVANTAGES: 1* Whenever a criminal record was incorporated in a report

(

it would be complete showing all dispositions*

2. It would give better -assurance that all dispositions
were obtained*

DISADVANTAGES: 1* Information as to the criminal record is in many in-
stances of immediate importance and should be immediately

reported for prosecutive, investigative and other uses*

2* If such a' rule were adopted, facts- in particular cases
would require words of exceptions which would make it impossible for compliance*

3* Delay is always occasioned in obtaining dispositions
since they are obtained through correspondence with police departments and we are
.dependent upon the promptness with which they may handle their correspondence*

4* Tn some instances dispositions are unobtainable* In
still others they are not required to be obtained under the Bureau’s regulations* .

RECOMMENDATION:

RCH:PJ

Unanimously opposed,

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: .23

The Executives Conference on May 3 3 19463 with 2ftrtfBTST“

Harbo 3 Quinn Tamm3 E, A. Tamm3 Sendon 3 Nichols3 Ladd cwi

attendance , was unanimously opposed to this suggestion

,

fosonf* Glavin 3
Rosen in

BO - Ur. Clegg

59 MAY 2 3 JnT ?

Respectfully^
Eor thet Conference

/
Clyde ToIson E . A . Tamm
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° UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

To : DIRECTOR
s FBI

from : SAC, KNOXVILLE

SUBJECT: ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

date: February 18, 191*6

fy ..y
f l

r:

7, 191*6 o

Reference is made to SAC letter #16 dated February

I have given this matter considerable thought and
would like to make the following suggestions to assist in simplifying our
regulations and doing away with red tapes

lo It is suggested that the present regulation that all radio broadcasts
sent out by Field Offices must be first approved by the Bureau be changed to
permit Field Offices to request police radio stations to broadcast a pick-up
for an automobile in which a Bureau fugitive is known to be riding a From
time to time instances arise when information is received that a fugitive is
driving a car of a certain description with a certain license tag 0 The state
and local police would be glad to cooperate in endeavoring to apprehend the
fugitive o In cases where the man is actually a Bureau fugitive, i„e 0 , a

\ _ Federal warrant has been issued for his apprehension, or he is a deserter or
\ escaped federal prisoner, it is suggested that the Special Agent in Charge be

given authority to request the police to broadcast the description of the
fugitive, together with the description of the car and the license number,
with the request that the fugitive be picked up and held for the FoB,L Of
course the police should be advised of any information we have concerning the
possession of firearms ty the fugitive or any other data indicating that he is
dangerous o The pertinent section in the Manual of Rules and Regulations is
Section 9E (1) Q

2, It is suggested that the requirement that personal status reports be sub-
mitted to the Bureau annually be discontinued and that in place of this a form
be prepared to be headed '“Change of Personal Status" which should be submitted
ty employees when there is any change in the information appearing on the
personal status report originally submittedo At the present time a large
majority of the employees of the Bureau submit personal status reports each

\;
y®ar ^ich are exact duplicates of the ones submitted in previous years 0 It

\> would seem to me that it would save considerable work at the Seat of Government
' 8041 3180 ^ th© Field if a new form were devised for showing the changes in

personal status and that instructions should be issued requiring evezy em-
ployee to submit this fora immediately when there is a change in the informa-
tion appearing on the original personal status reporty The pertinent section

. in the Manual of Rules and Regulations is Section i*B 0

V' >

3c It is recommended that the confidential informant files in Held Offices
now be consolidated so that, instead of having separate fil^s on Confidential
national defense informants and confidential general investigative informantswe hay® one file entitled confidential informants 0 At the time this consol Ida-tion is made the cards which formerly appeared in the confidential national

o
S'

A
v

^ i.

f t ^

fj



defense informant file should be looked over very carefully to make sure that
they are net now obsolete in view of the end of hostilities. In this con-
nection it is suggested that the system of designating permanent symbols for
confidential informants be discontinued and that informants be handled uniform-
ly ty giving them a T~ symbol on a separate page attached to the investigative
report. In unusual cases where for some reason it is felt that this practice
will not give sufficient security to the identity of the informant* it is
recommended that the Field be instructed to handle such matters by writing a
separate letter to the Bureau identifying the informant. To clarify this
matter further, it is suggested -that the instructions contained in the “anual
of Rules and Regulations, Section 9C (1), which provide that when the identity
of a source of information must be protected a T~ symbol should be used, be
done away with. If a source of information is so confidential that a T~
symbol has to be used, it is suggested that such an individual be called a
confidential informant. It is also suggested that the rule that informants
shall not be contacted more frequently than every thirty days without author-
ity from the Special Agent in Charge be done away with and that in its place
there be issued instructions that Agents should not contact informants pro-
miscuously and curtail their usefulness by contacting them on trivial matters.
The pertinent section in the Manual of Rules and Regulations is Section $>A

( 2 )( 6 )(10 ).

ho It is recommended that the practice of assigning cases to police for
investigation be discontinued. During the emergency rrartime period this
practice was, of course, necessary and in some sections the police did a very
good job. Now that most of our work consists of criminal cases in which the
investigator will have to appear in court as a witness, it is suggested that
these cases should be handled by Bureau personnel. In the South and I imagine
in other parts of the country considerable difficulty has been experienced in
neving the police handle investigative matters properly. This remains true,
despite considerable effort to train the police in the proper handling of these
cases, it is ny opinion that we should go back to our old procedure of handling
our arm work, calling on the police only when it is necessary for assistance.
Instructions for reporting police cases are contained in Section 11A ( 5 ) of
the i-anual of Rules and Regulations.

Sc In the Manual of Rules and Regulations, Section 11L (lii) it is stated that
"the criminal record of all subjects shall be set forth in the details as soon
as it is avail. abl e o

1,1 It is recommended that instructions be issued that no
criminal record shall be incorporated into a Bureau report until all disposi-
tions have been obtained. A criminal record is not complete without these
dispositions and it is believed that such a rule would insure that all dis-
positions are obtained prior to the trial of the case. It is suggested that
wn;n a criminal record is set forth in a report the F.B.I. number should always



be set forth right at the beginning®

6c f.'ith reference to Section 11M (9) of the Manual of Rules and Regulations,

it is recommended that whenever the office preparing a report knows the loca-

tion of the United States Attorney in another Field Division this be included

in the space set aside for copies of the reporto For example , in a Field

' Division like Charlotte where they have four United States Attorneys it would

be very helpful if the report set forth “3 Charlotte (1 USA Greenville, South

Carolina)" rather than just "3 Charlotte (1 USA)® ra

7 0 I have noticed that reports coming in from some Field Offices, instead of

baing clipped together with a paper clip, are stapled together, thereby making

it necessary to remove the staple before the report can be routed or filed 0

It is suggested that this practice be discontinued, since it probably causes

a bigger waste of time in the offices receiving the reports than could be

justified by the amount of time saved in stapling the reports together rather

than ising a paper clip® It is also noted that when reports are stapled to

each other they are often torn in the process of removing the staple*,

3„ V,
Tith reference to the instructions contained in Section 13H of the Manual

of Rules and Regulations concerning the sending of telegrams, it is recommended

that since most^of the offices now have Western Union page printers, these

instructions be changed to show that telegrams are addressed to fcield Offices

as follows; So SCHEIDT, FBI JUSTICE, TfUX CHARLOlTb, NORTH CAROLINA* It is

also recommended that a form be prepared in the Bureau for the sending of

telegrams over the V.’estern Union machines similar to the form which is used

in sending teletypes 0 It is recommended that pink paper be used for this form

and that pink paper be used in the IVestem Union machines similar to the paper

used in the Bureau®

9 0 It is suggested that, with the new rules for Federal criminal procedure

becoming effective within the month, changes be made in the Bureau's Manual

Instructions as soon as possible and that a conference be held in each

Field Office with the Agents, going over the new rules® It is also believed

that this should be included in the In-Service Training School immediately so

that all Agents might be thoroughly grounded in the new rules of Federal

criminal procedure 0

10o It is recommended that the Director appoint a committee to look into the

possibility of the Bureau's using various types of surplus equipment now being

disposed of by the armed forces® Undoubtedly there is much technical equip-

Q ragnt which might be useful to the Bureau in its investigative work and a

committee composed of Laboratory representatives together with experienced

investigators could determine what the Army and Navy have that we might be



able to utilise o For example, mine detectors might be very useful on criminal

eases where it is necessary to search through wooded areas to locate a gun or

othor metal weapon which has been cast away by the subjec o
„ 1.

the Bureau has already purchased Walkie-Talkies and it may be that some of the

Handi-Talkiea which were used by the Army might be very useful on extortion

plants, etCo It has been observed that some police departments have already

purchased these Handi-Talkies 0 This same committee could make £ study of the

material which is available which might be useful to police departoents and

publish their findings in the F 0 B 0 I= Law Enforcement Bulletin so that all law

enforcement agencies might be advised of the equipment which is available to •

them and the manner in which they should go about obtaining it 0

11 o It is recommended that the Bureau start to work as soon as possible on

additional training films 0 The only real training film that we have is the

film entitled “Technique and Mechanics of Arrest and Search of Persons ,
which

is now nearly ten years oldo It is believed that in connection with the ex—

tensive police training activity on the part of the Bureau in the postwar era,

more attention should be paid to visual education than it has been possible to

do during the war due to the obvious limitations 0 Films on firearms training,

physical training, raids, interviews, identification of evidence, and similar

subjects would be extremely welcome in ary police school curriculum 0

12 0 In connection with the investigation of National Motor Vehicle Theft Act

violations it would be extremely helpful if the Agents ^ Handbook c culd include

information as to the location of motor numbers and secret motor numbers of

the various types of passenger cars in use today 0

13 o Now that the war is over, it is suggested that the National Defense Manual

be discontinued and the sections contained in that manual which are necessary

for our postwar work be incorporated in the Manual of Instructions 0 In order

that this manual might not be so bulky, it is suggested that an effort be made

to obtain some thinner paper so that it would make it possible to have this

new Manual of Instructions all in one volume 0 If the right kind of paper

could be obtained it may be possible to have the Manual of Rules and Regula-

tions and the Manual of Instructions combined in one volume, which would be a

very big improvement, provided, of course, that the manual could be properly

and thoroughly indexed 0

llio It is suggested that consideration be given to having Resident Agents use

$3 cards rather than submit daily reports 0 In Resident Agencies where there

are several Resident Agents working out of the same office this procedure would

enable one Resident Agent to locate another in case of an emergency and would

sufficiently indicate the activities of the Agents during the day Q These #3



cards could be forwarded to the office daily in the same manner in which
daily reports are submitted now. It is realized that this is a radical de-
parture from present procedure. However, it is believed that it would work
out satisfactorily. Under the present system if the Special Agent in Charge
or Inspector goes into a Resident Agent's city and visits the office, if the
Agents are out of the office there is no way of determining where they are.
If #3 cards ware utilized, the #3 card, of course, would be maintained in the
office and could be used to determine where the Agents are in the Resident
Agents’ city at any time.

NHK/js
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going into the investigative files in the Records Section, an analysis was H: Sfew
made of 100 recently closed cases in each of the following categories,
White Slave Traffic Act, Selective Service, Deserters, National Motor llkltniF”
Vehicle Theft Act and Theft of Government Property. This analysis was -

made in order to determine the amount of supervision given to such files
and the advantages and disadvantages which would ^result from keeping CQrtain copies
of reports in the field rather than sending the same to the Seat of Government.

The .following study is set forth:

*^1fational Motor Vehicle Theft Act

Supervision

Of the 100 recently closed Motor Vehicle cases there were two cases in
which there was any supervision of any kind. In one case, 26-91405^*5, there was
a letter to a field office in response to one sent in by the field office concern-
ing the insertion* of additional pages in a report that had already been submitted.
In our letter to the field we asked for greater clarification in the matter, but
the case appears to have received no further supervision because the field office
in question did not respond to. the Bureau's -letter. In a second case, 26-91783,
there was an exchange of teletypes with a field office based on information from
that field office. There was also a radiogram to the | l based'upon information
furnished by the field. There was also a letter to the field transmitting a copy
of a letter from the| . There was also a letter to the- based on a letter
which that organization had sent to the Bureau.

These are the only two cases out of the 100 such cases which were studied
in which there was action of any kind taken by the supervisor. The kind of action
and the manner in which it would contribute toward the solution of a case can be
gathered from what has been set out above. Obviously nothing was done in the 100.
cases examined which would in any way facilitate the" solution of the various case's.

Absence of Supervision

There was a total of 79 serials in the 100 files which should have been
marked "file1

* in the field. This, however, was not done. Had these cases been
receiving the kind of supervision which the Bureau has expected in the past, the
attention of the field offices would have been directed to the fact those offices
are constantly failing to stamp reports with the word "file" which should be so
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Among :

the 100 cases examined there were 7 cases in which the supervisor
failed to indicate- opposite the synopsis the pertinent statistics i In each of.
these 7 cases there was a failure to- send the report to the Statistical Section
for proper recording. Each case is set. out helot/ together with the nature of the
statistic which was not recorded.

1. 26-91840
One car. with a value of $850

3. 26-91184-2
One .car with a value of $1,159

3. 26-91830-1
One car with a value of $425

4. 26-90197-2
One car with a vaiue of $375

5. 26-90340-rl- and 2
One -car with a value of $750

62 26-90342

;
One car recovered hut recovery value not shown

7. 26-22039-2
In this case serial one had claimed the recovery of one car at a
value, of $500. In. serial two it was shown, however, that there was

. actually no, violation of the law and, therefore, that »-facteS should
have, heen observed by the substantive supervisor, and the report
should have'been sent to the Statistical Section, in order that the
statistics claimed by the Bureau"on serial one could have been
deducted.

*

Here, therefore, is a total- of six cars recovered at a value of $3,559
from which should be subtracted one car at a value of $500. This gives a total
of five cars recovered at' a value of $3,059,. not considering the value of the car
in item number six noted above. If this is an. average statistical loss in every
100 closed Motor Vehicle cases, the., loss per thousand is fifty cars at a value- of
$30,000. Bureau records show that we -close yearly about 7,000 Motor Vehicle cases.
If the average worked out above is carried out on the basis’ of 7,000 cases, we lose
credit for 350 cars per year at a value of about $210,000. This is a margin of
error of about 4.43 per cent in 'recording our total automobile recoveries on the
basis of 7,892 cars recovered in the fiscal year -ending June 30, 1945.
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In these i00 cases there axe .156 reports' marked "file 11 or which should
have "been marked "file" in the field. On the basis of each 1.000 closed cases
there are, therefore, roughly 1560 reports which should he marked "file

.

11 Oh the
basis of "7,000 Motor. Vehicle cases closed each year, there would be seven times
1560,. or 10,920 serials which shahid be marked "file'J If it .costs 26 cents to
file each such report, the t<)tal cost for 10,920 serials is $2,839.20. If these
reports remained- in the field instead of being sent to the Seat of Government for
filing purposes, such would be the saving to the Records Section in NMVTA cases.

On the basis of increased salaries for clerks since the estimated 26
cents per piece cost was reached, the cost for filing these pieces is no doubt
greater at this time.

The Records Section estimates- roughly that one female clerk can com-
pletely process and handle 50 simple serials in one day. If we figure on that
basis, we can assume that there are about 20 .working days in each four week month.
There are 13 faht week months in a full year which gives a total of 260 working
days per year. Sick and. annual leave plus the. seven, legal holidays diminish the
work year by at -least one work month or 20 days. Therefore, there are 20 less
working, days or a .total of 240 working days per year for a clerk. Oh the basis

. of 50 pieces a day, for 240 working -days per year, one girl could handle 12000
pieces of mail per* year. According to, the figures noted above, therefore, the
time of one clerk Is consumed in. handling those Motor Vehicle reports which could
be retained in the field.

Recommendation .

A considerable amount of the time of the, supervisor and clerical
assistants is spent in -gleaning reports for statistical data.

,

Much of the
supervisor's time as well as the clerical time in the supervisor's office
could be saved and greater accuracy could be insured if one or two clerks
from the Statistical Section were placed in the Records Section to .examine incoming
reports and abstract therefrom statistical data. If this procedure is not accept-
able because of anticipated delay in the routing of reports, such Statistical
Section clerkstor clerks could examine each report, as^is finally" being sent to
file* If we are able to. retain in the field office

s

wthe reports which are- or
should be marked "file", the statistical clerks would have that many less reports
to examine for* statistical purposes.

It is believed that the margin of error in recording statistical data
should be seriously considered because in routing reports, through a statistical
clerk, we hot only build up our statistics, but we cut down on the amount of time
spent in handling such reports in the supervisor's .office. The .suggestion, there-
fore, has twofold advantages.
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Supervision

In the 100 cases examined there were, two instances of supervision. In
one case a letter was written to Mr. Anslinger of the Narcotics Bureau. In another
case the investigation was initiated by the -supervisor* at the Seat of Government
oh. the basis of a complaint made to the supervisor.

%

It will be seen, therefore, that, there was nothing constructive from a
supervisory standpoint in the handling of these 100 recently closed White Slave
cases.

'

hite Slave Traffic Act

There were no instances noted in which the supervisor failed to send'

statistics to- the Statistical Section for recording. -

There were 80 serials in these 100 cases which shahid have been marked
"file", but wMch were not. _

There was a total, of 201 serials which were :ei&her marked "file" or
which should have been so marked in. the field. It may be said, therefore', that -

for every 100 closed White Slave cases there are about ‘200- serials that should .
-

be marked "file." Bureau- records show that we have between 1600 and 1700 such
cases yearly; If we strike an average of about 1650 cases yearly, this means
that there are about' '3300 reports in each 1650 cases which could be marked . *

"file." At a cost of 26 cents ,per serial, the total cost for handling-and filing
3300 reports annually at the Seat- of Government is $858.

^
41

.Recommendation -
„... »

It is recommended that, those reports -which are or should,, be' marked
"file" in White Slave cases be retained in the field offices.

Selective Service
*

Supervision

In order to determine the -wisdom of maintaining in. Washington all of
the reports submitted in Selective Service cases, 100 recently closed cases were
examined 'to determine, the amount of supervision accorded such cases. In those
100 cases there were actually i3 which received any supervisory attention. The
tabulation set-out below will show the cases and the kind of attention which
they received.
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1. 25-289619-1 • ,

A letter was written to the field noting that the subject -was not
completely-interviewed.

2. .25-289384-2

A letter was sent to the field transmitting photostats' to that
office per the. request of- that office.

3. 25-289321-4
f

1

A letter was sent to. a, field office concerning a discrepency in ah
account number. A second letter' was- sent to another field office
on this 'same subject matter. - ;

25-289292
A letter was. sent to a. field office, sending information requested
by. that office.

* " \

25r288976^2 .

'

*
- _

‘

A letter was written to a field office concerning information ffcom

the Bureau of Marine. Inspection :and Navigation per -the request of
.the field office. ,

„
25-288768=1

' '

, A letter* was written to the .Selective Service Director by. the
Bureau concerning- information furnished by a field office in a

- letter tothe Bureauwhich called our- attention, to certain"
- irregularities. . .

_ 7. 25-288759
’ k/ *- „ This case was opened by a supervisor on the basis of a. letter
*, received from an anonymous., writer.

8. 25^288700-1
A letter, was, written ,to s. field .office concerning information
'.obtained at theoffice of the Bureau of Marine- Inspection and
Navigation per the request of that .field office.

9. 25-288596-3
A letter was written to a field office pointing ,out an error in
the age of the subject in a report. ' -

25^288588-1
?

II

In response to a letter from the field, the Bureau pent a letter
to the SOME and another letter to the field office.

11. , 25-288576-2 *

In response to a letter from a field office, the Bureau sent &
letter to the field office concerning information- in the files
of- the Bureau of Marine Inspection- and Navigation.
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25-288492-^1

In response to a letter from a field office, the Bureau sent a
letter to the field office concerning information in the files

,

of the- Bureau of Maxine Inspection and Navigation.

25-288485-1
The Bureau transmitted an anonymous, letter to a field office.

It is helieved that this analysis is fairly representative of the type
of supervision which Selective Service cases receive. It will be noted that in
very few instances was any constructive thought made available to the- field in
the handling- of Selective Service, matters: It is- believed thqt this observation
should be bhnmin mind when efforts are made to reach a decision as to the number
of reports which' should be,retained in. the field. It is..apparent from the amount
of supervision or absence fcofie supervision in the three "classifications of .cases
already cited that -the Seat of Government would not be at a great loss, if the
reports, marked' ."file? or which ought to be so marked were- to be retained in the
field. •

,

,

'
"

'
' "

'

,

' ‘

In a six day test count in the ‘.Records -Section coveringcP.6bniaiy 13,
14, 15, 18, 19 and 20 a total .of. 824 Selective 1 Service reports were filed- which
had been- marked "file" in :the field. This is- an average of 137 such reports, per
day,. It’ has been, estimated that a clerk can -process, and handle 50- -simple- reports
per day in the Record’s Section. If this is/ trie-,' it means that, 2; 74 clerks are
required to handle these reports marked n file'i If they were retained in .the
field,- that number- of clerical employeesrwould hot be heeded. If it can be said
that the average Records Section clerk- -receives $2400 per annum, there will be a
saving of about .,$6600 per annum in clerical services, if these reports remained
in the field. *

*
•*

* rt

In making a recommendation as to- the number of Selective Service reports
which should remain in the field, a. certain amount of caution must be exercised.'
This is .t.rue because the Bureau, maintains rather extensive .statistics in Selective
Service cases. For statistical purposes the Statistical Section needs, all closed
reports and all reports containing statistics. That section recdrds

i. The number of cases closed by 'the- field
2;, This is divided by the type of case as follows:

a.- Failure to register
b; Failure to report for induction
c. Failure to return questionnaire, et cetera

3i Reasons -for closing case

All this is done .in order to prepare an -annual report to the Budget _
Bureau which has been requested by that Bureau.

-
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Recommendation

The recommendation is in two- parts: (l) That all reports marked "file"
»or which should "be marked "file" remain in the field. %2) If it is "believed
that we can go further in cutting dovm the work at the Seat of ‘Government, dt is
recommended, in the light of the limited supervision which these cases receive,
that a rule "be adopted to the effect that only closing reports and those other
reports containing.statistical data, "be forwarded to the Bureau.

A decision in a matter of this kind will rest upon, how much supervision
we can get and want to get and do get at the Seat of Government as balanced against
the amount of money which we’ can. save in clerical services.

Supervision
j*

Deserters.

f

There are three supervisors on Deserter peases. There is a huge number
of reports received each day. An examination of i00 recently closed Deserter

• cases shows that there is .no supervision of these -case's.. This fact we openly '

admitted in, our Bureau Bulletin to the field dated February 6, 1946, page 3.
In the Bulletin we said that "The reports in ;Deserter Fugitive Investigations
are not reviewed at .the Bureau and the responsibility -rests on the field, to call
particular reports or unusual information to the Bureau’s attention by letter or
teletype.," '

* Since we acknowledge that there is no supervision, we cannot urge the
retention of reports at the Seat of Government for that purpose.

1

* *

Under present instructions as noted in the above mentioned Bureau
Bulletin, all Deserter reports are to be marked "file"' in the field with only
one exception, that is -in Deserter--Harboring reports.

Recommendation .

It is recommended that, all Deserter reports marked "file" or which
.ought to be marked "file" and which, would, therefore, never pass, over the super-
visors desk remain in the field. There would, be a considerable saving if this
were done. In a nine 'day count (February 6, 7, .8, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 1946),
of such reports going into the file, there was a £otal of 2,955 such reports.

"

This is an average of 328 reports daily. On the basis of one clerk being able
to process and handle 50 simple, serials per day, this would consume the time of
6.56 clerks daily. At an average- salary of $2400 per annum per clerk, this
would be a saving of about $16,000 -yearly. It is no doubt true that such figures
cannot present a completely accurate picture. Yet the volume of clerical work
involved is indicated by the fact that in the eight months period from. July 1,
1945, to February 28, 1946, the Bureau opened 10,067 new cases in this category
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alone. It is obvious, therefore, that we are going to save ourselves enormous
sums of money if we take some steps to keep these reports in the fieid.

Major Work on Deserter Desk

It is acknowledged that the major work on the Deserter Desk is not one
or reviewing and supervising these files;

The major work falls into the following groupings;

1. Initiating cases; that is, receiving reports from .the Military
containing, a request to aid in the location of a. deserter; ' checking the name
through Ident and sending pertinent information to the field to start the inves-
tigation. None of this is predicated upon Bureau reports.

2. Handling procedural problems raised by the field.. Where problems
arise in the field, they could be outlined in a letter to the Bureau and views,
could be given on the basis of the information contained in such a letter.' If
this is not acceptable, the field could, when such problems arise, forward copies
of pertinent reports attached, to their letter of inquiry which could be reviewed
at the .Seat of Government in order to provide an answer. Such reports could be
returned to the field with the Bureau's reply.

3. Close cases. I This involves notifying Ident and Records of. .the

arrest, or return to military service of the'deserter . This information can be
gotten from the teletype which the Bureau receives when a case is closed.

4. Obtaining statistics. Statistics are now contained on the teletype
from the field to- the Bureau, and the Statistical Section makes, a practice of
obtaining the statistics from that source. We could arrange in all instances
to have the closing teletype contain all necessary information in brief , thus
eliminating p'erhaps in most instances* even the need for preparation of a closing
report.

5.

Sending reward notices to the field office. In a. go.od many instances
the Agents have been assisted in the apprehension by local officers. In such
instances the officer is interested in obtaining the reward which the Military
has offered. Consequently, the Deserter supervisor, on receiving several copies
of the reward notice from .the Military .at the inception of the case, retains one
copy in his office. This is retained without any mutilation such as punching or
marking. Where a local officer makes claim for the reward money, this unmutilated
regard offer is forwarded by the supervisor to 'the interested field office for
transmission to, the local officer. Here it will be seen that a collection of
reports in the Bureau file is hot necessary because the Bureau will act upon the
advice of the field when such instances arise.

- 8 -
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*

‘ On the basis of- the five items noted above, .there would seem to be
little reason for the Bureau to receive aiid,file copies of reports in straight
Deserter cases.

Objections to- Recommendations
.

-

Mr. Molloy of the Deserted desk believes that the Bureau needs to .receive
both investigative and. apprehension reports. Investigative reports are needed,
according to Mr. Molloy ,- to supervise the cases and follow' the leads. He admits,
however, that this is .not done, and the Bureau Bulletin' of February 6, 1946,
acknowledges this .absence of supervision also.

Mr., Molloy believes we heed apprehension or closing reports because:
t *

a. A controversey might arise over the payment of the reward money to
a local' officer. It is urged that the reports, would be helpful to the" Seat of
Government in clarifying the rights -of the local officer to the reward. This
problem could be -handled in three or four ways Without the .reports'. ' Examples-
follow:

(1) teletypes showing the arrest could be made, to - clearly -

state, the. legitimate rights of a local officer to the revfard;
*

r • -
. ;

*
'

‘

or - -

^ _
at.- & ~ f 3s

—

ass.

. r" - ' -
m* - - ,

*

(2) Where a cohtroverspy’arises we could teletype the
field to send us air, mail and perhaps special delivery the pertinent ~

investigative or ciosirigt.reports; - '

r-

* *

or *

(3) In case of a controversey' we. could ask the field for a
teletype summary of 'the pertinent facts;

• ' or - - '

(4) in ,the "extreme- case it could all'be. handled by telephone^

Mr. Molloy believes further that we need the reports because the
Military might ask* for the reports if the Deserter is- prosecuted.- .There would
be no difficulty here. - We cduld get' all reports promptly from -the field offices
and sendi -them to the Military in such cases..

'

Another, objection Is that the Director -.might receive ah inquiry on a
case we are handling and would hhve difficulty in making reply if reports were
no.t in cur file here. This arguement is not strong. The same can. be- said of
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cases which we close administratively in the field today. The Deserter files
would hot he entirely befeft of information. We would have all data furnished
hy the Military. We would have the results of the check in Ident. If the case
were completed, we would 'have the closing teletype. Even if the case were in a
pending status .and reports were sent to the Bureau in the usual fashion, there is

no assurance that we would have received the pertinent report fat 'the time the
i&quiry was made. Such instances are so -rare and the problem could he handled
so expeditiously hy telephone that it is not considered a valid objection.

Another objection arises in approving, a change in office of origin
where no reports are filed at the Bureau. This could he handled hy arranging
for the office making the suggestion to forward all pertinent reports to the
Bureau with its letter of recommendation. These reports could then he. studied
and returned to the field office with the Bureau* s reply.

Recommendation

On the basis of these observations it would seem that the saving in
money would justify the retention of the reports in the field. *

If we are going to continue to file these reports at, the headquarters
in Washington, the suggestion is made that we cease designating three copies £<5r

the Bureau. Mr. Molloy agrees that in those cases where the reports are marked
**file** the Bureau would need only one copy. He believes that if the report, is
not marked "file" , two copies would, he- sufficient. In view ^of thie fact, how-
ever, that the instances are so rare in which we are requested to' transmit cojpies

of reports to other agencies, it is ’recommended that only one copy’ he sent to the
Bureau in Deserter cases. If a copy should he needed for another Governmental
agency, the Bureau* s original could he photostated. This would result in some
saving' in postage, particularly in view of the enormous number of cases in that?
categories which we are handling; There, would also he a saying in clerical, time-
in the field. It may be- true that the time spent by one stenographer in. shuffling
paper and carbons for each report is not great, hut when- this' amount of time is

multiplied by the total number of reports prepared throughout the field, it will
becseen that the total loss perhaps amounts to the time of one -or two stenographers
When errors are made in typing,, there is. a greater time loss in making the correc-

tion if there are a large number of copies to be corrected. Here again there
would be a saying in' the time of the stenographic force.

Supervision

In an analysis..of 100- recently closed cases there was Cither no super-
vision or no occasion for supervision in. a- single case.

yVTheft of Government. Property

r '
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General Analysis

There is a large .volume of these cases. In the fiscal year of 1944 wo
opened 6,647 such cases, while in the 1945 fiscal year we opened 9,275 such cases.
In the period of July 1, 1945, to Pebruary 28, 1946, we have already opened '5, 857
such cases. This means that we are running around 10,000 such cases yearly.

f
'

'

In the 100 cases studied, all but two. were one-serial files. The two
exceptions contained only two serials each. Therefore, in 100 files there were
a total of 102 serials. This means that more work is .involved in handling such
reports than is ordinarily true of other ‘reports "because in almost all. instances,
in addition to the usual processing, a new file cover and back must "be prepared.

It would appear that very few suck cases are closed administratively
in theJafield because a large percentage contained some kind of a statistic which
might or might not be claimed at the Seat of Government. In addition to this
fact, a large percentage of these cases are brought to our attention- in the field
by other Governmental agencies. The study of 100 recently closed cases showed
that 35 of the 100 reports contained some kind pf a statistic which might or
might not be claimed. The study also showed that 57 of the 100 cases were "brought
.to our attention by.other Government agencies.

ft
*

- Under our present system of recording statistics, it is perhaps better

.

to let the field continue to send in all reports containing statistics rather than,
•take a chance on losing them. Therefore-, ho suggestion, is being made at this time
limiting- the. freedom of the field to forward such reports to Washington.

Under the present rules, a case cannot, be, closed administratively in
the field if it has been brought to our attention by another agency 15f government;
It appears that this rule was predicated upon the possibility of such a case being
called to our attention by the- Washington headquarters of the reporting agency.
In those, instances the- Bureau would want, something in its files in order to reply
intelligently.. It may be that we could now change our outlook on this matter and
thus make a saving in clerical effort and in other ways. This suggestion is
prompted by the fact- that in none of the 100 .cases studied, was there a request for
information from another agency of government. Mr. Olson, the supervisor of these
cases, has advised, me that we have had but two or three requests from the War
Assets Corporation in which Mr. Carroll, a former Bureau employee,, asks the status
of a.case which has been referred to one of our field offices "by an Agent of Mr.
Carroll’s organization. Mr. Olson started we could handle this kind of a request
conveniently without receiving all of the Theft of Government Property reports as
we do now.

.11 -



MEMORANDUM 3FOR MR. CLEGG

Recommendation

'

It is recommended that we eliminate the rule in Shaft of Government
Property cases requiring the field to submit reports- when a case has "been referred
to us "by another Governmental agency, thus enabling the field to close such cases
administratively when they meet the* other rules which govern the administrative
closing of cases. If this were done, there would he some saving. In the 100-
cases examined there were 65 one—serial cases (consisting of one report which
opened and closed the case) which contained no statistics and were of no interest
to the- Bureau. In many instances, the only reason a report is prepared is because
the original complaint came from another Governmental agency. The study showed
that in two-thirds of our cases we could eliminate much of the work involved in
agent, stenographer, and clerical time if we would permit the administrative
closing of such cases;

Por the Seat of Government there would also he a saving. It has been
1 shown above that there is an average of about 65 cases in every 100 which contain
no statistics- and are of no interest to the Bureau. If this "be true, there would
be 650 such cases per thousand or 6500 per- ten thousand* cases. Since wesg: are -~

opening about ten thousand, such cases yearly .there would be about 6500 such cases
which our Records Section would not have to handle. In addition to the clerical
time saved,* we must consider the cabinet space, the floor space, .the cost -of - *

*

binders, the cost of .file covers; the cost of paper and the cost of. .postage. It
is, therefore, recommended, that in Theft, of Government Property cases where no
statistics are involved and where neither the Bureau nor any other Governmental
agency has a peculiar interest in the matter, the case- may be’ closed/ administra-
tively in the field despite the fact that the. original complaint .stemmed from

t

another agency of government. * -
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MEK0RA2TDUMF0R MR. CLEGG

General Recommendations

A second count of incoming reports was conducted "by the Records Section
for the period of Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Monday and. Tuesday, from February
27 through March 5, 1946, in an effort to obtain a fair .average of the total num-
ber of reports received during a given week. In that period there was a total of
2208 reports received which had been designated "file" in the field offices. On
the basis of the supervision accorded at the Seat of Government there would seem
to be no loss if these reports were retained in the field offices. If this were
true there would be an average of .441 reports daily which would not be received
in Washington. At the rate .of one clerk handling and processing 50 simple serials
per day this would be a rough. saving of about 8.8 clerks.

It has been pointed out hereinbefore under Motor Vehicle and White Slave
cases that there are a large number of reports in both classifications which should
be marked "file" in the field, but which are not being so marked.. If. we could agree
to retain in. the field all reports marked "file" then we could, encourage the closer
examination of reports .which are received here, and even before they are transmitted
to Washington in-order to insure that those which should be marked" "file" would be'
so marked. If- this were done consistently there would be an even larger volume of

, reports which would remain in the- field. With such a program under way we could ,

make a greater., saving than the services of 8.8 clerks daily.

It is recommended that serious consideration be given to requiring the
field offices to maintain statistics -in Bureau cases, instead of having that type
of work handled on the various desks in Washington. We have already noted that,
there is a margin of error in the maintenance of statistics here at the Seat of
Government. .

-
.

Accuracy in the keeping of statistics could be accomplished on the basis
of self-interest. If this practice were inaugurated, each field office could, be
given its statistics for a given period v/ith instructions that henceforth each
office was to keep its own statistics. There would ensue, a competitive spirit.
The office would try to better its own record for the proceeding period and would
likewise be in competition with other offices to reach this objective.

It may be urged that statistics are so important and so much depends on
them in the way of obtaining a satisfactory budget that we cannot rely upon the
field to accurately maintain these records. It would seem that this arguement-
is a bit frail in view of the fact that we vest the field offices and the individual
•agents with substantially all other responsibilities. If agents are capable of
solving .major cases anal',handling the manifold other duties which are imposed upon
them, it would seem, that they could handle the statistics problem- satisfactorily
also.

*

t 13 -
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR.' CLEGG

''-M^Jany of the reports received at the Seat of Government today which arc

narked "file" contain statistics of one kind or another. If it becomes necessary
to seriously curtail the clerical functions in Washington, the maintenance of

statistics in' the field would he a big step in that direction.

It is believed that this could be 'satisfactorily done by preparing, on
stiff paper similar to the telephone directories used by Bureau supervisors, the
various types of statistics which the Bureau desires in each classification of

case, Shis could be made a part of the desk equipment of each agent and in
dictating he could designate on a slip of paper attached to the report the type
of statistics to be claimed, it is true that in offices having much road work
some of this might have to be done in the resident agencies or by the agent in
his hotel room. None the less, he could carry with him the directions for main-
taining statistics. It is believed that this is a matter of education insofar
as each individual agent is concerned. They learn many other matters, and there
would seem to be no reason for their failure to learn statistical data, particularly
in view of the fact that a chart would be at hand at all times to aid them.

If this program were adopted, a test check could be run ;by the office
itself in ths review of recently closed cases or a similar check could be made
by a Bureau inspector to determine whether statistics are being maintained
properly at all times.

With the competitive spirit a part of the game, it is believed that
there would be a greater measure of accuracy than we* now experience.

- 14 -
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UNNECESSARY INTERIM REPORTS

May 10, 1946

EL I!lPC-> ..>>'

-

1 CONTAINED.

ggsaMiW/^
TTlth roforenco to your letter of April 24, 1946, Therein you suggest

it is incumbent. on the SAC to see that reports are submitted in ordor to reduce
case delinquency, you are advised the submission of reports for this purpose
is specifically the practice which the Bureau sought to eliminate Then the
instructions wore issued in thb rocent Bureau Bulletin No* 22* The report
should be subnittod whon the investigation has been completed in a field
office and at such other tiaosaa it -would appoar logical and economical to
do so* The nuboission of a report noroly because the case is about to bocone
delinquent is a highly undesirable and expensive practice which the Bureau
desires discontinued in the offices iraaodiatoly*

Your, suggestion for extending the period of delinquency tvm 45 days
to 90 days would not bo effective since tho Bureau does not desire to have a
report subnittod solely to have, one subnittod in even a 90 day period* Ibr
those reasons your suggestion is not approved and you should clear any
inpres3ion3 which Agents of your office night have as indicated in your potter
concerning tho submission of reports for the purpose of roduoing 1he|per4»nt|§o
of case delinquencies* o *2

>> *TL ^
3-nS

HHCjrs

Approved by- Executives* Conference on
May 8* '1946,. those present being Ifessrs."

folsonj Olavin,'Tracy, Harbo, E.A. Tana,
Hendbn, Nichols,. Mumford, Rosen .and Clegg;

k' ..5

*
1 Hr. ToIson
xr, E.-Ar ts
Mr. Clegg ~

c iar. oiavlr
* i*. Ladd

~

—

Mr. Nichols
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy
ir. CarsorT~"
Mr. Egan

-

—

, Mr. Otrnea
Mr. Karbo _
Mr. Hendon
Mr. Pernlnpcn*
Mr. Quinn Tia»_
Mr. Lease

inMIss Candy « 7

4
i

;
*;•
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^standard form NO. G4

- • Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

ROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, LOUISVILLE

SUBjECT;44nroECESSAR^NTERIM REPORTS

DATE: 4/24/46

,
With reference to Bureau Bulletin Ho, 22, Series 1946 dated April
17, 1946, 'particular attention to the paragraph as captioned above,
.1 am in thorough aocord with the Bureau* s procedure of eliminating
unnecessary interim reports, and I believe it will be conducive to
stream-lining administrative operations.

Vj
'

J

\

However, I do wish to call the 'Bureau's attention to -the fact that
under the present setup, a case becomes delinquent if a report is
not submitted within a 45 day period.' under such conditions, of course,
it is incumbent upon the ‘Special Agent in Charge to see to it that
the Special Agents submit reports in order to reduce case delinquencies,
as the percentage of an office delinquency is often interpreted as
a barometer of office supervision. It also may be interpreted .as an
indication of the sufficiency or lack of suffioienoy of assigned inves-
tigative personnel to that office. -v

-’t
It is therefore suggested that with the elimination ,of unnecessary. 1

*

interim reports, the Bureau give consideration to extending the 46 day
period of delinquency to 90 days.

1

Under such conditions, a truer
picture of administrative supervision and investigative condition of
a field offioe will be obtained and will ‘therefore permit a clearer
analysis of; the condition of a Bureau field offioe by the Bureau*

!

Mmijbl
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FORM NO. 64

Q7
Office Memorandum

0
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

yd

TO : THE DIRECTOR

FROM : THE JOINT COMMITTEE *

*

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #55-3
EMPLOYEE: SAC THORNTON

' MIAMI FIELD DIVISION

DATE: May 2, 19

MEMBERS PRESENT:

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS:

H. H. Clegg
R. C. Hendon

E. E. Conroy
E. Scheldt

That Agents be permitted to submit letters and short /rou]

draft reports in longhand with instructions that important
names and addresses be hand printed instead of oh the type-
writer as required at present. Also, that Agents be
encouraged to write out the first page nf^rivestigative
reports even when they are dictating the rest of the report
in the field office.

ADVANTAGES : 1. Some slow-thinking, plodding mentalities need the

crutch of a -written synopsis of facts in order to
consolidate their thoughts.

2. Would obtain in some instances a greater degree of
compliance in supplying all the details required on the
first page of investigative reports.

3. Some Agents may find it difficult to use the typewriter
and prefer to write in longhand.

4. It would save the stenographer’s time and would insure
that the Agent is ready to dictate before calling for a
stenographer.

5. It would encourage Agents to marshal their facts prior
to calling for a stenographer.

DISADVANTAGES: 1. Inability to read the longhand writing of large number
of Agents.

I

2. It would retard the development of an Agent’s dictation
ability.

- /

3. It is a slow, cumbersome, useless, expensive practice*

4. As a matter of practice, all SACs allow Agents to
submit notes to them in longhand" without any objection,

. where it is common sense to follow

RECOMMENDATION: Unanimously unfavorable

HHC :rs



SUGGESTION #55-J3
'

EMPLOYEE: SAC THORNTON
MIAMI FIELD DIVISION

EXECUTIVES* CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION t The Executives* Conference on L&y 8, 1946*
' those present being Messrs. Tolson, Glavin

Tracy, Harbo, E. A. Tamm, Hendon, Nichols, Mumford, Rosen, and Clegg recommended
unanimously unfavorable .

Respectfully,
For the Conference

E. A. Tamm
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Office Memorandum

TO : Director, FBI

from ; SAC, Salt Lake City

SUBJECT: ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

\
UNITED .STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: February 18, 2946

i

1

Reference is made to SAC Letter No* 16, Series 1946, dated

February 7, 1946, requesting recommendations for any changes, modifica-

tions, additions or eliminations in oonneotion with the Bureau's admin-

istrative procedures*

Please be advised that I have the following suggestions to

•offer at this times

1* In connection with National Motor Vehicle Theft Act cases it

is recommended that when an auxiliary office iff requested by

teletypo to interview the owner of the automobile involved and

sutel, the auxiliary offioe include all pertinent information

in its teletype to the office of origin and RUC the case on

the teletype, leaving the responsibility to the -offioe of 1 ori-

gin to incorporate the information in an investigative report

for the benefit of the interested United States Attorney* Un-

der existing rules the auxiliary offioe teletypes the results

of Its interview with the oar owner and subsequently submits

an investigative report*

It is reoommended that the closed investigative files more than

three years old in each offioe be reviewed and all duplicate

copies of serials be destroyed* Bearing in mind that some of

these files are extremely voluminous due to duplication of seri-

als, it is believed that a considerable saving in filing space

in' each offioe will be effected*

5$
r'M, \

v *>>
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STAKOARO^^RM no. 64

Office Memorandum • united states^c^ernment

THE DIRECTOR.

WVVis9 * fS w - v — —
I

FROM THE JOINT COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #14-0 \[s

1 EMPLOYEE: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR A/fSOSEN
I GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

MEMBERS PRESENT: H. H. Clegg
R. C. Hendon

E. E. Conroy
E. Scheidt

lor. GlavJrCSZ
Mr. Ladd v
Mr. Nlcftols
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tracy
Mr. Carson
Mr. Egan
Mr. Gurnea
Mr. Hendon
Mr. PeRnlrewrT
-Mr. Quinn Tans
[tele. Rooa
ifcrANeas©

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS: Frequently complete information does not appear in the Synopsis

|
of facts and occasionally it is not found in the details to

permit the accurate, prompt and easy recording of statistical

infornation. It is suggested that a savings of time and effort

would ..result if the Bureau would issue information to the field

setting forth the details' necessity to^aM th^a^ents in having

incorporated in th^TSynopsis a^Et^^iroTia^ci'onrlrefbh is recorded,,

for statistical value at the Bureau.

;$
' w& i

ADVANTAGES:

1. ' Saving of time of supervisors and clerks in recording of statistics.

;
2. Insuring that all statistics will he recorded.

3. It will give all agents a better appreciation qf the value and uses of

,

' statistical data.
i

DISADVANTAGES:

1. rt does require the setting forth of information which would he available

to all agents in bulletin form as to the details of data recorded by the

1 Bureau as statistics,
i

^.COMMENDATION : Unanimously favorable.

,.uC:ELW ' A I

'X,'-’- iSjECUTIVES* CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION:

Unanimously approved by the Executive Conference consisting

of Messrs . Tolson, Clavin, ‘?racy , Hdrbo, Hendon , Ladd, Mumford
., Rosen

and Cl egg .

,

, Respectfylj^y<}K&£® ///~ /,<
,

For the Conferenced
r»W,ldk ^ s StDJ&vtD '

> % /

CO ~\llr . Clegg ;

Clyde Tolson

E . A. Tamm



ANOXMSCRM NO. 64
'

ce Memorandum • united states gov^nm^ft

FROM

SUBJECT:

THE.DIRECTOR

A. ROSEN

DATEr^pril 2&’r

*'07
12*. Kendcri
12*. Fenniflkwj.
12*. QuXm TasaT
Tele, Room
12*. tfease

'

lfiss Beaha
!lss Candy"

MANUAL REVISION *

MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS (Section 12E)

FBI HANDBOOK (Part I, Section 56A)

o
It is suggested that paragraph I* Section 1233* of the Manual of

* r o jc
— —7 _ ' _ , . *

Rules and Regulations relating to parole reports and Part I, section 5oA, or

the FBI Handbook be changed in order to include instructions thaygparole reports
** 4 ^ ^ J_l_ _ J _1 ^ *-V M AM A A 4*a 4>Via ^YVtr£>e+.*t T*A—
UUQ USM«MVW*k wv — *

. 11
I

_ |
«^

I im

shall, be. submitted to the Bureau ,as enclosuresJ;ô he^ingestigative>geport re-

flecting prosecutive action which made the submission of a parole report necessary.

It is also suggested that these sections be changed to reflect that three copies

of a parole report should be submitted to the Bureau and that abstracts shall

accompany parole reports* but instead of a synopsis*, these abstracts need -only .

reflect the words “parole report”,.

« -

Reasons

There is a lack of uniformity in the manner of submitting parole

reports from, the field inasmuch as they are sometimes submitted as separate

reports aTV^ sometimes submitted as enclosures. This creates additional work

for the supervisory staff at the Bureau in the process of verifying the actual

submission of a parole report in .those cases where such report is necessary. *

It would be a distinct advantage to have parole Reports submitted as enclosures

to the investigative report reflecting prosecutive action inasmuch as the super-^^X
visor at the Bureau would have before him both teports at the same tins, and ^
visor at> on© dutqciu wuu-lu new© o uxw uyy^ *~cr

there ^ould be no question as to whether or%yfy,tyg ^ole r^p^^gs, actually^subletted./

>^K/7V (The Records Section has been consulted

£>)L$t

tausacu

^wit2- this pro-
^JinecessitatecU,

'‘bCMTire. and the \

. the extra V"\
adHsed^hat
tgsary for. {the

•acts needi only
stilgativo report
rial number.

LV W* W ^ V — —*

. / w

posal, and,tt has been observed that while som0addit.

in the fr&riUng of enclosures, it should not be a burdensome

time saving for supervisory personnel will more than compe

care necessitated in the Records* Section. The. Records Se-

in the event this procedure is adopted ,
t

it will continue**

field to submit abstracts with parole reports, but that t’

reflect the words “parole report”. The parole report and

will both be recorded in the Records Section and given the. same —

-

Apparently the only extra work which will be involved in the Records Section is

the matter of showing disposition of the copies of the parole report, two of which

will be transmitted by the substantive supervisor to the Bureau of Prisons and

appropriate” notations will be made on the parole report. .It is submitted that -the

substantive supervisor might, at the same time, while making notations^on the

parole report, make similar notations on the investigative report ty the stamp

“enclosure”, to clearly reflect disposition of the two copies of parole reports

submitted to the Bureau of Prisons. Records Section employees, in checking the

disposition of the enclosure, would then only check to see that this notation

had been made. rfy ' V

[copies i>£stroy$d Ay0 /
\Z70 JAN 19 1965

'~ ĉe x^4 -
V- 3 2. -*/£>

4



Memorandum for the Director 2

As to the suggestion for the inclusion of a statement in the
specified sections of the Manual of Rules and Regulations and the FBI Handbook
as to the necessity for submitting three copies of a parole report .to the Bureau,
it may be said that the practice followed in the field at the. present time, is not
entirely uniform* Usually the desired three copies are submitted, but sometimes
more or less copies are received at the Bureau* The provision suggested would
make dear the number of copies of a parole report which should be submitted*

There is attached hereto the wording of the suggested changes*

Recommended Action

If the suggestions are approved, this memorandum should be routed
to the Training and Inspection Division for immediate action* Here it should
be noted that the indicated sections of the Manual of Rules and Regulations
and the FBI Handbook have not gone out to the field, they are in the process
of being printed in the Mechanical Section*

Attachment



MANUAL REVISION
MANUAL OF RULES AND REGULATIONS
Section 12E, „Paragraph (!)• .

Sentences 2 end 3
FBI HANDBOOK Section 56A, Fart I
Sentences 2 and 3

/
f

A parole report should be forwarded to the Bureau as an enclosure
to the investigative, report'.'reflecting, prosecutive action.which made submission
of the parole .report necessary* - Abstracts shall .accompany .parole .reports* but
instead . of a synopsis* they need .only reflect the words "parole report”*

The following is a new line to be added at the end of Section 12E,
Manual of Rules and Regulations, and at the end of Fart I, Section J>6Aj FBI-

Handbook* . „ ... .

Copies of report to Bureau - 3

-x * *

COPIES DESTROYED
270 JAN 22

'

1965

ENCLesoag

J
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standard form no.«

ce Memorandum • united states government

FROM

SUBJECT:

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

DATE: APRIL 22,

SUGGESTION #167 -Cs
EMPLOYEE: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR A^tOSM

SEAT OF GOVERNMENT 7^

MEMBERS PRESENT:

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS:

R.

R.
T.
C.

Harbo
Hendon

E.
E.

E. Conroy
Scheldt

Tha^4i>arole reports be , forwarded to the Bureau as an
enclosure to the investigative report reflecting prosedhtxve 1

action "which made submission of the report necessary ana that
abstracts acconpany parole reports, but instead of a synopsis,
these abstracts reflect only the words “Parole Report.

”

Further, that three copies of parole reports be specifically
required.

ADVANTAGES:

1. It is necessary for the Bureau Supervisor in checking a closing report to
definitely verify the' submission of a parole report and this can be
mor;e easily done if it is an enclosure.

2. The Bureau Supervisor has the responsibility for the transmission of
copies of the parole report to the Department which -can better be done
if it is an 'enclosure to the closing report.

3. There is presently a lack of uniformity in parole reports* sometimes being
submitted as separate reports and sometimes as enclosures.

U. This causes no additional work of consequence to the Records Section
while saving supervisory time.

5. Thc;« is no specific requirement as to the number of parole reports
prjsjtitly required and three are necessary and sufficient.

6. The use of the words “Parole Report” rather than a synopsis on the. abstract
reduces the clerical work to a minimum- and completely serves the purpose
since the fact that a. parole report is sub:

thereof is the matter of int^ees$

DISADVANTAGES:

None

RECOMMENDATION:

ban a synopsis

Unanimously favorable.

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: The Executives^ Conference con-

^ sisting of Messrs . Tolson3 Glavin }

Narbo 3 Tracy 3 Tamm3 Hendon 3 Murnforaf .Nichols and Rosen unanimously
recommend .that instructions beiissMOd to'-ihe? field for-'parole reports

1 •** *

dt 1946

CC: Mr. Clegg
Mr. Hendon

RCH:ER

h

a



A '

if

to be forwarded to the Bureau as enclosures to the investigative re-
port reflecting prosecutive action which made submission of the
report necessary . It was further recommended 3 however3 that instruc-
tions be issued that such reports not be stapled to the investigative
report since the parole reports must be separately transmitted to the
department . It was also recommended that abstracts not be required
on parole reports but that the abstract covering the investigative
report reflect that a parole report is enclosed . The Conference felt
that this would serve both the purposes of the Records Section and
the Investigative Divisions while eliminating the extra work required
in handling the special abstract slip .

Respectfully3
For the Conference

RCHrDYf
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Office Memorandum

\^0 : Iat. R, A.

FROM . Rosm

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

24>

SUBJECT: \ REVIEW OF INCOMING REPORTS FOR

INSTANCES OF "STATUS" ANN INTERIM" REPORT WRITING

)Cf. S. A. wss_

Mr. coflTcy -

Nr. i?Uvin

Nr. Lato

Nr. Metas

it. Scses

it. Trecy

it. "orr

division VI h
as continued its review of incoming

Nr. Carso?!

-K-
,

It. Hente
It. »EfOrt

Ur. Joses

TelfTtfftaf '
r

lgCitose

reports and during the meek of May 20; 1946, me have reviemed jggBw
t

'

250 pending reports • 0/ these 77 or 30,8% were deemed to .

*

constitute unnecessary report writing.

COSD®
.( ££ -&4-3S'.

SI W 28 14 '«

&
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*
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federal bureau of investigation

1946

.Tlie Director
Mp . Tolson
rfr^Ladd. *

Rosen
Mr. Clegg
Mr. Glavin
e

Mr. Nicliols
Mr . Tracy
Mr . Harbo

'

Mr • Hendon
Mr. Pennington
Mr . Quinn Tamm
Mr. Nease
Mr. Coyne
Miss Gandy
Mr. Carson

Records Section
Personnel Files
.Send File
Bring File up-
to-date

Search,, serial-
ize, and route

Reading Room
Mechanical Section
Bureau Supply Section
Mail Room

Call me. re this
Note and return

File

Miss Stalcup
Miss Gray
Miss Butcher

Stamp and mail
Prepare tickler
Call these Files

See Me

Edward A . Tamm
5734
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° UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: 3/15A6

FROM : IN-SERVICE CLASS #9

SUBJECT: SUGGESTIONS
IN-SERVICE CLASS #9

C
;

'y

r
LO ir\) ti-

ll

The following suggestions are made for the specific purpose of
checking economies and improving the administrative operations of the
Bureauo These suggestions were made by the Special Agents in In-Service
Class #9 on March 15, 191*6,

:r. Toluon _
lx. A. Taii-\

Vx. Clegg
,

vx. Giuviu
Vx. Ladd

.

'x. Nichoia
Vr. Kouen
Vx. ;racy
Vx. Car con
Vs. hsir
Vs. Jjrr.ua

. x. i.arbo
Vx. Hendon
r. Ptinningtdri_

Vx. Quinn Tamm
Tulc. Room

]

:.r. L'.acu

Vice beauri
Vise Gandy

'> lo That the SAC be authorized to give permission for agents to testify
in State Courts and Military Courts instead of seeking Bureau authorization, due
to the fact that Bureau authorization is more or less automatically given any way.

2, Assign each Special Agent who has need for an automobile a specific
automobile, hold that agent responsible for the condition of the car and require
him to inspect it no more frequently than once each three months 0

/\ 3° Ihen a case is assigned to a Special Agent at the time the duplicate
n assignment card is routed to the Agent in question, the file or pertinent serials

should be sent at the same time c

'

' U» That when new serials are received at any field office on a case
(which is assigned to a Special Agent there be a requirement that the new serials
be routed to the Agent to whom the case is assigned rather than being initialed
.by a supervisory official and sent to the file,

j- 5>, To the immediately preceding suggestion, an exception be made,
particularly with reference to memoranda concerning communistic activities
reported by informants or technical surveillances 0

^ ^6, That the Director, if he is in Washington, make it a practice to

Q appear personally before all Agents 1 classes..

7, That in old fugitive cases or other publicized cases where a file
revieiv is made, it be an automatic requirement that tho Agent who has reviewed

- the file assemble as one of a committee of Q^erienoad Agents (other than super-
[jV visors) to have a critical discussion of the case and the Agent who reviewed the

file will answer questions as to whether various suggested and recommended
investigative steps have been completed.

8 0 That in Theft from Interstate Shipment cases and Theft from Government
Property cases where the amount involved is $50 or less, the United States Attorney
be inmediately contacted to discuss any prosecution contemplated in the event the
subject is identified and apprehended in order to prevent unnecessary Agents 5 time
in investigating small cases where the subject is later identified and prosecution
declined because of the small amount involved.
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9o That a modus operand! file be maintained at the Seat of Government
on bank embezzler cases so that the field can be periodically advised as to the
methods used by bank embezzlers in committing their offenses

„

10o That in all instances where a complaint sets forth allegations
which, it would appear, could not be substantiated or which upon preliminary
investigation prove unfounded instead of writing a regular' investigative report
the case be closed administratively by memoranda for the file.

lie That the panel forum of the Security Division be extended from one-
half hour to one hour in the future in' In-Service schools.

12 o That a form be approved and distributed to the Special Agents in
all field offices so that daily, or as occasions arise, Agents can fill out the
form in longhand to show established sources of information from which the
source of information index cards will be typed in the field offices.

13. That a Special Agent be authorized to maintain in his own desk a
list of his own personally developed and frequently used confidential informants
provided, of course, that the listing of the same informants appears in the office
confidential informant file.

1U. That the Seat of Government establish a modus operandi file in
impersonation cases so the field can refer methods of operations to the Bureau
for comparison with the national file.

f 15. That a form of a distinctive color be prepared as one of the first
serials in a file on which vdll be recorded the various investigative steps and
usually required tj'pes of information, such as Selective Service number, identified,
filing of wanted notice, taking of fingerprints, filing of complaints, cancellation

_ of wanted notices, and so forth.

16. That for purposes identical with the suggestion immediately pre-
ceding, the top cover of each file have imprinted on the back this information
vdiich ’would be filled out as the various investigative procedures are followed.

lh That a demonstration of Defensive Tactics methods be given to
each In-Service class for a minimum of one hour in the future.

18. That a repair clerk or repair section be designated as such in the
Chief Clerk's Office to which an Agent may send files needing repair.

19« That the "within the hour" requirement in Theft from Interstate
Shipment cases be waived at the discretion of the field supervisory staff when the
amount involved, according to the initial complaint, is less than fCLOO.

20. TThen an incoming serial requires immediate or expeditious attention
by an Agent at least one copy of it be routed directly to the Agent, bringing it
to his attention immediately.
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #2h
EMPLOYEE:

MEMBERS PRESENT:

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS:

SAC J.

r

ATLANTA

date: APRIL 3,y±9h6

\TRQST
'IELD DIVISION

H. H. Clegg
R. C. Hendon

E. E. Conroy
E. Scheldt

r
Kr. Toloon ^
Kr. E. A.JaST

.
Kr. Cl&g

s'4eA®ED Kr. NlcftoXS »

V
YKr. Tracy

Kr. Carson
rfan

r>x/U3. Cumea
Harbo

Kr. Hendon -

Kr. remington
y Kr. Quinn Taco
\ -Tele. Rooa
\ At. Wease

Beahd

I. That forms be used in connection "with cases whichpjf5f*£gina,te

•with a~~complaint from such organizations as tne Automp >£le A/
Underwriters Detective Bureau concerning a violation Oi thn-^
NMVTA when n6 investigation is to be conducted m wne cuvfsioi

tutomobi,

At present the information is being submitted to the various
field offices and the Bureau in regular report form with
undeveloped leads. The report RUCs the case and: credit is
claimed for the opening and the closing of the- case in the
Atlanta Office. Individual case files are also, opened.

ADVANTAGES: . W' <^
'

i

1. The use of the form would preclude the necessity for writing a report whi'ch
requires some additional typing and dictation to prepare.

2. The use of the foiria would prevent the necessity for a report* s being s^nt,-

to the Bureau with a resultant saving in filing the initial report.
3. The information is in the nature of allegations which have not yet beqn^v>

substantiated ,as evidence and consequently the evidence will be obtainpa '

when available by other field offices and reported in report form as v^
1

presently required.

U. As presently reported, originally most of the cases are under an unknown^
subject title, whereas the initial reports received from the office oifi

origin will often carry , a complete title. Consequently, unnecessary l//*,
indexing originally was performed in the Plies Division at the Bureariu

5. Since the office where the car was stolen and. the office where it was g
recovered each reports the result of the investigation.In i^s district
the information contained in the report from"the Atlanta Office which ^ j

was secured from the AUDB was from- this same information. §
6. Oftentimes the offices receiving the report from the Atlanta Office have °

previously opened cases upon the same matter and have submitted reports. 04
The report from the Atlanta Office adds absolutely nothing inf such 3
instances. , * . / I _ //<%*-

DISADVANTAGES:

by a regular report.
requirement

Mr. Clegg
Mr. Hendon

&P25194

^ TWS>
* ' *-r*

:

3f. yv t:
ation obtained



2* Undeveloped leads can be suggested by the Agent who received the initial,

complaint and who is best informed as to the desirability of further
investigation.

3. The investigative report from Atlanta, provides a ready and convenient
basis for, the covering of a suggested lead by the offices to, whom copies'’

of. this*retort are furnished.,

4.

- The next office submitting, a report on the case would incorporate the
same information in the first paragraph, of the report showing in the
details, the source of the complaint with the same information that

- would have been included in the report from the initial office receiving
the complaint

•

5. The Bureau would not have available any record indicating the existence
of such a pending case, and. thus would not have an opportunity through an
:examinatioh of cross references to advise other' field offices promptly
as to' previous recdrds and activities, of the same subjects and. the
development of any possible rings , or. conspiracies.

6. Any form prepared might not fit the requirements of the complaint.

REC0W1ENDATI0N8

.

^Messrs. Hendon,.. -Scheldt, and Conroy are opposed to the use of a form for this

purpose but recommend that reports not be submitted and that a letter- be used instead,
principally to conserve unnecessary administrative' time both in the field and at the
Seat of Government in handling -reports of a useless, and duplicatory nature.

Mr. -Clegg is in favor of continuing, the present practice of submitting reports

EXECUTIVES 1 COHERENCE CONSIDERATION

:

- -

The Executives* Conference,, Messrs. .Toison, Glavin, Tracy, Harbo, E. A'; Tamm,
Hendon; Nichols , Ladd , , McCa.be and Clegg- being present; April 9, 1946, unanimously
were of the opinion that the investigative report forms should not- be prepared solely
for the purpose of recording the complaint and transmitting undeveloped leads in such
cases. The Conference also was unanimously opposed to the adoption or preparation of

a form letter for this purpose. The Conference- did favor the use, of a specially
dictated letter in each instance with- copies -going to the other offices where

J
undeveloped leads appeared logical.

(OVER)
HHC/wl
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EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS: II. That a copy of a form or letter used to report on such

violations would be filed in the zero file without the
preparation of assignment cards to open and close cases based
on information received.

ADVANTAGES:

1. The Atlanta Office has no interest in the matter other than: getting the

information to the office' in "which district the car was stolen and
recovered. Consequently, there is no need for tickler or assignment

cards to follow a case.

2. The preparation- of assignment cards and clerical work attendant thereto
serves no purpose other than to give' credit to the office ;for a case

opened and closed which actually gives a distorted picture of the work
pending in a field division.

3. A considerable saving in clerical time and in administrative detail would
be effected by handing such matters in the zero classification ‘arid having
not to prepare individual case files and individual folders. Likewise,
there would be a considerable saving in materials;

U. Since all investigations in these cases are being performed in other

districts, the maintenance of .assignment, cards and separate case files
at the Atlanta .Office, serves no useful purpose and, in effect, merely
amounts to keeping individual case records for the sake of keepirig a

record,

f>. This same system is utilized to advise other offices in other classifica-
tions concerning possible violations- in which the preparing ^office has* no
possible reference;

6. The proposal reduces the handling to the’ absolute and simple minimum of

requiring a short letter which can be signed' and sent with the yellow
being filed as a single- serial in the zero file and eliminating all
administrative ^eridag®which serve -no purpose.

7. The proposal is in accordance with the present very desirable trend toward

streamlining the Bureau's operations and eliminating unnecessary operations.

8. The proposed method would give the Bureau a truer picture of the actual

investigative operatioris of offices of handling information of this type

instead of the .present artificial and distorted picture with respect to
the case load and cases handled by such offices, it being pointed out

that an Agent of the Atlanta Office makes regular cpntacts with the

headquarters of the AUDB and may secure and dispose of a large number of

such complaints in a single day and, as the matter is presently handled,

it would appear from the. case load of the Atlanta Office that a large

number of investigations should be concluded whereas in reality the

function performed has been largely a clerical one.

DISADVANTAGES:

1. There is an actual inquiry made by an Agent in the Atlanta Office in
connection with each of these cases which constitutes investigative
effort on his part, for* which the Atlanta Office should receive due

-3-
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credit, it being noted that the time expended on these inquiries is
as great as that expended on many other leads handled by field offices
of the Bureau.

. By not opening or closing cases — that is, not preparing assignment
cards - the case load of criminal cases actually handled by the Atlanta
Office is- not properly reflected in the Monthly Administrative Report.
In this connection, it may be noted that the Bureau is laying emphasis
on the volume of criminal cases handled by the Bureau at the present

~ time.

RECOMMENDATION:
\ • 1

The Committee is unanimously in favor of it, but feels that any reports or
letters of this, nature should riot be* placed in the *26-0 file in the Atlanta Office
but should be placed in a separate miscellaneous file to include all such reports
of a similar nature received from the AUDB wherein the Atlanta Office has no
substantive investigative problems. The placing of this information in a file
different from the zero file is for the purpose of separating from the specific
complaints the' non-specific complaints.

,
* * >

Mr. Hendon and 16% Scheidt are opposed to the preparation of- assignment cards
and the, consequent ppening and closing of cases based upon the handling of complaints
in the* fashion described by the above-stated reasons.

*

Mr. Conroy and Mr. Clegg are in. favor of credit being claimed in the usual
manner for the opening and closing of a case, it being suggested that assignment
cards can bear the class, file and serial number for the following reasons:

A. The manual now requires the preparation of assignment cards in cases
tinder the jurisdiction of the Bureau whenever one or more interviews
are required. *

B. There is as much work in handling this type of case as there is in the
handling of thousands of cases every year by the various field offices in
one interview leads, in the receipt of complaints in Anti-Trust cases,
and in other work which takes the time of Special Agents to handle.

C. The Bureau deserves credit for the utilization of Agents’ time in the
acquisition of the detailed information in question.

D. Credit is claimed by the Washington Field Office and other field offices
when even Special Employees conduct short interviews to, pick up the
simplist type of information in a case and in this type of case the
complicated date required, getting quietly the motor and serial numbers,
are more complicated and subject to a greater degree of error than the
simpler forms of interviews.,

E. It will be possible during inspections for an examination to be made,

of these 'RUC’d assignment cards to discover the extent,, scope and
coverage of such complaints.

EXECUTIVES’ CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION

:

The Executives* Conference , Messrs . Tolson, Glavin , Tracy, Harbo, E. A; Tamm,
Hendon, Nichols, Ladd, McCabe and Clegg being present, on April 9, 1946, was
unanimously in favor of the field offices where the complaint originated placing all
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the complaints in one file hearing classification Humber 26 hut not in the 26-0
jl file* This, of course, applies when there is no investigative work to he performed

II
in the division' where the complaint originated*

Since the statement was made that the recording of these cases as opened and
closed in the division where the complaint was made would have no affect on the

|

Bureau*s budget and would not he of value to the Budget Bureau or to the Appropriations
j
Committee, the Conference unanimously recommended that no case he opened in instances

j
where no investigative work v/as to be performed and where the sole function of the

j

reporting office was to transmit a complaint to other offices* Therefore assignment
l cards would not be prepared and no credit claimed by the office for opening and closing
a case*

HHC/wl
Respectfully,
For uhe Conference

/
Clyde Tolson



SfAKOAIffl FORM NO, 64

Office Mmomdu:

HR. E. L

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: !fey 31, 1946
’

FROM : L ROSEN

SUBJECT: ^fMECESSAR^mm REPORTS

A '—--—

_

»
£»*» p£J“V )

.The Investigative Division has completed a review of 250 £; J

investigative reports submitted during the'vreek beginning Ifey 27, 1946, £; j
and it was detennined that 73 of, these reports vrere unnecessary. This gfc

figure represents, a percentage of 29.2. -
gjl

ACTION TAKEN

' * ~~

r

"i

These data are supplied for your information. The offices submitting

these unnecessary reports’ are to be advised, by form letter of the delinquencies

committed.

10,f 1
MfoCp*

J$0S> F B “a
$! JUN 6434G

(
f«G
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Date) Uajr 13, 19I16
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C0IIFU5EUTIAL - AIR POUCH \

H
i

I

. V

To? a legal Attache

fr Asuncion, Paraguay

won? John Edgar Hoover Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subject? SUGGESTED COP SHEET

Administrative

1 %
The suggestion contained in. your comunibation-of Api^o^ 1^6,

entitled as above has been considered, but it is not boHevedp^tica

to use o special cover fora forsubaitting reports to tH| Embassy* JEn Sis
connection ji is, believed that the recent manual change %^S^hiiyd
been* advised' vdll take care of your .problem This is to %-ejffcct§jh|t

the synopsis idU nopr appear on the first page,of ttio Investi^^^^ile
memorandum and trill permit of -the. distribution of the @yn6psis;tn|i^ea

g: ^^investi^ative dataiia to other agencies* As; instructed, you>^ou0ut^t

chahg^ ia to report fora imedifttqly* $ ^
, iiJsWiQ

Jar. 1am >L.
li

1

. itchoST;
». testa;

-

l¥.

tt.Eaa T

M M ‘ *
-

jv*\

\\>*
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Office Memorandum

from : b* C. Drown

SUBJECT: ^A.TUS Alifife

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: May 31) 1!

1£p. IfcWJT
tojJKk. 7i

Lu
Areview of 250 pendir.yreports received by Division Five

during the week of May 20) 1946), has disclosed that 12 of these

may be considered status or interim reports which do not forward

the investigation, or which could have been handled by letters or

by memoranda for the Field Office files*

rMf.«BjTOE
lir. Olavlrfwy
Ur, Udd 7~
l£p. Nichols

la*. Rosen
lir. Trac

y*"

lir. Carson"
1

lir. Egan
"

lir. Hendon"
~

lir. Pennington
lir. Quinn Tasf

-
Tele. Rooa
lir. K’ease

Hiss Eeaha*"

Miss Gandy
-" 1 1

A breakdown as to character indicates that of the 12 reports,

three were Servicemen 1
s Dependents Allowance Act of 1942, two were Extortion

two were Bank Robbery and five were Fraud Against the Government*

ACTION} The Field Offices .concerned will be advised of the instances in

which they apparently have failed to comply with the Bureau’s instruction

concerning this matter* A. form letter is now being lithographed for this

purpose.

BCB:alo’d

1

5 9JIM 4
-'



STANDARD FORM NO.W A
”

Office Memorandum

10 ! Mr. D. II. Iadd

FROM : rf C. Brown

1

subject: mtos ahdj mm reports .

A

UNITED SxirrfiS GOVERNMENT

DATE: May 31

Ur. Cars;”
Ur. Ejan

vr. Osnsea

llr. Hanson

Ur. Penalnglon

ur. Qaim :a=
Tale. hooa

Ur. Keaw
1

utuEtais
KlssGanly

Of the 250 pending reports for Division five reviewed- for

the 'week of May 27, 1946, 17 were found 'to be status or interim

reports, or could have, been handled otherwise#

The reports were in the following classifications:

Servicemen’s,Dependents Allowance Act of 1942 7

* Ascertaining financial Ability 1

Bondsmen and Sureties 1

fraud Against the Government
t

5

Bank Robbery
' 2

Anti-Trust 1

\

ACTION:
f

'

;/ / <
form letters will be mailed to the Offices submitting the above report's,

advising them of their apparent failure to abide by the Bureau’s instructions

concerning this matter#

BCBjalo’d

•oJ#’

if
i

!T« r
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

. DATE: June 10, 1946

a ^
« EC
R F+

|3
6 &
£r* +

A 7
go
H £i
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I

SELECTIVE SERVICE •

Bureau File 25-289550$
CHARLES WALKER - FUGITIVE
'Local Board No. 2, Portsmouth, Virginia

,
SELECTIVE SERVICE
Bureau File 25-38587$
GROVER P. LEWIS
THEFT OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY;
CHARLES LINWOOD WADDELL
ILLEGAL POSSESSION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Reference is made to Bureau form letters dated June 5
and 6, 1946, which letters enclosed reports submitted by this
office, pointing out that they appeared to be unnecessary interim
reports. The reports returned by the Bureau are being enclosed
herewith for the Bureau’s files, inasmuch as it is not believed
that the Bureau intended to return these reports to the Norfolk

Field Division inasmuch as the subsequent inclusion of the

Information contained therein in. future' reports ’would necessitate

additional stenographic work in the Norfolk Field Division*
a

It is agreed that all of the attached reports were

unnecessary interim reports, and more care will be taken in the

future to see that such interim reports are not submitted*

JJd
WVC:snb
25-6354

cc .25-33

52-1890
52-1799

Enel. - 4

RECORDED 29? jgj;

1 « 111946
^
-43?

4#

.v

5 St JuN 1 8 1946
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STANDARD FORM NO, 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

V2'

TO
rt

! Director, FBI

SAC, ALBANY

subject.* DESERTER FUGITIVES

^X>77#a7/*c.% i?yy/S

DATE: -June 10, 1946

Reference is made to Bureau Bulletin. $27, Series 1946, dated May 15,
1946, Section-A, DESERTER CASES - REPORTS TO BUREAU.- In this Bureau Bulletin it
is stated' that the Bureau does not desire that Field Offices submit reports to
the. Bureau in Deserter cases other than in the instances set. forth in the bulle-
tin*

The Bureau* s attention is directed to--Bureau Bulletin $35, Series,
1945, dated June 6, 1945, Section B, DESERTER FUGITIVE INVESTIGATIONS - CLOSING
ADMINISTRATIVELY - REPORTING. Paragraph four of this bulletin sets forth that
investigative reports must be submitted by your office in all instances -where a
deserter fugitive is located and apprehended in your territory. Since the de-
tails of a deserter’s apprehension or location are frequently of much interest
to the interested Armed Service in connection with court martial proceedings.* • •

the reporting of such pertinent data, by teletypes referring the’ cases upon com-
pletion to the office of* origin is not satisfactory.

Unless advised to the contrary, it will- be assumed that by issuing
Bureau Bulletin $27, the Bureau does not desire apprehension reports in- deserter
fugitive investigations unless the -case falls into one of the categories set
forth in Bureau Bulletin $27-;

VMSjVA „

42-00

50 JUN 20 1946
A

tikam
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STANDARD FORM NO, 64

*
,

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT -

4 Rosen

SUBJECT: STOS REPORTS

:o :

MR. E. A. TmL ,
[

pATE: m 1946
/ /

A / /IAJ k. Tolson L

FROM
: \U. Rosen '

,

*"*
It. OlavlrQ
tM Ladd

"*1

"

IUBJECT: SMUSHEPOKTS S
1 Vt. Jllcholsjy

It. Rosen ft
> It. Tracy \ \

v
It. Mohr ~

\
;

it. Carson U

This is to aavise that the Investigative .Division has completed'
jj; Sfci

the review of 2$(Onvbstigative reports submitted during, the week beginning J;{£g^|
June 3) 1946* It was founfthat'gToTthe reports were unnecessary* This ^S8—
figure represents a percentage of 16*8* w*«2“Zr

, Uls$ Candy

ACTION TO BE -TAKEN: Form letters are being directed to those field divisions
t j

which submitted the 42 unnecessary reports pointing out the respective //y
delinquencies*

*

This is to aavise that the Investigative Division has completed'

PCMfW

?3 f

B 'I

31 mIP46

»

\

59JUN201946
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1
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•

Office Memorandum • united states government

%

TO
: THE DIRECTOR

FROM s the joint committee

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #172-E
EMPLOYEE: JME^5NYDER

w6tlue FIELD DIVISION

DATE: MAX

Ur. Pannington
Ur. Quinn T&sa"

MEMBERS PRESENT: R. T. Harbo
R. C. Hendon

E. E.* Conroy
E* Scheldt

IPLOYEE SUGGESTS: l.That lengthy quoted material be inset both in the le
and righthand margins.

2.That a larger margin be- left at the top of investigative
reports (at present Is lJM

)

ADVANTAGES:

1. It would more readily reflect that the material is quoted.
2. Larger margin at the -top would make the reading of the pages in large

reports easier.

DISADVANTAGES:

v

1. It would unnecessarily require the use of more paper and if the
material is lengthy would in turn lengthen unnecessarily certain

% reports. /
No purpose is served by the suggestion since from quotation marks it
.is always apparent that the. material is quoted.

3« 'This is the type of matter which does not require a rule or regulation.
U. ;It is believed that the present margin at the top^/everything considered,

i_S. satisfactory.

|
dAfSS

'

-

# ^ d
RECOMMENDATION : Unanimously /IF” 75 I E
RCH:ER 4

jjj\-

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION?^
13\19|6

May 273 19463
TracyKMarbo, Nichols,

Unanimously opposed by the Execuf>G&Ns C
those present being Messrs. Tolsim^ Gla
Hendon , Hince, Ladd, Rosen and Tamm •

Respectfully3
'

» For the Conference

A ' CJ.y€e -Tolson
-

. v*:

.

if

$$jW 2 5 1946
,

E. A.

cc: .Mr. Clegg
Mr, Hendon



y&fi* STA®K>AJtD FORM NO. ©4

o
Office Memorandum • united states government

yj TO ; THE DIRECTOR

FROM : the joint committee

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #1724?
EMPLOYEE: JAN^fSNYDER

KNOXVILLE FIELD DIVISION

DATE : MAY 23, 19U6r. Tolson
Ur. E. A. T555
ur. Clegs

MEMBERS PRESENT:

/

x

R. T. Harbo
R. C. Hendon

E* E. Conroy
E. Scheldt

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS: {That, the
(bills and
•epprts.

igned statement^-jphotograph; >

be reflected irclnvestigativj

4. RECOMMENDATION:

ADVANTAGES:
r

1. After reading the report it would be readily ascertained by all offices
in possession thereof where such material was located.

DISADVANTAGES:

1. Most ordinarily the disposition of such materials is not available at
thb time a report is prepared and where known it is not contrary to
present practice to reflect the information.

2. There would be so many exceptions to the rule that a rule is not
required and would become inoperative.

Unanimously opposed.
RCH:ER
EXECUTIVES: CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION:

Unanimously opposed by the Executives Conference on May 27 . 19463

those present being Messrs • Tolson 3 Glavin3 Tracy3 Harbo 3 Nichols 3
Hendon 3 Hince3 Ladd 3 Rosen and Tamm .

Respectfully 3
Tor the Conference

db
A
C 4 g 'Clyde Ison

57JU#%'4194

. cc: Mr. Clegg
0 a) Mr. Hendon

Recorded
&

MfDEXV'.jy.

//'

=26
30 JUN13
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STANDARD FaCRM NO. 64

ce Mem ium • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

THE DIRECTOR

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION #28-B
EMPLOYEE: SAC D

DATE: APRIL 12, 19U6

. A^ERICE

MEMBERS PRESENT

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTS

OKLAHOMA CITY FIELD DIVISION

H. H. Clegg
R* C. Hendon

&: E. Conroy
E* Scheldt

That instead of setting forth 35 types of cases in
reports are prepared for submission to the Bureau and'which
should be stamped wfileM the formula be modified so as'to
show that the word ''file 1* would be placed on all reports
with the following exceptions:
(a) The initial report in any type of case
(b) Reports containing statistical data
(c) Reports making a subject a fugitive or reporting his

apprehension
(d) Reports containing information of interest to the Bureau
(e) AH closing reports

ADVANTAGES:

1. The recommendation would simplify the present rule and also it would
expand it considerably and modify it as a matter of policy*

2. It would lessen the number of reports to be automatically read by
supervisors at the Seat of Governmeirb.

3* It would be easier for field offices to remember or to refer to records
as to the types of reports that should not be stamped ttfile.'» A.

DISADVANTAGES :
1

| It .£ t-^

^

e field as to types

It would ejqpand the present system oi^marking reports wfilen to types
which it is 'believed should be re^^rodlJBj^tne^supei^isor.
It would leave -entirely too much cuscretion i&thvtHe field as to typei
of reports to be reviewed by Bureau superjd^^i^
The formula presently being used has beco^^^re or less a fixed
formula in the minds of those who stamp! thejreports ••file 1* and any
change would cause some confusion* \/ If
Subsection D is a catchall which in order to secure any uniformity in
the field would require additional specific listings on the part of
the Bureau in the event the Agents in ^Charge are placed in a position
to 'accurately determine reports containing information of interest
to the Bureau* (’ i

RECOMMENDATION: That a; chart be prepared? similar to the attached*
* j j I*. * ? ' I • V * X* V *

. j 'L.

[ ^ chart should be furnished to each field office^in sufficient number that each
/^jriember of the supervisory staff wpuldihave one available for easy reference. It
tefeWsfjmanirnqusTy recommended that the rtle continuV as at present.



EXECUTIVES* CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION s The Executives' Conference on. April 17
1946, those present being Messrs*

Tolsonj. Glavin, Tracy, Harbo, Hendon, Nichols, Mumford, Roseh and Clegg,
concurred with the. recommendation of the. Joint Conmittee that the attached
chart which has been brought up to date be planted and distributed in
adequate number for- each field office to have a sufficient number of copies
for the various members, of the -supervisory staff: in order to provide an
easy' reference in handling such matters*

Respectfully^.
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson

cc - Mr*. Hendon
Mr* Clegg

HHC:PJ
-2-
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Ur. Clefg
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•l!r. Coffey"
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Mr, E* A,

A&OSEK

SUBJECT: HElfflf g; HOCUIUI} ®C81S Fffi

_

®M®CP
* _ ' *

Nichols’

- . Rosen

Ur. Tracy"

Ur', -.Carson

Mr

review of
'*h “*»* « connoted a. <H

.% 131astrKsa^ or^^irfS
3 %S?

report writing, *Mch » ?l ?
%eaedto^titute; unnecessarrS Sg
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classification- of eithe^tete”^
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TITLE k CHARACTER ORIGIN
9

MAT'
1

i

.REFERENCE OBSERVATION

ROY E. RISONj

APPLICATION TO

RESTORE CIVIL RIGHTS

t

,

i

1

*

Little' Rock

l

1

Okla* City
1

Okia* City

report 3/8/i*6
'

i

The reporting office sets out only 2

leads and these, are reset leads for .

itself* No pertinent information - Sj.

is reported and balance of invest!-

gation should have’ been conducted ^
and 'an RUC report written*.

UNSUBS} ROBERT J.

.TICK* etal} NSPA

/§/

!

IBostM Network NY report.

y/m
No information- other, than the re- 1

suits of a ‘Laboratory examination L
and the fact that, further, specimens

were being forwarded to the Labora- *)

tory are set forth* Bureau already \i

in possession of. this, information* n
,

i * i

1

CALVIN HITE ‘GREGORY}

,

NSPA} SS} MIL FRAUD

»

Des Noines Indiana-

polis

KCirira

1#&
Indiana;

report 3/11/1*6

• u
Balance, of investigation in Indiana-

a

polls should have been completed
,

prior to writing report*

GEORGE .FAVORS}

1

SS

Miami Miami Miami report.

3/7/W
.

Details consist of 3? lines and

report only subject's indictment

.
by Federal .Grand Jury*

i TEO0UIO HARTIilEZ;

SS

Saii'Monio Sarr,Antonio SAnArtreport
' m

Phoenix Phoenix Phoenix report

mu

Norfolk Norfolk

Report advises solely that correspond-

ence/iath Philadelphia. Division re

iNS'informtLon on subject jras

negative* investigation not advanced

and undeveloped lead should have 'been

handled before writing this report*

Only 3 leads set out and- these for

reporting- field division* Should

have -been covered prior to, writing,

.report*

Reporting office should have awaited

report' from Bu* laboratory and with.

that information- carried out the lead

set for itself* Closing report could

then be submitted*

t

enclosure
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TITLE k CHARACTER ORIGIN MAT .REFERENCE OBSERVATION

MC. MOLL;

WAP

Newark

i

Newark

9 *

Knox* wire
1

um .

i

- r 5

,
Reporting office should ,have awaited

the dismissal of complaint against

subject and written* closing report*

J. I. lUKSj

BSP

Charlotte’ New York Charv reportm
1

r*
"

Negative information reported* Only

investigative leads set out for

reporting, office* These should have

been covered before, writing report*

meiuiams; .

WSTA

Newark

!

Newark

i *,

*

*

Jelrlrreport
‘

3/tyW

1 ,
1

1

4,

’

t

1

i

Information does hot advance investi-

gation* Balance of leads within

Newark Division should, have been

covered before writing report* Reset

leads for New York could have been

handled by letter to that office.

j!
<

JESUS OTADUI HERIZj

STOTAWAY

New York New York m
ir,

**

i

It is reported that prosecution is

declined and the onty lead set out

requests the reporting of actual

deportation of the subject when this

information is obtained from INS*

Should have awaited receipt of this

information and closed report*

JERONIMO OIAZARAN;

STOTYAWAY

New York
i

New York m it it

* 4

MARIANO GARCIA;

STOY/AWAY

New York New York m ii ii

A 4

SANTIAGO ORTEGA;

STOWAWAY ,

New York New York' m II 11

"i ,

MARIANO MEREGA;

.SOTAM

New York Her York m ii n

4 *

HATRICE MARAIS;

f WAY
New York New York m It II

'i



If TITLE! & CHARACTER' ORIGIN IDE* AT

PAUL F. TOISEND; Baltimore Richmond

DESERTER

Heir Haven
1

ROY LEON BRUCE; San Antonio San Antonio

IMPERSONATION

RAYMOND W. GARDNER; New York New York

IMPERSONATION

UNSUB; NWTA 'Boston Boston

0

UNSUB; N1TA Washington Washington

REFERENCE - OBSERVATION

Baltirreport Report develops, no information, of

3/12/46; ’Rich? value, and resets lead for' reporting

report 3/29/1*6 office. Thorough investigation
'

‘

r should have heen conducted before

1

' writing report and if' deemed neces-

'

sary to advise office of origin, a
•

' letter rather than a.report should

have been written' in this, instance*
'<

* *

:New Haven Only' investigative leads set out for

;report 4/9/46 reporting office. 'They should have

been covered before, writing report.
k t

" 11

Dallas, report Only negative information reported .

4/5/46 and no leads set out for reporting

office. Reset leads for auxiliary

office could have, been handled ty’

'
1

letter.

r 1

New York report Nothing of significance developed herein.

2/20/46 lead for Philadelphia, to reinterview

subject should have been handled by

letter*

’3h the absence of other investigative

leads being set out,, solitary lead

for reporting office should first

have been covered tefore writing

report.

Reporting office should have re-

quested auxiliary office by letter

to cover undeveloped lead, which

was previously set out in tele-

type, and' upon receipt of that

-information, closed case or set out

leads for investigation.

d

Wire to Balti.

2
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TME & CHARACTER ORIGIN IDE AT .REFERENCE: OBSERVATION

GENE CONTRILL;

NMVTA

Olda. City Okla* City Okla* City

report 3/2?A6

^EARL'WILURDj

V NMVTA

Salt Lake
1

Salt Lake

ISDBj NMVTA Salt Lake Salt Lake

0

'
STEPHEN ANTHOE

GALECKI}, NMVTA
-

Negative information reported*

Only leads set out for reporting

Division and these are reset*

Undeveloped' leads should have

been completed before writing

report*

Salt Lake report Investigation not advanced*

2/25>/ji’6j’ Wb •

,

Negative information reported

Ang* report

3/2#

Salt Lake

report 1/13/1$

Of 3 leads set for reporting

office, 2 are reset* All 3
1

.should have been covered before
* i

'

writing report* Other leads re-

set for auxiliary offices could

have been handled by letter to

those field divisions* A copy

of report to H.S* Attorney was

unnecessary*

Negative information reported*

Investigation not advanced*

Sole undeveloped lead' within

reporting .office calls for

setting leads on the bais of

information received from the

Bureau* Should have awaited this

information and set-appropriate

leads,

Washington Washington Washington Negative information* Does not

report l/lG/ii6 advance investigation. ;No'new

leads* for reporting office*. Re-

set leads for auxiliary could

have been handled by letter.

No necessity to designate copy

to D. .S’* Attorney*

ir* -



© UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT *ce Memorandum

TO DATE:

FROM' :

SUBJECT: ( \ TITLE
*

lir. Tolson
lA E.'.A. iaa
MrXCltzx * * *•/

l£rv>Glavln /
Kr- 5 - y
lar. Nichbls A

- /

n, _ _____ ,
Lr. Carson /

\ i

c

f

Mr. Gia*nea/
li*. Karbo A

CHARACTER Mr. Handon •

.

VS*. Panning Eon - _

FIELD OFFICE HO.
vcr. Quinn Tajga - _
T«l*./Rooa \

BUREAU NO. Mils Baahri
U1«4 &

REPORT MADE AT ' 3
-

DATE ,

REPORTING AGENT T

3
The above report has been carefully reviewed at the

Bureau. It appears to be an unnecessary interim report. The •

instructions set forth in Bureau Bulletin #22 (A&B) dated
April I7j 1946} have not been fallowed . Undeveloped leads within
a field d-ivision should be covered before a report is written
unless the nature of the case requires a report to adequately
and promptly further the investigation.

Reports should not be written solely for 'bhs purpose, fof
preventing a case from becoming delinquent.

\

a -it 3 5-wv
£HCLOSUrE



Cs ^mrandum • onited states government
^ h

4

r

D. H. LADD

from
,

c,. Broim^

DAT
f

J May 2i

SUBJECT: r

TOBLEEBaRTS

Br.CwwJT
Ur.Ejai

'

». CurrsT
Hr. Hwnon'

!£ £!a,rSEa
}»• Wra “ass
idle. Rooq

In accordance With VniiW'Jne+*% i* ifriftmirg* * fern* duriagtte^ko^n50 *esti^ reports15

T&* ** *»«SSt „tt
n

di^
er * not te fleU—

status and other unnecessary renouf^ nffu*
^continue the submitting at

Cl™ in the above c23? * ^ none -could bTS^telyj

Hr. Carlson of the Training and'lnspectS SviUT^^ attentio“
I

*

B* 3
|g JUN 18 1846

i

*. * + > *
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^rdum •

: 2ffi'. CLYD1? TOLSON

from : , H. l£\pLEGG tbhL
SUBJECT:

GOVERNMENT

E: MAY

Division m'sf^hr

The first survey of pending reports has been

by the Security and Investigative Divisions . These rep

are attached hereto. It is to be noted the Security

after a review of 250 reports found none that were considered

as status or unnecessary reports. The Investigative Division

reviewed 264 pending reports , of which 72, or 27.6%, were' deemed

to be unnecessary reports.
V «

Attached hereto is a suggested form letter to be used

in pointing \out to the field that a particular report was

considered by the Bureau as unnecessary

.

REC0UUE1IDATION

That the attached form letter be approved and printed

by the Mechanical Section . It should then be transmitted to

the Investigative Division for transmittal to the appropriate

field offices.





f&TTCE MEMORAltau

EROM

SR STATES GOVERNMENT

THE DIRECTOR DATS: April 26, 19h6

THE JOINT COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION. #£h-D
EMPLOYEE? SAC; BQARDMAN

SEATTLE EEELD DIVISION

MESSERS PRESENT: ft. H. Clegg.
R. C. Hendon

E. E. Conroy
E. Scheldt

EMPLOYED SUGGESTS: 1* That current instructions be issued by Bureau
mentioning all requirements as to -submitting reports-

in Matnapcase,.

2* That three copies of Reports no longer be required
by Seattle Office -but only two copies be furnished
thereto*

ADVANTAGES:

RCH:rs-

<3K

3. That the requirement that one copy of each report
be designated' for the office, where a suspeqt was first
reported be discontinued*

1. Instructions a? to- the submission Of reports in this
case are .scattered; throughout, the field in various
Bulletins and- .SAC letters and should be brought up.- to a
current status for ready reference.

,2. The* elimination- of one copy for Seattle Office would
be, a..saving in money aid in many instances, time. Two-
copies are entirely sufficient to sefy£ the- purpose..

3-

. No- longer is. it necessary for a copy to be furnished .

to the office where suspect was first reported since due
to, the reduction in the number of suspects, the activities
of each can be fully supervised by the Seattle. Office.

ii. The elimination of a copy for -offices 'there suspect Was
first reported would also eliminate additional clerical
and* supervisory effort in handling those particular reports
which are actually of ,no interest, to an office.

The SAC- of the office of origin Of the Matnap case has
indicated he is in favor Of all these suggestions and
that it will facilitate the worlc of the office of origin.

F B f
t

?S ION 20 1946
XkLt, c.j wu>»j

a
,jir

Original

mpv

fh

&



Seattle, Field Division

DISADVANTAGES: 1^ Additional work in preparation, -nailing, and
filing -of letters suggested*

2,* Additional work in preparation of letter sug-
gested in order to contain any additional
observations the Bureau night wish to wakes

|lECO]CvISIDATro?! : Unanimously favorable and that the. specific
recommendations, by Boardmari be .considered by
the case Supervisor in preparation, of instruc-
tions to- the field.,

BCECUTIVES CONFERENCE CffiJSIDERATIOH:

The Executives Conference on May 2>» I9ii6, with Messrs. TolSon, Glavin
?

,

Harbo, Quinn Tanfci, £• A* Tamm, Hendon, Nichols, iadd and Rosen in,

attendance, unanimously agreed with the recommendation, of the Joint .

Committee* -

' Respectfully,
For the Conference
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% -MeffHk aM • UNITED ST. ;OVERNMENT

MR. D. H, LADD

FROM : HP, B. C. Brown]

SUBJECT: STATUS AND’ XHTERXK IMPORTS

A'

r : * IB. D. H, LADD VJp>/ /
' DATE: Jun° U*

ft
R>\

f
Ur. ««?

LOM : Hr, B« C. BrownHXL yAf * S.'S”
b Mf q # V ,jf Ell

, i*
* ur. laid

\ ff f /U I ! !*. KlchoIS”

4 r I ft 1#\
* Hcsen

IBJBCT: STATUS ASD'IMIIK REFORTS Aft . £&-
* f

V ifir. Egan'

Ur. Oarpsa

A review' of 250 pending reports .received for Division 5 if. ftrclrjjlorj

during the week of June 3, 1946, disclosed a total of 12 reports which

might he considered as status or interim reports. - They were in the SSBfc
following classifications: '

»
.

™

—

Ascertaining
:

Financial Ability • 1

. Bank Robbery - 3 /

Servicemen’s Dependents’ Allowance Act of 1942 - .5 - /

Federal Reserve Act - 2
,

.

. f
Extortion - 1

' ?
* >

Form letters on these 12 reports have been transmitted to the

offices
1

concerned.

.

PImzi
a? 1**

i y >

-1 1*1 WX,
l KYi

t'g:
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UBJECT:

r
\tj

Hf,R

vr
Hr. C$m

i

l GOVERNMENT

5/29/46
l!r. Tolson

Ur. L A. 7am
Ur. Clegg _.

l£r. Coffey

Ur. GlavJn 1
Ur; Ladd

Ur. Nichols

Ur; Rosen

Ur. Tracy

Ur. Carson-

Ur. Egan

Ur.' Henlon

Reference is made to SAC Letter^ forwarding the chart to g- gjjglv
lie field for the use of field admnistrative officials in determining Teie. Rooa

whether or not to stamp a report i'EUe". It is poted that according
jgg
S

to the chart Selective Service - Reemployment cases, Cases of Int^rffiraS^ :

by Violence with the Administration of the Selective Service Acjb and closing
*

reports or reports placing a- case in a pending inactive status may be stamoed

"ELle".. V
A

#

I thought you might wish to inquire of the Training Division whether ^
this is the result of ah inadvertenoy or whether some new policies with regard •

,

to the handling of Selective Service have been adopted concerning which the Se-
'

lective Service Unit has not been Advised. If the former is the case, it is

-

,

suggested that a new chart be drawn up and issued .to the field. If the latter is

the case, it is suggested that courtesy would dictate that the supervisory staff

at the Seat of Government which is theoretically at least entrusted vdth the

supervision of the Bureau's worjc in, the Selective Service field be- advised of

contemplated' changes in Bureau policies.

GCCffl IJW
I ty

A L jl junm

$ 1 ?

*

*
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